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The Epistle to the Hebrews
Dennis E. Johnson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Practical Theology
Westminster Theological Seminary in California

Course Description
To what extent does the New Covenant replace the Old? How should Jews regard their crucified
Messiah? Learners discover answers to these and other important questions by studying the background, context, and content of the Epistle to the Hebrews. The course focuses on the key interpretive
issues and theological contributions found in this rich, christocentric book. The goal of the course is to
strengthen students’ confidence in the superiority of Jesus and the New Covenant, and to equip him/
her to “encourage one another daily.”

Course Objectives
At the conclusion of this course the student should be able to:

(Cognitive)
1.

Reach informed conclusions regarding the epistle’s authorship, original audience, and
purpose.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

2.

List the identifications that have been proposed regarding the authorship of
Hebrews.
Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the argument for each proposal.
Identify the evidence within the epistle that provides information concerning
its original audience and their situation.
Identify the proposals that have been offered regarding the identity and life
situation of the epistle’s original audience.
Evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the argument for each proposal.
Integrate evidence concerning the audience’s situation and the epistle’s main
themes into a statement of the epistle’s purpose(s).

Describe the genre, method of theological argument, and main themes of the Epistle to the
Hebrews.
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

Identify features within the epistle that indicate its genre.
Infer interpretive principles and strategies appropriate to the genre.
Outline the structure of the epistle, the main movements in its argument.
Describe and illustrate its method of christological interpretation of Old
Testament texts.
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Discuss significant questions in the interpretation of the Epistle to the Hebrews, demonstrating acquaintance with alternative views and offering evidence and argumentation for the view
that the student prefers.
3.1
3.2

3.3
3.4

3.5

Christology and the question of Jesus’ “being made perfect”
Relationship of old covenant and new covenant
3.2.1 History of redemption
3.2.2 Mode of revelation
3.2.3 Covenant law
3.2.4 Typology: shadow and reality
3.2.5 Sacrifice for atonement
3.2.6 Worship and sanctuary
3.2.7 Land/City-inheritance promises
Priesthood in the order of Melchizedek
Wilderness-paradigm of the Christian community’s present experience
3.4.1 Wilderness generation
3.4.2 House of God
3.4.3 Priests of God
Apostasy

(Affective)
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Glorify God for the superiority of Christ, the mediator of the new and eternal covenant.
Approach God confidently in prayer through Christ our high priest.
Respond to present trials with persistent faith and hope.
Take initiative to encourage struggling fellow-Christians, with compassion and confidence.
Rejoice in the superiority of new covenant worship, centered in the Son and the heavenly
Jerusalem, versus the touchable “shadows” of old covenant worship.

(Performative)
9.

Explain and apply passages from Hebrews so as to make clear their meaning and relevance
to late-twentieth century audiences.
9.1
9.2
9.3

10.

In writing
In preaching or teaching
In counseling

Replicate the hermeneutical method of Hebrews in interpreting other Old Testament texts.
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Course Text
Lane, William L. Hebrews 1-8 (WBC 47A); Hebrews 9-13 (WBC 47B). Waco: Word, 1991.
COLLABORATIVE LEARNING
Whether you sit in a traditional classroom or study from a distance, you will benefit from interaction, collaboration, and
spiritual formation (ATS schools, note Standards 3.2.1.3; 10,3,3,3; 10.3.4.3). In order to meet this need in distance theological education, ITS is developing structures and resources to encourage spiritual formation and community interaction in
our courses. In this course, we have included three collaborative learning features:
1.
2.
3.

ITS Online Interactivity Forum (see course requirements) – fosters peer-to-peer interaction in a global, threaded
discussion (required for all students)
Spiritual Formation Project (see course requirements) – fosters mentor-to-learner interaction in a mentor-guided
reflection, discussion and application (required for all students)
Learning Community Assignments (see end of ILG) – fosters peer-to-peer collaboration in a group approach to
assignments (optional but recommended where possible)

Go to www.ITScourses.org/interactivity/ for the most up-to-date ITS resources.

Course Instructional Method and Requirements
The lecture material of the course will be taught in a series of twenty-four 44-minute lectures. In addition to
listening carefully to these lectures the following assignments are required:
1.

Reading: Read the entire textbook, William L. Lane’s two-volume commentary on the
Epistle to the Hebrews in the Word Biblical Commentary series. Read the appropriate
section(s) of the commentary in advance of each lecture.

2.

Exegetical Paper: Research and write a 4,500-word (15 pp.) exposition of a text in Hebrews, consulting the textbook and other commentaries, lexical and grammatical resources,
and, if appropriate and feasible, journal articles and other monographs. Consult your proctor as to the appropriate sized text to choose. The exposition should give attention to the
situation of the readers (particularly the specific nature of their need for exhortation/encouragement as reflected in your text), the role of the text in its literary contexts (the argument of
the epistle, the Old Testament, other New Testament writings), the author’s purpose, and
the structure and movement of thought by which the text advances toward that purpose. It
is recommended that you consult and interact with, in addition to Lane, at least one other
modern evangelical commentary (F. F. Bruce, P. Ellingworth, D. Hagner, P. E. Hughes), a
critical commentary or two (H.Attridge, H. Montefiore, G. W. Buchanan, J. Moffatt), and
at least one classic Protestant commentary (J. Calvin, J. Owen, W. Goudge). Your objective is to produce not a narrowly-focused research paper, but a balanced, informed,
well-reasoned explanation of the message of the text as a whole, as a foundation for
preaching or teaching the text in a church or Bible study setting. (Nevertheless,
observe standard academic conventions by identifying quotations, footnoting, and including
a bibliography of works consulted.)
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3.

Interactive Learning Guide: Answer the questions in the Interactive Learning Guide and hand
in those answers (type-written) to your proctor. These questions are designed to assist you
in note taking and in achieving higher levels of interaction and learning. Your proctor will tell
you how often to hand in your answers. Please type each question before giving your
answer in order to make the grading process easier for your proctor.

4.

ITS Online Interactivity Forum: Participate with other students worldwide in an ongoing
asynchronous threaded discussion of two major course topics. Go to
www.ITScourses.org/interactivity/ to register for and enter the ITS On-Line Forum. In
order to get the fullest benefit from the Forum, complete the assignment after you have
listened to all the lectures. Be sure to return to the forum after finishing the course to see
how others respond. Follow these steps to complete the assignment:
 Post an original answer to each question for your course (75 word min.).
 Post your response to any previous answer given to each question (75 word min.).
 Submit a document to your proctor that contains the original questions, your postings,
and the postings to which you responded.
NOTE: Please read the “Assignment Instructions” in the Forum for details.

Objective: to develop critical thinking skills through personal interaction with the content of the
course and the responses of others within a diverse community of learners.
5.

Spiritual Formation Project
RATIONALE: Ministry preparation and the Christian life require more than academic exercises. Learners also need personal, spiritual formation, which involves theological reflection and critical thinking
on their current practices and assumptions. This process occurs as learners engage in self-reflection and
interaction in a community of learning. With this in mind, ITS includes in all courses a capstone project
addressing these issues and facilitating interaction beyond the formal learning environment (ATS schools,
note Standards 3.2.1.3; 4.1.1; 10.3.3.3).

Write a five-to-six page reflective essay and interview a mentor, discussing the spiritual
impact of this course on your life. Identify your mentor early in the course, and submit the
essay to your grader when you take the final exam. This last project should not be a summary
of course content, but an application of course principles. Complete the following:
1. Personal Reflection and Evaluation: Reflect on the course – To integrate your academic studies with your walk of faith, reflect on the content of the course and evaluate your
life in light of what you learned.
a. Follow these steps in your reflection:
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Step 1: What one theme, principle, or concept in the course is the most significant
to you personally? Why is it significant?
Step 2: What portion(s) of the course brought this theme/principle/concept to light?
Step 3: Think about your past. Why is it vital now for you to deal with and apply
this theme/principle/concept?
Step 4: How should this affect your thoughts and actions, and what specific steps
should you take to concretely apply what you have learned?
b. Write your answers to the above questions in full paragraph form. (Recommended
length for this reflection: approximately three pages)
c. Give a copy of this reflection to your mentor (see #2).
2. Community Reflection and Interaction: Interview a mentor – Since the Holy Spirit
uses the input of others to guide and form His people, interview a mentor according to the
following guidelines:
a. Who should you interview? (1-3 are required; 4-6 are recommended)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Someone with whom you have a reasonably close relationship.
Someone who is a mature Christian ministry leader (i.e. a pastor).
Someone who is not your grader or a family member.
Someone who values the spiritual formation process.
Someone who is familiar with and values the subject of the course.
Someone who has experience using the content of the course in ministry.

NOTE: Identify your mentor early in the course, and give him/her the page entitled
“Guidelines for Mentors.”
b. Focus of the interview – Your interview should focus on the issues and questions you
raise in your essay. For example:
 What feedback can your mentor give in response to your essay?
 In light of the course content, are the conclusions you made appropriate? Why or
why not?
 What additional advice, deeper insights or broader applications might he/she suggest from his/her own life and ministry?
NOTE: Conduct this interview either in person (preferred) or over the phone. Do not use
electronic communication (i.e. email, instant messenger, etc). Suggested length: 45 min.
3. Synthesis and Application: Draw your final conclusions – Having reflected on the
course and the discussion with your mentor, synthesize what you have learned in these
three sections:
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a. Section 1: Begin your essay with the personal reflection from #1 above. This should be
exactly what you gave your mentor for the interview.
b. Section 2: Comment on your interview, explaining what you discussed and the insights
you gained from your mentor. Include the following:
 What were the mentor’s comments regarding your essay?
 What advice did he/she give?
 How did his/her comments expand or correct your application of the course?
 Include the person’s name, occupation, and the length of the interview.
c. Section 3: Conclude with a synthesis of what you have learned. Answer the following:
 If your mentor corrected any thoughts in your “Personal Reflection and Evaluation”, how do you feel about these corrections? Do you agree or disagree? Why?
 Synthesizing your thoughts from section one and your mentor’s insight in section
two, what final conclusions have you reached? How is this different from section
one?
 In light of the interview and further reflection, what additional, specific changes
need to occur in your life and what concrete steps will you take to implement
them?
NOTE TO STUDENTS: Your effort in this assignment will determine its benefit. If by the end of this
course you have not yet reflected critically on your life in light of what you have studied, allow this
assignment to guide you in that process. The instructor for this course will not score your essay based on
the amount of spiritual fruit you describe; so do not exaggerate (or trivialize) what you have learned.
The primary grading criteria is that you have thoughtfully considered the principles of the course and
realistically sought to apply them to your life. If you have done this and met the minimal requirements
(as noted above), you will earn the full points for this assignment.
Note on confidentiality: Perhaps the Holy Spirit is dealing with you in some very personal areas of your life.
Because of this, your grader will keep your essay entirely confidential and either return or discard it.

Objective: to stimulate reflection and interaction on course principles in order to enhance
personal spiritual formation.
Revised 10/05

6.

Examinations: Sustain a mid-term examination and a final examination on the lecture material
and the introductory material in Lane, Hebrews 1-8:
Mid-term: Lane, vol. 1, pp. lvii-ciii (writer, audience, circumstances/date, integrity,
genre, literary structure, purpose/plan); lectures 1-12.
Final: Lane, vol. 1, pp. ciii-clvii (conceptual background, Old Testament text,
Hebrews & Judaism, Christology, theology of Hellenistic church, recognition, text); lectures 13-24.
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Course Grading
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Completion of the Reading
Exegetical Paper
Completion of the Interactive Learning Guide
ITS Online Interactivity Forum
Spiritual Formation Forum
Examinations (15% each)

5%
30%
20%
5%
10%
30%
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Lectures
(Reading assignments in Lane in parenthesis. Pages are numbered successively through the
two volumes. Pages in volume 2 are in boldface.)
1. Authorship and Canonicity (xlvii-li, cl-clvii)
2. Authorship and Canonicity (continued), Audience, Destination, and Purpose (li-lxvi)
3. Genre, Structure, and Theological Method (lxvi-ciii)
4. Hebrews 1:1-4 (1-19)
5. Hebrews 1:5-2:4 (19-41)
6. Hebrews 2:5-18 (41-67)
7. Hebrews 3:1-19 (68-91)
8. Hebrews 4:1-13 (91-105)
9. Hebrews 4:14-5:10 (105-128)
10. Hebrews 5:11-6:20 (128-155)
11. Hebrews 6:13-20 (continued); Hebrews 7:1-28 (155-198)
12. Hebrews 8 (198-211)
13. Hebrews 9:1-14 (213-241)
14. Hebrews 9:15-28 (241-252)
15. Hebrews 10:1-18 (252-271)
16. Hebrews 10:19-39 (271-311)
17. Hebrews 11:1-22 (312-366)
18. Hebrews 11:23-40 (366-395)
19. Hebrews 12:1-13 (395-430)
20. Hebrews 12:14-29 (431-491)
21. Hebrews 13:1-16 (491-553)
22. Hebrews 13:17-25 (553-575)
23. Hermeneutics and Christology in Hebrews (cxii-cxliv)
24. Soteriology and the Christian Life in Hebrews (cxliv-cl)
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Interview
Date/Time:

Guidelines for Mentors
(Students, give this sheet to your mentor for the Spiritual Formation Project.)

Thank you for your involvement in this student’s ITS coursework. We believe the Christian life is more than an
academic exercise, so we encourage students to critically reflect on their life in light of what they learn and then
apply those insights to the daily life of faith.
Therefore, students taking ITS courses are required to complete a final assignment called the “Spiritual Formation Project.” This assignment involves two parts: an essay and an interview:
The ESSAY: After completing their coursework, students reflect on the content of the course, evaluate their lives, and discuss the one theme, principle or concept that is most significant to them and why.
Students are to identify specific ways this theme/principle/concept should apply to their lives and what
action steps they plan to take in order to make these changes a reality.
The INTERVIEW: After writing this reflection, students give a copy to their mentor and meet with
him/her to discuss their thoughts and get feedback. The goal of this interview is to facilitate the
student’s growth through interaction with a mature believer.
NOTES ONTHE INTERVIEW:
•
•

You do not need to be familiar with the course to participate in this interview. You will primarily respond to the
thoughts of the student. (However, general knowledge of the subject matter of the course and/or experience
applying it to ministry is valuable.)
Prior to meeting with the student, read his/her “Personal Reflection and Evaluation” and prepare to discuss the
following:
1.
2.
3.

•
•

What feedback can you give the student in response to his/her essay?
Are the student’s conclusions from the course appropriate? Why or why not?
What additional advice, deeper insights or broader applications would you suggest from your own life
and ministry?

Meet with the student either in person (preferred) or over the phone. Do not use electronic communication (i.e.
email, instant messenger, etc.).
Suggested length of the interview: 45 minutes

Thanks again for participating in this project!You have a real opportunity to guide this student in the application
process and to help him/her connect academics to life – a valuable process for all who wish to grow in
Christ.
NOTE: If the student’s school makes any changes to this assignment, their requirements should replace those described
here.
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This study log should assist you in several ways. First, it provides you with a course overview at a
glance. You can see the assignments and the course content to which they relate. Second, it provides
you with an opportunity to plan your work so that you do not fall behind and sacrifice learning for
cramming. Third, it provides both you and your proctor with a way to measure your progress at any
given point in the academic term. IF you use this tool well, you may find that completing the course
becomes much less stressful and much more beneficial to your learning.

ASSIGNMENT

TARGET

COMPLETE

Identify your mentor for the Spiritual Formation Project right away.
Lesson 1: Authorship and Canonicity
Read Lane, pp. xlvii-li, cl-clvii
Taped Lecture 1 & Questions
Lesson 2: Authorship and Canonicity (cont.), Audience,
Destination, and Purpose
Read Lane, pp. li-lxvi
Taped Lecture 2 & Questions
Lesson 3: Genre, Structure, and Theological Method
Read Lane, pp. lxvi-ciii
Taped Lecture 3 & Questions
Lesson 4: Hebrews 1:1-4
Read Lane, pp. 1-19
Taped Lecture 4 & Questions
Lesson 5: Hebrews: 1:5-2:4
Read Lane, pp. 19-41
Taped Lecture 5 & Questions

Begin preparing study questions for the Mid-Term Exam
Narrow topic for Exegetical Paper to 3 choices
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TARGET

COMPLETE

Lesson 6: Hebrews 2:5-18
Read Lane, pp. 41-67
Taped Lecture 6 & Questions
Lesson 7: Hebrews 3:1-19
Read Lane, pp. 68-91
Taped Lecture 7 & Questions
Lesson 8: Hebrews 4:1-13
Read Lane, pp. 91-105
Taped Lecture 8 & Questions
Lesson 9: Hebrews 4:14-5:10
Read Lane, pp. 105-128
Taped Lecture 9 & Questions
Lesson 10: Hebrews 5:11-6:20
Read Lane, pp. 128-155
Taped Lecture 10 & Questions

Continue preparing study guide for Mid-Term Exam
Select topic for Exegetical Paper
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TARGET

COMPLETE

Lesson 11: Hebrews 6:13-20 (continued); Hebrews 7:1-28
Read Lane, pp. 155-198
Taped Lecture 11 & Questions
Lesson 12: Hebrews 8
Read Lane, pp. 198-211
Taped Lecture 12 & Questions
Lesson 13: Hebrews 9:1-14
Read Lane, pp. 213-241 (these pages begin volume 2)
Taped Lecture 13 & Questions
Lesson 14: Hebrews 9:15-28
Read Lane, pp. 241-252
Taped Lecture 14 & Questions
Lesson 15: Hebrews 10:1-18
Read Lane, pp. 252-271
Taped Lecture 15 & Questions

Take Mid-Term Exam over material outlined in the Syllabus
Begin preparing study guide for Final Exam
Begin research for Exegetical Paper
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ASSIGNMENT

Learning Guide 15

TARGET

COMPLETE

Lesson 16: Hebrews 10:19-39
Read Lane, pp. 271-311
Taped Lecture 16 & Questions
Lesson 17: Hebrews 11:1-22
Read Lane, pp. 312-366
Taped Lecture 17 & Questions
Lesson 18: Hebrews 11:23-40
Read Lane, pp. 366-395
Taped Lecture 18 & Questions
Lesson 19: Hebrews 12:1-13
Read Lane, pp. 395-430
Taped Lecture 19 & Questions
Lesson 20: Hebrews 12:14-29
Read Lane, pp. 431-491
Taped Lecture 20 & Questions

Continue preparing study guide for Final Examination
Begin writing Exegetical Paper
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ASSIGNMENT

Learning Guide 16

TARGET

COMPLETE

Lesson 21: Hebrews 13:1-16
Read Lane, pp. 491-553
Taped Lecture 21 & Questions
Lesson 22: Hebrews 13:17-25
Read Lane, pp. 553-575
Taped Lecture 22 & Questions
Lesson 23: Hermeneutics and Christology in Hebrews
Read Lane, pp. cxii-cxliv
Taped Lecture 23 & Questions
Lesson 24: Soteriology and the Christian Life in Hebrews
Read Lane, pp. cxliv-cl
Taped Lecture 24 & Questions

Finish study guide for Final Exam
Take Final Exam
Complete Exegetical Paper
Complete ITS Online Interactivity Forum
Complete Spiritual Formation Project
Make sure all components of course are complete

COURSE COMPLETED:_____________________________ !!!
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Lesson 1
Introduction to the Book of Hebrews:
Authorship and Canonicity
Introduction
In this lesson you will be introduced to the book of Hebrews. Dr. Johnson will give insight as to the description of the human author as well as various options as to who it might be. Dr. Johnson will then begin a
brief description of the book’s canonicity.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 1
At the end of Lesson 1, you should be able to:
1. Give arguments for and against the main candidates for the authorship of Hebrews
2. Understand some basic characteristics of the human authorship of Hebrews
3. Explain the church’s role with regards to the canonicity of Scripture
Read: Lane, xlvii-li and cl-clvii

Listen to Lecture 1: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction
and reflection.

A.

Introduction to the Epistle to the Hebrews
1.

The history of redemption: “The first Christian philosophy of history” (Graham Hughs,
Hebrews and Hermeneutics [SNTS Monograph 36; Cambridge: CUP, 1979])

2.

The Person of Christ

3.

Mediatorial work of Christ: high priest, prophet/Word, king

4.

A pastoral “word of exhortation” addressed to real needs (13:22)

QUESTION: From the material above, give a statement of purpose for the book of Hebrews:
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Author
1.

Accomplished Greek stylist (1:1-4)
a.

Not a traditional Hellenistic epistle opening

b.

Eloquent sound
Hebrews 1:1-2
Polumerw?V kai; polutrovpwV pavlai oJ qeo;V lalhvsaV toi?V patravsn ejn
toi?V profhvtaiV (2) ejp= ejscavtou tw?n hJmerw?n touvtwn ejlavlhsen hJmi?n ejn
uiJw?/, o}n e[qhken klhronovmon pavntwn, di= ou\ kai; ejpoivhsen tou;V aijw?naV.

c.

Balance in 1:1-2
time period:
verb:
audience:
means:

d.

pavlai
lalhvsaV
toi?V patravsin
ejn toi?V profhvtaiV

ejp= ejscavtou tw?n hJmerwn touvtwn
ejlavlhsen
hJmi?n
ejn uiJw?

Parallel syntax in 1:2b-4
Relative clauses: “whom he appointed,” “through whom he made,” “who”
Participial phrases: “being,” “bearing,” “having made,” “having become”

2.

Interpreter of the Old Testament
a.

Series of Old Testament Citations (1:5-13)

b.

Commentary on Psalm 8 (2:5-9)

c.

Commentary on Palm 95 (ch. 3-4)

d.

Exegetical inference (4:8; ch. 7 as commentary on Gen. 14 and Ps. 110:4)

3.

Uses the Greek Septuagint (LXX) - e.g. citation of Ps. 40:6-8 in Heb. 10:5-10, with
commentary on the LXX distinctive reading sw?ma

4.

“Second” generation - learned the Gospel of salvation through apostles (Lk. 1:2)

5.

Knows the reader’s previous experience and present trials (12:4; 13:1-5)
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6.

Is known to the recipients, wishes to “be restored” to them; knows Timothy (13:18-19)

7.

Is male: “time would fail me as I narrate” (dihgouvmenon) (11:32)

8.

Nominees for authorship throughout the history of interpretation
a.

b.

c.

Paul
1)

Believed in Alexandria, late second century (before Clement)

2)

Anonymity due to humility of apostle to Gentiles

3)

Origen’s reservations: Paul’s thoughts represented by a Pauline disciple:
“Who wrote the epistle, in truth God [alone] knows.”

4)

Pauline authorship unknown or resisted in the West untilAugustine

5)

In favor of Pauline authorship: early support in the East, theological affinities
with Paul (Christian life as antitype to Israel in wilderness), acquaintance
withTimothy

6)

Against Pauline authorship: Hebrews known early in the West, but Pauline
authorship accepted only late (Muratorian Canon); reasons for Pauline
anonymity unpersuasive; absence of focus on Christ’s resurrection; Calvin’s
argument: the author “was one of the disciples of the apostles” - wholly
different from the way Paul viewed his apostolic call (Gal. 1:1)

Barnabas
1)

Supported by Tertullian alone in the early church

2)

In favor of Barnabas: “son of encouragement” (paravklhsiV) (Acts 4:36),
Levite (sanctuary), Cyprus (Dispersion), Antioch (Acts 11:22ff, association
with Paul)

3)

Against Barnabas: silence of early church except Tertullian, tradition unknown at Rome

Luke
1)

Clement viewed Luke as translator; Origen’s “disciple of Paul” could have
been Luke; Calvin’s commentary on Heb. 13:23
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2)

In favor of Luke: Greek style, citation of LXX, affinities with Paul

3)

Against Luke: Gentile addressing issues of sanctuary and sacrifice - and is
writing to Jewish readers? Issue of Gentile inclusion apart from circumcision
is absent from Hebrews

Apollos
1)

Proposed by Martin Luther

2)

In favor of Apollos: Jew, eloquent, mighty in Egypt (Acts 18:24), Alexandria (Dispersion use of LXX), Philo’s allegorism? (no - cf. C. K. Barrett,
Geerhardus Vos)

3)

Against Apollos: silence of ancient church, though Apollos was a prominent
leader

4)

Ellingworth: “perhaps the least unlikely of the conjectures” (NIGTC, p. 21)

Clement of Rome
1)

Known to Origen; supported by Jerome; considered a possibility by Calvin
(commentary on 13:23)

2)

In favor of Clement: I Clement echoes Hebrews

3)

Against Clement: hierarchial ecclesiology v. Hebrews’ emphasis on all
believers’ access to the throne

Epaphras
1)

Twentieth century scholars: Charles Anderson, Robert Jewett Letter to
Pilgrims (1981)

2)

Angel worship in the Lycus Valley of Asia (Colossian heresy)

3)

In favor of Epaphras: connection with Paul, Timothy; contrast of Son with
angels; “perfection”

4)

Against Epaphras: Son/angel contrast concerns revelation, not worship as
at Colosse; Epaphras a Gentile writing to Jews? Circumcision an issue in
Colossians, but not Hebrews
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Pricilla
1)

Supported by Adolph von Harnack, Ruth Hoppin

2)

In favor of Pricilla: association with Paul and Apollos, Jewish, from Rome
(probable destination of the letter), gifted teacher; anonymous to avoid
sexist prejudice

3)

Against Pricilla: author known to readers, masculine participle in 11:32

QUESTION: From the options above, give your opinion concerning the human author of the book
of Hebrews:

9.

Conclusion: Author is unknown

10.

Does our ignorance of the identity of the human author matter?
a.

Other writings of the human author would provide a “first-circle context” for interpreting Hebrews

b.

But Hebrews is unique in genre - not just an epistle, but a written “word of exhorta
tion”

c.

Hebrews has so many links with other NT books, that the whole NT is the appro
priate context for interpreting Hebrews, not a narrower corpus of writings

d.

Hebrews emphasizes the preeminence of the divineAuthor/Speaker (2:6 tiV pou;
4:4); “the Holy Spirit is saying” (3:7)

QUESTION: Does the ignorance of the human author give a reason for concern? Why or why
not? Is it appropriate to emphasize the divine authorship?
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Canonicity
1.

Church does not constitute canon, conferring authority; but recognizes divine origin, therefore canonical authority

2.

First Clement (end of first century, Rome) shows its influence

3.

Papyrus 46 (late second century, Alexandria) includes it in Pauline corpus

4.

Origen (early third century, Alexandria) accepted it, though it was “spoken against” by
some. Origen divided issues of human authorship and canonical authority

QUESTION: Why is it crucial that the Church only recognize canonicity rather than constitute
canonicity?

Reflection/Application: Someone has just questioned you concerning the authority
of Scripture. They tell you that in cases where the human author is known, they
can see where we could claim authority. However, in the case of Hebrews, we
cannot be sure if the book is authoritative because we know so little about who
wrote it. How would you defend the authenticity of the book of Hebrews?
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Lesson 2
Introduction to the Book of Hebrews
Canonicity (continued) Audience, Destination, and Purpose
Introduction
In this lesson, Dr. Johnson will continue his introduction to Hebrews. After completing his discussion of
canonicity, he will reflect upon the book’s audience, original destination, and its Christological and pastoral
purpose.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 2
At the end of Lesson 2, you should be able to:
1. Explain the criteria for canonicity
2. Determine to which group of people Hebrews was written
3. Discuss the situation of the original recipients
4. Appreciate the Christological and pastoral purposes in Hebrews
Read: Lane, pages li-lxvi

Listen to Lecture 2: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.
C.

Canonicity (continued)
1.

Church does not constitute, but rather it recognizes canon

2.

First Clement (first century influence of Hebrews at Rome)

3.

Papyrus 46 (second century, Hebrews included in Pauline corpus at Alexandria)

4.

Origen (early third century), accepted Hebrews’ canonicity while questioning Pauline
authorship; knew of others who placed it among the ajntilegovmena (“books spoken
against”)
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Early reservations in the West
a.

Early doubts about Pauline authorship

b.

Hebrews “apostasy” passages exploited by Novatians and Domitians (late second,
early third century)

Growing consensus in late third, early fourth centuries
a.

Eusebius of Caesarea (260-340): Hebrews among books confessed by all
(oJmologouvmena)

b.

Athanasius, Easter Encyclical (367) includes Hebrews in NT canon (also Synod of
Rome, 382; Synod of Hippo, 393)

Criteria of canonicity
a.

Authorship or sponsorship by an apostle

b.

Intrinsic divine authority evident in the work

c.

Calvin, Commentary, p. 1

Audience, Destination, and Purpose
A.

Audience and Destination
1.

Not a “general” epistle, but directed to a specific Christian community

2.

Yet identity of recipients and destination are mysterious

QUESTION: Dr. Johnson asked you to stop here and read Hebrews looking for characteristics of
the audience. Write down your findings:
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Inductive observation
a.

Understand Greek and use the LXX

b.

Respect divine authority of OT Scriptures

c.

Disciples of the apostles (2:1-4)

d.

Followers of Jesus for a long time, but now “sluggish” (nwqroiv) (5:11-14; 6:2)

e.

Served the saints in love and continue to do so (6:10)

f.

Suffering at the beginning (10:32-34)

g.

Threatened with martyrdom, tempted to fear (2:14-15; 11:27, 33-38; 12:4)

h.

Concerned with issues of access to God (priest, sanctuary, etc.) (7:11-28; 9:1-10)

i.

Excluded from “the camp” (13:12-13)

j.

Leadership transition (13:7, 17)

k.

Concerned with issues of permanence (6:19; 11:10; 13:8, 14)

l.

Preoccupied with visible, touchable created order—but it is mutable, temporary
(1:10-12; 8:2; 9:11, 24; 12:18, 26-28)

m.

Old covenant sanctuary structures continue in form, though rendered obsolete by
Jesus’ offering—before fall of Jerusalem and destruction of Temple
in AD 70 (8:13; 10:1-4)

n.

Greetings from “those from Italy” (oiJ ajpo; =ItalivaV; Acts 18:2; cf. Rom. 1:7;
2 Cor. 1:1)

Nominations regarding audience and destination
a.

Gentile Christians
1)

Advocates: Robert Jewett, Charles Anderson, T. W. Manson, E. F. Scott,
Geerhardus Vos
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Vos’s arguments (“The Priesthood of Christ in the Epistle to the Hebrews”
[1907], “Hebrews, Epistle of the Diatheke” [1915-16], The Teaching of
the Epistle to the Hebrews [1956])
a)

Hebrews 6:1: “The word of the beginning of Christ” (to;n th?V
ajrch?V tou? Cristou? lovgon) = foundational truths taught to
Gentile converts

b)

Hebrews 3:12: “Apostatize from the living God” (ajposth?nai
ajpo; qeou? zw?tv oV) is not return to OT worship, but return to
paganism

c)

Hebrews 6:10: “The saints” (oiJ aJgivoi) = Jewish Christians, so
readers are Gentiles

Answers to Vos’s arguments
a)

Hebrews 6:1: “The word of the beginning of Christ” are the OT
revelation that must now be left behind as readers move into NT

b)

Hebrews 3:12: Now that Jesus has come, to return to OT institu
tions is to apostatize from following the living God.

c)

Hebrews 6:10: “The saints” are members of their own congregation
who suffered ridicule, loss, prison (10:32-34; 13:1-2)

Jewish Christians
1)

Use of OT Scriptures, concentration on sanctuary, sacrifice, priesthood

2)

Absence of circumcision discussion

3)

Palestinian destination
a)

Jerusalem: George Wesley Buchanan

b)

Qumran: Yigael Yadin, Céslas Spicq, P. E. Hughes
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Dispersion destination
a)

Use of LXX, discusses sanctuary in terms of biblical tabernacle

b)

Alexandria: Spicq

c)

Corinth: H. Montefiore

d)

Italy: W. Manson, F. F. Bruce, D. Guthrie, W. Lane, D. Hagner
(1)

Greeting in 13:24

(2)

Edict of Claudius in 49 (Suetonius: “at the instigation of
Chrestus”) reflected in Acts 18:2; Heb. 10:32-34)

(3)

Nero’s reign, perhaps 64-68

(4)

Fear of strangers, death (2:15; 11:35; 10:25; 13:1)

QUESTION: Give your view concerning the audience and destination. Did Dr. Johnson convince
you of his views? If you disagree with Dr. Johnson, give a defense for your answer:

5.

Recipients’ Spiritual Crisis
a.

External pressures
1)

Threat of martyrdom

2)

“Outside the camp” = exclusion from synagogue and Jewish and community (Acts 13, 17, 18, 19)
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Internal misgivings
1) Invisibility of Jesus’ glory

2)

B.

a)

In the days of His flesh

b)

In His heavenly exaltation

Preoccupation with the present rather than God’s promise
a)

“Things not (yet) seen” = what abides

b)

Corporate accountability (3:12-13; 12:14-17)

Purpose
1.

To encourage wavering Christians to persevere in faith, despite its costs (3:6, 14; 4:11;
10:35-36; 12:1).

2.

To impart a true understanding of Jesus, to ground encouragement (paravklhsiV) in
sound biblical interpretation and theology

3.

To present the OT pattern of Israel’s experience of Exodus, wilderness pilgrimage, and
eventual entry into the land as a powerful paradigm for interpreting Christian experience

4.

To present Jesus’ “credentials” as superior to OT order because they relate to the invisible
and eternal
Reflection/Application: State in your own words the purpose of Hebrews. How
does the purpose of the book fit with the audience and destination?
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Lesson 3
Introduction to the Book of Hebrews
Genre, Structure, and Theological Method
Introduction
In this lesson, you will discover the Christo-centric structure of Hebrews. You will see how this structure
gives instruction concerning significant theological truth. Dr. Johnson will give an overall pattern of the book
to prepare you to move through it verse by verse.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 3
At the end of Lesson 3, you should be able to:
1. Name the true genre of Hebrews
2. Discuss the six Christological movements of the book
3. List key theological concepts to be discussed in the book

Read: Lane, pages lxvi-ciii

Listen to Lecture 3: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.
A.

Genre
1.

Not only not “general”—it’s not an epistle either!

2.

Hebrews 13 includes conventional elements of epistle closings
a.

Exhortations on ethical matters

b.

Request for prayer for the writer

c.

Travel plans
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d.

Greetings from fellow-believers

e.

Benedictions
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Hebrews 1:1-4 not at all an epistle opening. It lacks:
a.

Identification of the writer

b.

Identification of the recipients

c.

Greeting in God’s grace and peace

d.

Expression of thanksgiving or praise to God for his grace

The author’s own description is “The Word of Exhortation” (tou? lovgou th?V
paraklhvsewV)
a.

Paul and Barnabas in synagogue of Antioch, Pisidia (Acts 13:15)

b.

Oral discourse

c.

Exposition of Scripture

d.

Culminated in summons to respond

e.

Hebrews is a sermon.

Sermonic features of Hebrews
a.

b.

Prologue (1:1-4)
1)

Sound

2)

God “spoke”

Formula introducing scriptural citations
1)

Not “it is written” (ggraptai), but Hebrews uses present tense of verbs of
speaking: “say” (levgw), “speak” (lalevw), “testify” (marturevw)

2)

Hebrews 3:7: “As the Holy Spirit says (levgei), ‘Today if you hear his
voice.’”
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3)

Hebrews 3:13-15: “while it is being said, ‘Today if you hear his voice. . . .’”

4)

Hebrews 10:15: “the Holy Spirit is testifying (marturei?) to us”

5)

Hebrews 2:1-4: “word spoken through angels. . . spoken through the
Lord”

6)

Hebrews 9:19; 12:18-24

Congregational sensitivity
1)

Hebrews 13:22: “I have written briefly”

2)

Hebrews 9:5: “there is not now time to speak in detail”

3)

Hebrews 11:32: “time will fail me”

4)

Balance of warning and encouragement (Hebrews 6:4-12)

Implications of Identifying Hebrews as a Sermon in Writing
a.

Our only NT example of a sermon preached to a Christian congregation?
1)

Sermons and speeches of Acts

2)

Epistles of Paul

b.

Centrality of exposition of Scripture (G. W. Buchanan: “a homiletical midrash on
Psalm 110”)

c.

Christians still need to hear the Gospel of salvation in Christ—to deepen confidence,
fortify for suffering

d.

Model of a wise preacher’s adaptation to capacity and needs of his congregation

QUESTION: According to Dr. Johnson, what does a preacher have to balance in order to communicate effectively? How do we see this in Hebrews?
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Six “movements” contrasting Christ and OT orders
a.

Two “movements” on revelation, speech from God

b.

Two on atonement, access to God

c.

Two on result of atonement, entry into presence of God

“Movements” summarized individually
a.

Christ is superior to the angels as an agent of revelation (1:4-2:18)

b.

Christ is superior to Moses as an agent of revelation (3:1-4:13)

c.

Christ is superior to Aaron as a priest who “perfects” worshipers forever (4:147:28)

d.

Christ is superior to the old covenant sanctuary and sacrifices (8:1-10:31)

e.

Christ our pioneer and perfecter brings us, who persist in faith, into the promised
blessings greeted from afar by OT people of faith (10:32-12:17)

f.

Christ brings us to a mountain-assembly superior to Sinai (12:18-29)

Theological Method
1.

“Better” (kreivttwn)
a.

Frequency: 1:3 (angels), 6:9 (fruitful), 7:7 (Melchizedek), 19 (hope), 22 (cov
enant), 8:6 (covenant, promises), 9:23 (sacrifice), 10:34 (possessions), 11:16
(homeland), 35 (resurrection), 40 (perfection), 12:24 (Jesus’ blood)

b.

Similar expressions
1)

Heb. 1:3 – “superior name” diaforwvteron. . . o[noma

2)

Heb. 8:6 – “superior ministry” diaforwvteraV. . . leitourgivaV

3)

Heb. 3:1-6 — “more glory” pleivonoV dovxhV, “more honor” pleivona
tivmhn
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A fortiori reasoning (qal v’homer = “light and heavy”)
1)

Heb. 2:2-3 — penalty for covenant unfaithfulness

2)

Heb. 9:13-14 — sacrificial cleansing (flesh v. conscience)

3)

Heb. 10:28-29 — penalty for covenant unfaithfulness

4)

Heb. 12:25 — penalty for covenant unfaithfulness

“Perfection” (teleivwsiV)
1)

Consecration of priests for service before God. See Moisés Silva, “Perfection and Eschatology in Hebrews,” WTJ 39 (1976): 60-71

2)

See Heb. 7:11, 19; 10:1, 14

QUESTION: Summarize the significance of the term “better” in Hebrews. What is implied
concerning the things which are “not better”?

2.

Scripture, interpreted Christologically and eschatologically
a.

Psalm 110 as unifying thread
1)

Heb. 1:13 (Ps. 110:1)

2)

Heb. 5:6-7, 10 (Ps. 110:4)

3)

Heb. 6:13-20

4)

Heb. 7:1—8:1 (Gen. 14; Ps. 110:4)

5)

Heb. 10:11-12

6)

Heb. 12:2
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One core OT text in each “movement” (Allen Mawhinney, “The Structural Function
of the Major Old Testament Quotations in the Epistle to the Hebrews” [unpublished
essay].)
1)

Christ is superior to the angels (1:4-2:18): Ps. 8:5-7 (Heb. 2:5-9)

2)

Christ is superior to Moses (3:1-4:13): Ps. 95:7-11 (Heb. 3:7-4:11)

3)

Christ is superior to Aaron (4:14-7:28): Ps. 110:4 (Heb. 5:6, 10; 7:1-28)

4)

Christ is superior to the old covenant (8:1-10:31): Jer. 31:31-34 (Heb.
8:8-13; 9:15-20; 10:15-18)

5)

Further subdivisions proposed by R. T. France (“The Writer of Hebrews as
a Biblical Expositor,” Tyndale Bulletin 47: 1996, pp. 245-276.)
a)

Exposition of Habakkuk 2:3c-4 in Heb. 10:32-12:3

b)

Exposition of Proverbs 3:11-12 in Heb. 12:4-13

c)

Exposition of Exodus 19 in Heb. 12:18-29

Hermeneutical perspective: OT Scriptures reveal the inadequacy
of the OT order, pointing ahead to the new covenant
1)

2)

Second-class conditional rhetorical question: “If. . . would not” (eiJ. . . oujk
a[n) argument
a)

Heb. 4:8 – Psalm 95 promises a rest yet to come in David’s day
(Josh. 21:44-45; 22:4; 2 Sam. 7:1, 11; 1 Kings 5:24 ; 8:56)

b)

Heb. 7:11 – Psalm 110 promises a better priest to come

c)

Heb. 8:7 – Jer. 31 promises a better covenant to come

Repetition or multiplicity implies “imperfection”
a)

Heb. 7:23-24 — Aaronic priests are many because death prevents
them from continuing
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b)

Heb. 10:1-3 — Yearly repetition of sacrifices (Yom Kippur) is a
reminder of sinsannually (Lev. 16:20-22; Num. 5:15). Contrast “I
will remember their sins no more” (Heb. 8:12; 10:17)

c)

Heb. 1:1-2; 3:1-6 — God’s multi-piece (polumerw?V), multimedia (polutrovpw?V) speech in prophets contrasted with his (supe
rior) speech in one Son in these last days

QUESTION: If the Old Testament order is inadequate, how should we read the Old Testament
today?

3.

Priesthood
a.

Heb. 8:1 – “Main Point” (kefavlaion) of the sermon

b.

Heb. 1:3 — purification for sins

c.

Heb. 2:17-3:1 — merciful and faithful high priest

d.

Heb. 4:14 — great high priest passed through the heavens

e.

Heb. 5—7 – Jesus’ priestly qualification

f.

Heb. 8—10 – Jesus’ priestly ministry

g.

Heb. 12:28; 13:10, 12, 15-16 – Believers’ priestly ministry

QUESTION: Look up the verses in (g) above. Give a brief description of what the believer’s
priestly ministry entails.
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Exhortation
a.

ParavklhsiV, parakalevw = from “comfort, compassion, sympathy” to
“encouragement, exhortation, strong exhortation”

b.

God is the encourager (Heb. 6:18; 12:5)

c.

Christians should encourage each other (Heb. 3:13; 10:24-25)

d.

Hortatory core in each “movement” of the sermon

e.

1)

Heb. 2:1-4 — If refusing to hear the word (law) spoken through angels
brought punishment, how much more refusing to hear the salvation spoken
through Christ.

2)

Heb. 3:7-4:13 – If refusing to hear God’s voice through Moses meant
failing to enter God’s rest, how much more refusing to hear God’s voice
through Jesus.

3)

Heb. 5:11-6:12 – Unless you press on to perfection, you will not grasp how
perfection comes through Jesus.

4)

Heb. 10:19-31 — Draw near confidently through the veil of Christ’s
flesh—and encourage each other.

5)

Heb. 12:1-3 – Run persistently, focusing your gaze on Jesus and recognizeing suffering as the Father’s affirmation.

6)

Heb. 12:25-29 Do not disregard the heavenly speaker, but offer acceptable
worship.

Exhortation not “parenthesis” but the point!

QUESTION: Dr. Johnson maintains that exhortation is the key method used in Hebrews. How,
then, will this effect our interpretation of Hebrews versus a typical epistle?
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Lesson 4
Hebrews 1:1-4
The Superiority of Christ
Introduction
In this lesson, you will begin your journey through the book of Hebrews. You will see how Jesus Christ has
inherited a better name and hold a higher place than the prophets and the angels.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 4
At the end of Lesson 4, you should be able to:
1. Explain why Christ is superior to the prophets
2. Explain why Christ is superior to the angels
3. Value the significance of Christ’s superiority in a personal way

Read: Lane, 1-19

Listen to Lecture 4: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.

A.

Two related themes
1.

The speaking of God

2.

Two epochs in the history of God’s speaking
a.

“long ago” pavlai

b.

“these last days” ejp= ejscavtou tw?n hJmevrwn touvtwn
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“In these last days”
1.

Jer. 23:20: ejp= ejscavtou tw?n hJmevrwn = Hebrew beacherit hayamim “in the last part of
the days”

2.

Heb. 9:26: “at the climax of the ages” (eJpi; sunteleiva/ tw?n aijwnv wn)

3.

1 Pet. 1:20: ejp! ejscavtou tw~n crovnwn

4.

The last days have arrived (Heb. 6:5)

5.

Yet the world to come is “not yet” (Heb. 2:5-9; 13:14)

QUESTION: The author sees himself and his audience in the last days. What kind of perspective does this put upon your interpretation of the book?

C.

God’s speech
1.

“in many parts and many ways” (polumerw?V kai; polutrovpwV)
a.

Num. 12:6-8 – vision, dream, dark saying (but with Moses “mouth to mouth”)

b.

Heb. 3:1-6 –Moses the faithful servant is subordinate to the Son

c.

Pluriformity, multiplicity of prophetic speech shows its provisional nature; singularity
of God’s speech in the Son shows His superiority (cf. Heb. 7:23-25 regarding
priests; 10:1-12 regarding sacrifices)

d.

Once-for-all revelation in Son, confirmed by apostles (Heb. 2:1-4)

QUESTION: What does Dr. Johnson say concerning those who desire new revelation today?
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Structure of the prologue – Son’s superior qualification to reveal God
1.

Unique authority over the creation

2.

Unique relationship to the Father

3.

Redemptive career in history

4.

Introduction to OT quotations to follow (1:5-14): Son, heir, creation, sitting at the right
hand of God

5.

Celebrates excellence of the Son via Jewish Wisdom tradition

Hebrews 1:2
1.

2.

3.

“Appointed heir of all things” – pointing to the end
a.

Inheritance is promised blessing, possession in the future (Heb. 1:14; 6:12-13; 11:8,
10)

b.

Superior dignity: prophets as servants, Son as heir (Mark 12:1-12; cf. Isa. 5:1-6)

c.

Anticipates Heb. 1:6 – “When God leads the firstborn into the world. . . .”

“Through whom he made the worlds” – pointing to the beginning
a.

“Worlds” aijwn? aV, here not with temporal (as in “into the age” eiJV tonv aijwn? a,
1:8) but spatial significance (11:3 – “the aions” = “the seen things”)

b.

Anticipates Heb. 1:10-12 (Ps. 102:25-27)

c.

See also Heb. 3:4: “the builder of all things is God”

Col. 1:15-17
a.

“Firstborn” (premier heir) of all creation

b.

In Him all things created

c.

In Him all things cohere (providence that sustains universe)
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John 1:1-4 (Word as agent of creation)

5.

Prov. 8:27-31
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Hebrews 1:3a-b
1.

The Son is the subject of vv. 3-4 (relative pronoun: o{V. . . ejkavqisen)

2.

The Son resembles the Father: from Son’s authority to His identity
a.

Visually-oriented terms -- “radiance, glory, imprint”

b.

“Imprint” carathvr (“exact representation,” Lev. 13:28) (John 14:9)

QUESTION: Mankind is in God’s image (Gen. 1:26-27). Compare and contrast the concept of
man in God’s image with the concept of the Son in the Father’s image.

c.

“Radiance” ajpauvgasma (Wisdom of Solomon 7:25-28)
25 For she is a breath of the power of God,
and a pure emanation of the glory of the Almighty;
therefore nothing defiled gains entrance into her.
26 For she is a reflection (ajpauvgasma) of eternal light,
a spotless mirror of the working of God,
and an image of his goodness.
27 Although she is but one, she can do all things,
and while remaining in herself, she renews all things;
in every generation she passes into holy souls
and makes them friends of God, and prophets;
28 for God loves nothing so much as the person who lives with wisdom. (NRSV)
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1)

Wisdom “remains” in herself (mevnw); Hebrews says the Son “remains”
forever (1:11; 7:3)

2)

In every generation Wisdom enters holy men to make them prophets;
Hebrews says now God has spoken in a Son

3)

Wisdom renews all things; the Son “bears, carries” (fevrw) all things

4)

Description of Wisdom is trans-generational, almost timeless, a-historical;
Hebrews is moving toward the Son’s historical actions

Son “bears all things by the Word of his power”
a.

The Son’s divine independence, aseity

b.

Mutability and dependence of created heavens and earth (Heb. 1:10-12 [Ps.
102:25-27]; Heb. 12:25-28 [Hag. 2:6])

QUESTION: The verses listed above (b) give a different picture of Christ than the picture found
in Heb. 1:1-4. Can you synthesize these two presentations of Christ? Is there a theological
explanation for them?

G.

Hebrews 1:3c: Focus on Redemptive History
1.

Distribution of verbal aspect in the prologue
a.

Aorist indicatives: e[qhken, ejpoivhsen (1:2)

b.

Present participles: w[n, fevrwn (1:3a, b)

c.

Aorist participle, indicative, participle, perfect indicative: poihsavmenoV, ejkavqisev,
genovmenoV, keklhrovmhken

d.

Lane: participles in 1:3a, b are adversative (“although”)
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Purification (kaqarismovV) for sins = “main point” of sermon (Heb. 8:1)
a.

Exod. 30:10 – day of atonement ritual

b.

Verb kaqarivzw in Heb. 9:14, 22-23; 10:2, especially 9:14

“Sat down at right hand of the Majesty” (Ps. 110:1)
a.

Concluding quotation of OT series (Heb. 1:13)

b.

“Majesty” (megalwsuvnh) (cf. 8:1)

Hebrews 1:4: “Inherited a better name” ( = “Son”, cf. Heb. 1:5 [Ps. 2:7])
1.

Attempt to merge adoptionist and incarnational Christologies? James D. G. Dunn,
Christology in the Making (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1980), 52-53: “. . . the awkward
tensions in [the author’s] presentation of Christ are the result of his merging these two
worldviews.”

QUESTION: From Dr. Johnson’s discussion, give a brief definition for “adoptionist” and
“incarnational” Christologies. Is the author of Hebrews trying to merge these views? Why or
why not?

2.

Response to Dunn
a.

Here Hebrews is not affirming that Jesus has always been superior to angels, nor
that Jesus inherits His name eternally (F. F. Bruce)

b.

NT sees Ps. 2:7 fulfilled in Jesus’ resurrection (Acts 13:33)

c.

Son in two senses: (1) eternal, immutable Deity; but also (2) sonship shared with us
when He “became for a little while lower than angels” (Heb. 2:9).
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1)

We suffer because God accepts us as sons (Heb. 12:5-11); Christ suffers
although He is (divine) Son (Heb. 5:8). James Moffatt (ICC, 66): “Here
the remarkable thing is that Jesus had to suffer, not because but although he
was uiJoVv which shows that Jesus is Son in a unique sense; as applied to
Jesus, uiJovV means something special.”

2)

Rom. 1:2-4: “concerning his Son. . . who was appointed Son of God in
power. . . .”

Comparison and contrast
1.

Comparison: the same God spoke and speaks

2.

Contrast
a.

Son outshines the prophets

b.

Son is superior to the angels through whom God gave the Law to Moses, ordained
the earthly sanctuary and sacrificial system (2:1-4). The Son will reveal a better
route to God’s presence.

QUESTION: Give a concise statement explaining “the Son” as described in Hebrews 1:1-4.

Reflection/Application: How should an understanding of Christ as pictured in
Hebrews 1:1-4 change the way we live our lives? How have your views of Christ
been enhanced through this consideration?
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Lesson 5
Hebrews 1:5—2:4
The Old Testament Speaks to the Superiority of the Son
Introduction
In this lesson, you will see how the Old Testament presents the Son. Dr. Johnson will show that
the Old Testament looked forward to the Son of God as authoritative, eternal, and superior.

Learning Outsomes for Lesson 5
At the end of Lesson 5, you should be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Begin understanding how the NT writers used the OT
List the attributes of the Son spoken of in particular OT texts
Synthesize the concepts of Christ’s “Sonship” with His superiority
Further appreciate the Christological truths expressed in the OT

Read: Lane, 19-41

Listen to Lecture 5: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.

A.

Structure of the series (catena) of OT citations (Heb. 1:5-14)
1.

Boundaries marked by similar rhetorical questions (1:5, 13)
a.

1:5 Tivni ga;r ei~pen pote tw~n ajggevlwn∑
For to which of the angels did he ever say, . . .?

b.

1:13 pro;V tivna de; tw~n ajggevlwn ei[rhken pote∑
But to which of the angels has he ever said, . . .?
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a.

Opening citation, Ps. 2:7: the “better name” is “Son”

b.

Last citation, Ps. 110:1: enthronement at God’s right hand

c.

Three “sets”
1)

2)

3)
d.

B.
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Three on the sonship of the Son (1:5-6)
a)

Two on the Son: Ps. 2:7; 2 Sam. 7:14

b)

One on the angels, at the “firstborn’s” entrance, Ps. 97:7 (or Deut.
32:43 LXX)

Three on the authority and eternity of the Son (1:7-12)
a)

One on the angels: Ps. 104:4

b)

Two on the Son: Pss. 45:7-8; 102:25-27

One quotation on the Son’s enthronement (Ps. 110:1), with a comment on
the angels’ role as servants

“Weighted” toward the Son
1)

Five quotations on the Son, two on the angels

2)

Quotations on the Son average 23.4 words each, on angels 9 words each

Three quotations on the sonship of the Son (Heb. 1:5-6)
1.

Two quotations attributing the title “Son” to the Son: Ps. 2:7; 2 Sam. 7:14
a.

Psalm 2:7
1)

Rhetorical question demands a negative answer

2)

Context of Psalm 2:7-8: Sonship entails universal dominion over nations
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Use of Psalm 2 in the NT
a)

Jesus’ baptism (Mark 1:11)

b)

Temptation (Matt. 4:8-9)

c)

Conspiracy against Jesus (Acts 4:25ff)

d)

“Decree” appointing Jesus Son of God in power (Rom. 1:4: oJrivzw)

4) Context of Psalm 2 later in Hebrews
a)

Opposition from sinners (Heb. 12:3)

b)

Zion = heaven; blending of royal and priestly offices (Heb. 7:1-3)

QUESTION: Relate the idea of “Son” to Christ’s dominion (Ps. 2) as well as His humility (Heb.
12:3).

b.

2.

2 Sam. 7:14
1)

The “son” who builds God’s house is Solomon, but One greater than
Solomon (Ezek. 34:24)

2)

Psalm 89 (“firstborn,” Heb 1:6) also contains this theme

One quotation addressed to angels, at the “firstborn Son’s” entrance into the world,
Ps. 97:7 (or possibly Deut. 32:43 LXX)
a.

To what event does the introductory formula refer? “again” (pavlin)
1)

Modifying “he leads” = the return of Jesus

2)

Accompanying the connecting conjunction “and” (kaiv, dev), as in 1:5; 2:12
(twice); 10:30 = the incarnation of the Son (cf. Luke 2:14; Heb. 10:5-7,
citing Ps. 40 as the Son’s vow “as he was coming into the world”
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Why is the Son called “firstborn” (prwtovtokoV)?
1)

Psalm 89:20, 26-29

2)

1 Chron. 5:1-2 (Gen. 49:3-4, 10; cf. 35:22)

3)

Col. 1:15, 18

4)

Heb 12:23: “assembly of the firstborn ones (plural!) enrolled in the heavens” (12:23).

QUESTION: Summarize the concept of “firstborn” as it applies to Christ:

c.

What is the source of the OT quotation?
1)

Psalm 96:7 LXX (MT Ps 97:7)
aijscunqhvtwsan pavnteV oiJ proskunou~nteV toiV~ gluptoiV? oiJ
ejgkaucwvmenoi ejn toiV~ eijdwvloiV aujtw~n, proskunhvsate aujtw~/,
pavnteV oiJ a[ggeloi aujtou~.

2)

Deut. 32:43 (LXX & DSS/QL, lacking in MT) (Recent commentaries by
Craigie and by Mays on Deuteronomy support the longer reading found in
the LXX and the Qumran Deuteronomy scroll)
eujfravnqhte, oujranoiv, a{ma aujtw~/, kai; proskunhsavtwsan aujtw~/
pavnteV uiJoi; qeou~, eujfravnqhte, e[qnh, meta; tou~ laou~ aujtou~, kai;
ejniscusavtwsan aujtw~/ pavnteV a[ggeloi qeou~,

d.
C.

The Son receives from angels worship that belongs to Yahweh alone.

Three quotations on the authority and eternity of the Son (Heb. 1:7-12)
1.

One quotation about the angels’ serving role and identification with mutable creation, Ps.
104:4
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a.

Word-play on the semantic range of pneuma, “spirit” or “wind”, (Hebrew ruach)

b.

aggeloV and mal’ak = “messenger,” or superhuman messengers sent from God’s
heavenly court, “angel”

c.

Storm-theophany at Sinai

d.

Parallelism: Angels = spirits who serve (leitourgouvV) Cf. 1:14, “serving spirits”
(leitourgikav pneumata).

Two quotations about the Son’s royal authority (Ps. 45:7-8) and about his eternity
as creator (Ps. 102:25-27)
a.

b.

Psalm 45:7-8
1)

Addressed to king (Ps 45:1), a warrior to defend God’s people (45:3-5; cf.
Heb. 2:14 ff.

2)

King addressed as “God” (oJ qeovV as functionally vocative)

3)

King faithfully serves God, anointed/exalted as the consequence of obedience (cf. Heb. 5:6-8)

4)

Eternal priest “in the order of Melchizedek,” (Ps. 110:4): priest and king of
righteousness

5)

“Companions” of the Messiah: tou;V metovcouV sou = “those with whom
you share things.” (See Heb. 2:14; 3:14 [metovcoi tou? Cristou?])

Psalm 102:25-27
1)

Lord’s eternity vs. psalmist’s brevity of life (Ps. 102:3-4, 11-12, 23-24)

2)

Lord’s immutability in contrast to mutability, coming destruction of heavens
and earth
a)

Agent of creation

b)

kurioV, “Lord” (analogy of Ps. 102:12)

c)

The Son’s immutable eternity as Creator contrasted to the mutability
of the created order
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(1)

Son “remains” (v.11 su; de; diamevneiV), He is the eternal
prototype after which Melchizedek was modeled in
the history of revelation (Heb. 7:3, 16-17).

(2)

“The same” (1:12) (su; de; oJ aujtovV); cf. 13:8

(3)

Institutions tied to the mutable physical order are temporary
(Heb. 9:1, 11; 8:4-5, 13; 12:25-28 [Hag. 2:6])

QUESTION: What attributes of God did you see in Ps. 45:7-8 and Ps. 102:25-27? How do these
attributes support the author’s intent to prove Jesus’ superiority to angels?

D.

Final quotation on the Son’s enthronement (Ps. 110:1), comment on the angels’ role as
servants to the heirs of salvation (Heb. 1:13-14)
1.

Psalm 110:1 (Heb. 1:13)
a.

Allusion in 1:3: “took seat at right hand”

b.

Hebrews cites Ps. 110:1, 4 throughout

c.

Used by Jesus in His disputation with the Pharisees (Matt. 22:41-46)

d.

Often in NT applied to Jesus’ ascension and enthronement as glorified Messiah
(e.g., Acts 2:16-17, 33-36)

e.

Implications of Ps. 110:1 for the Son’s priestly office and activity

f.

1)

The Son’s position “at the right hand of God” (ek dexiwn mou) = the
heavenly sphere in which Jesus serves as priest (8:1)

2)

The Son’s posture: He is seated = completeness of the sacrifice that He
has offered to bring forgiveness and “perfect” worshipers (10:11-14)

Encouragement to run (Heb. 12:2)
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Comment on angels (Heb. 1:14)
a.

“Ministering spirits” (cf. Heb. 1:7)

b.

“To serve the heirs of salvation”
1)

“Companions of Messiah” (Heb. 1:9)

2)

Jesus as heir (Heb. 1:2, 4), firstborn (1:6)

3)

Additional heirs
a)

Of “salvation” (2:3)

b)

Authority over world to come (2:5)

c)

Heirs of the promises (6:12, 17)

QUESTION: If Jesus Christ came to serve and the angels are servants, how can we say that
Jesus Christ is superior to angels?

E.

Exhortation grounded in the Superiority of the Son (2:1-4)
1.

Heb. 2:1 “Drift away” = ship losing its mooring (contrast “anchor,” 6:19)

2.

Heb. 2:2
a.

Law given to Moses for Israel at Sinai
1)

Deut. 33:2 “ten thousands of holy ones” (LXX translates “fire” as
aggeloi)

2)

Tradition of angels at Sinai: Gal 3:19; Acts 7:53; Philo, On Dreams, i.141ff;
Josephus, Antiquities, xv.5.3; and Jubilees 1.29
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b.

Law accompanied by sanctions (cf. Heb. 10:26-30)

c.

“Things that have been heard” ( 2:1), the word “spoken” through angels (2:2)

d.

Disobedience as “unwillingness to hear” (parakohv) (cf. Heb. 3—4)

Heb. 2:3 (apodosis) uses rabbinic qal v’homer (“light and heavy”) hermeneutic from less
to more significant application of the same principle
a.

“salvation which received its beginning in being spoken through the Lord” recalls Ps.
102, cited in 1:10 (“beginning” aJrchv, “Lord” kuvrioV)

b.

Sanctions mandated in Mosaic law belong to old order, directed against covenantal
unfaithfulness (see Heb. 10)

Heb. 2:4
a.

Confirmation by hearers of the Lord (apostles) accompanied by God’s own testimony through signs, wonders, and various miracles (2 Cor. 12:12)

b.

Confirm the completeness, comprehensiveness of the final, new covenant revelation
in the Son “in these last days” (1:1-4)

Reflection/Application: How would you address someone who worshipped angels
from your understanding of Heb. 1:1-2:4? Could you graciously show them their
error?
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Lesson 6
Hebrews 2:5-18
The Identification of the Son With Us
Introduction
In this lesson, you will discover how Christ, the almighty supreme heir, identifies with us as a
brother. Dr. Johnson will explain how Jesus Christ, in His exalted position, saw it fitting to suffer
for us and as one of us.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 6
At the end of Lesson 6, you will be able to:
1. Explain how Jesus could become our head through suffering
2. Identify the problems that come with reconciling Jesus’ humanity and deity
3. Demonstrate gratitude for Christ’s willingness to suffer with and for us

Read: Lane, 41-67

Listen to Lecture 6: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your
interaction and reflection.

A.

Relation to context: Develops the “new” theme introduced in 1:14—angels sent to serve
the eventual heirs of salvation

B.

Unity of section marked by similar statements in 2:5, 16 as “boundary markers”
1.

.

Negative: “not angels”
5

Ouj ga;r ajggevloiV uJpevtaxen th;n oijkoumevnhn th;n mevllousan, peri;
h|V lalou~men.

16

ouj ga;r dhvpou ajggevlwn ejpilambavnetai ajlla; spevrmatoV A
j braa;m
ejpilambavnetai
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C.

Answering affirmations:
a.

“To (insignificant) man” (2:6-8)

b.

“(Frail) Seed of Abraham” (2:16)

Heb. 2:5-8: Psalm 8 as a prophecy of humanity’s eschatological dominion
1.

Introduction to the citation
a.

“he subjected” (mJpevtaxen) foreshadows the wording of the Psalm (Heb. 2:8,
uJpevtaxaV)

b.

Direct object of “you subjected” = “all things”
1)

Retrospective on pre-fall dominion, cultural mandate? (Gen. 1:28; Ps. 8:78)

2)

“the world to come (in the future)” thvn oijkoumevnhn th;n mevllousan

3)

Our past dominion was temporary, our present dominion fragmented and
frustrated (Gen. 3:17-19)

4)

oijkoumevnh

5)
.

Learning Guide 53

a)

World inhabited by the people, or Roman Empire (Luke 2:1)

b)

Full geographical extent of the earth (see Rom. 10:18, citing Ps.
19:5)

See 2:8b: “now (nu?n) we do not yet (ou[pw) see”

c.

Where has he spoken of the “world to come”? (1:14 – “those who will
[mevllw] inherit salvation”)

d.

Identity of human Psalmist irrelevant to its authority: “someone somewhere”

QUESTION: In what sense will we have eschatological dominion?
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Referent/referents described in the Psalm
a.

Messianic prophecy predicting triumph of Jesus Christ: “him” = Christ himself (cf.
Heb. 10:13; 1 Cor. 15:25-27)

b.

Psalm 8 not first as messianic prophecy, but as an “Adamic” prophecy of future of
redeemed humanity, then identified with Jesus as secondAdam
1)

Parallelism: “man” = “son of Man” = human being

2)

When Psalm language applied to Jesus in 2:9, he is first described in terms
of the Psalm, then identified by personal name. Contrast between 2:8 “we
do not see all things subjected to him” and 2:9 “but we see [One whose
experience does fit the psalm, namely] Jesus”

3)

Psalm introduced in 2:5 as describing the “submission of the coming
world”—to whom? “Not to angels,” but the people of God, heirs of salvation (1:14), seed of Abraham (2:16).

Hebrews 2:9: Jesus, the captain and head of the new humanity
1.

The Son’s identification with human beings in our vulnerability to physical harm and even
death
a.

Jesus the Last Adam (1 Cor 15:45-47)

b.

New theme: “crowned with glory and honor because he suffered death”

QUESTION: Cross-reference Romans 5 with Hebrews 2. Summarize the points of these two
passages concerning the First and Last Adam.
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Psalm 8 shows two stages of the Son’s “newAdam/Last Adam” history
a.

“Made for a little while lower than angels” = humbling condescension (2:14)

b.

“Crowned with glory and honor” = resurrection and exaltation

“For a little while” or “a little bit” (bracuv ti)?
a.

“A little bit” (small distance/status) (2 Sam. 16:1 LXX)

b.

“A little while” (brief temporal duration) (Acts 5:34; Isa. 57:17; Luke 22:58, perhaps Heb. 13:22; see also Ps. 94:17; 119:87)

Point of transition between “made less than the angels” and “crowned with glory” was
Jesus’ suffering of death for the whole new humanity (“everyone”).

QUESTION: The concept of Christ “made lower than the angels” provides some theological
difficulties. How does Dr. Johnson present this concept in a way that fits with orthodox
Christology.

5.

Meaning of “on behalf of everyone” (uJpe;r pavto;V)
a.

Universalistic interpretations

b.

Context of Hebrews

c.

1)

Some will not benefit from Jesus’ death (Heb. 10:26-27, 29)

2)

Those who approach through faith in Jesus are saved comprehensively and
eternally (eijV to; pavnteleV) (Heb. 7:25; 9:13-14).

Who, then, is the “everyone”? The “many sons” whom the Father is leading to glory
(2:10); “those who are being sanctified” by the Son (2:11), the Son is not ashamed
to call brothers, (2:12), the children entrusted to Him (2:13-14).
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Hebrews 2:10-13: The Son’s Identification with His Brothers as Kinsman
1.

2.

Problems:
a.

The Son’s superiority to angels seems incongruous with his suffering

b.

The Son’s superiority to angels seems incongruous with his identification with us.

2:10 The Suffering of the Son is indeed appropriate, “fitting”
a.

“Fitting” (prevpw) = an appeal to propriety, appropriateness, what is right and
necessary and “in character” (see also Heb 7:26-27).

QUESTION: Why is the suffering of Jesus Christ fitting?

b.

“Leading many sons to glory” = the presence of God, goal of pilgrimage

c.

Christ “being made perfect” (teleiovw) (2:10; 5:8; 7:28)
1)

Not progress from moral guilt to purity (4:15; 9:14; 10:7, 9)

2)

Some scholars: completion of a process of personal moral testing—not
from sinfulness to sinlessness, but from an untested willingness to obey into a
status of tested and proven obedience (James Moffatt, ICC: Jesus’ “moral
ripening.” Hugh Montefiore, Harper’s NTC, comments on 2:10: “It was his
perfectly unified response which completed his work of salvation.” Oscar
Cullman (Christology of the NT, 92-93)

3)

Others: teleiovw in a sacral or cultic context = official qualification to
approach God
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a)

Ernst Käsemann, The Wandering People of God; G. Delling,
TDNT 8:82; G. Vos, Teaching, 104 “fitting for office”; F. F. Bruce
(Commentary, 44) “unimpeded access to God”

b)

teleiovw, teleivwsiV in the LXX. The Hebrew expression that
designates the consecration of priests, mille’yod (literally, “fill the
hand” presumably with an offering to present before God) is translated by teleiovw ta;V ceivraV (Exod. 29:9, 29, 33, 35; Lev. 8:33;
16:32; Num. 3:3), or simply teleiovw (Lev. 21:10). The noun
millu’im, consecration ceremony, is translated with teleiwsiV
(Exod. 29;22, 26, 27, 31, 34; etc.)

c)

In Hebrews teleiovw often appears in contexts having to do with
qualification for the priesthood or access to God. (Heb. 5:9-10;
7:19, 28)

4)

Jesus consecrated as priest by the route of tested, proven obedience (not
external rites of ceremonial sprinkling, as Aaron was)

5)

“Captain” ajrchgoV — heads or captains of the tribes of Israel, especially
for battle (Exod 6:14; Numbers 10:4; 13:3; see Heb. 12:1-4)

QUESTION: The concept of Christ “being made perfect” raises theological problems like other
concepts mentioned above. Briefly summarize how Dr. Johnson answers this difficulty. Why is
this issue extremely important to grasp?

3.

2:11-13 Family solidarity of the Son with those He rescues
a.

“Sanctify” = set apart for service in the sanctuary of the Holy One
1)

Subjective moral purity (Heb. 12:14)

2)

But here, initial forgiving grace which purges guilt, opens approach to God
(10:10)
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“Of one” ejx ejnovV
1)

Neuter/impersonal? “of one stock” (NEB), “same family” (NIV), “one
origin” (RSV)

2)

Masculine: “from one Father” (NASB) (Rom. 9:10; cf. Heb. 11:12 ajf=
ejnovV)

c.

“Not ashamed” (though we might have expected it)

d.

Three OT texts (2:12-13)
1)

Psalm 22:22: “Why have you forsaken? . . . I will declare to my brothers.”

2)

2 Sam. 22:3; Isa. 8:17; 12:2: Son lives by faith as we must

3)

Isa. 8:18 treated as a distinct citation (kai; pavlin) to stress the kinship
bond (Heb. 2:17; 5:1; 7:5)

Hebrews 2:14-18: The Son’s Identification with His Brothers in their Trials
1.

“He himself (aujtovV) likewise (paraplhsivwV) partook of the same things (tw?n aujtw?n)”

2.

Vulnerability to physical attack, death

3.

Rejection of Docetist Christology

QUESTION: Define Docetist Christology:

4.

Heb. 4:15—5:2 will show how identification in testing is necessary to priestly intercession.

5.

Conquest and rescue from enslavement to alien oppressor
a.

Liberation (ajpallavssw)

b.

“Help” = “take by the hand” (ejpilambavnomai) (Heb. 8:9, citing Jer. 31:32)
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The Lord as Kinsman-Redeemer in Isaiah 41, influencing Heb. 2:14-16
a.

“Seed of Abraham” (Isa. 41:8-9)

b.

“Do not fear” (Isa. 41:10, 13; cf. Heb. 2:15: “those enslaved by fear”)

c.

Promise of help (bohqeiva, Isa. 41:10, 14; cf. Heb. 2:18)

d.

Destruction of enemies (Isa. 41:11-12; Heb. 2:14)

e.

Your Redeemer (Isa. 41:14; Heb. 2:15)

7.

Christ conquered through his death (Heb. 2:9-10, 14)

8.

Merciful and faithful high priest (Heb. 2:17; see 1 Sam. 2:35)

Reflection/Application: How does Christ’s identification with you encourage you
day to day? What theological truths can you readily apply to your own situation in
life?
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Lesson 7
Hebrews 3:1-19
The Faithfulness of Jesus as a Pattern for Us
Introduction
In this lesson, you will see Jesus Christ described as a faithful high priest over God’s house. Dr. Johnson will
explain the theological significance of this truth, and he will show us how we are to live in light of this truth.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 7
At the end of Lesson 7, you will be able to:
1. Compare and contrast the faithfulness and authority of Christ with Moses
2. Describe the Spirit’s warning against unbelief
3. Appreciate the importance of faith in the covenant community
Read: Lane, 68-91
Listen to Lecture 7: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.

A.

Heb. 3:1-6: Moses and Jesus, Faithful in/over God’s House
1.

“Faithfulness” introduced in Heb. 2:17: “a merciful and faithful high priest”
a.

1 Sam. 2:33-35: Unfaithful house of Eli to be judged, replaced by a faithful priest,
who will minister forever

b.

Zadok a preliminary fulfillment, Jesus the consummate fulfillment

c.

Comparison between Jesus and Moses as faithful agents of divine revelation opens
the “second movement” of the sermon (with contrast between Jesus as Son, Moses
as servant)

d.

Psalm 95:7-11 focuses on hearing God’s voice not in hardness of heart but in faith
that enters God’s rest
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Our Identity: “Holy brothers, participants in a heavenly calling” (Heb. 3:1)
a.

“Holy Brothers”
1)

Holy (a{gioi)
a)

“Those being sanctified” (aJgiavzw) (Heb. 2:11; cf. 6:10; 13:24)

b)

Priestly overtones of cleansing, consecration to serve in sanctuary
and approach God (Heb. 10:10; 4:14-16)

QUESTION: How can we be called holy if we continue to struggle with sin?

2)

b.

Brothers
a)

Called “brothers” by Jesus (Heb. 2:12, 17)

b)

Brothers of each other (Heb. 3:12; 10:19; 13:22; cf. 13:1 “brotherly
love,” filadelfiva)

“Partners in a heavenly call”
1)

2)

Partners (metovcoi)
a)

Jesus shared in our flesh and blood (2:14; cf. 1:9)

b)

We share in the Son’s calling (2:10)

Heavenly call
a)

Called into heavenly inheritance, glory (Heb. 2:10; 11:14-16;
12:22)

b)

Called from heaven (Heb. 1:3, 13; 12:25): “Today, if you hear his
voice. . . .” (Heb. 3:7)
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Our Responsibility: “fix your thoughts” katanoevw (10:24; see also 12:1)

QUESTION: Look up Philippians 4:8: How does this verse relate to the statement above to “fix
your thoughts”?

4.

“Apostle and High Priest of our confession”
a.

5.

Apostle
1)

The title “apostle” (ajpovstoloV) applied to Jesus only here in NT

2)

But the idea is found often: Jesus “sent” (ajpostevllw) by the Father (Luke
4:18; John 4:43; 5:37; 20:21), comes to do God’s will (Heb. 10:9)

3)

Associated with heralds of the new covenant (Heb. 2:3-4), bringing revelation superior to that delivered by the prophets (Heb. 1:1-2)

b.

High Priest (Heb. 2:17; 1 Sam. 2:35)

c.

Of our Confession
1)

Readiness to identify publicly with suffering people of God (Heb. 10:33;
11:25-26; 13:13)

2)

Confessing alienation from the world (Heb. 11:13)

3)

Exhortations to persevere, to hold fast the confession (Heb. 4:14; 10:23)

Faithfulness (Heb. 3:2)
a.

Submission to God
1)

Submissively receiving priestly office (Heb. 5:5)
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2)

Vow of Ps. 40: “I have come to do your will” (Heb. 10:9)

3)

Unblemished obedience essential to his priestly role (Heb. 4:15; 7:26)

Faithful like Moses
1)

Num. 12:7: God defends Moses’ unique role

2)

Moses held in highest honor—even above angels—by Second Temple
Judaism (Lane, Hebrews 1-8 [WBC], 74; Ellingworth [NIGTC], 194)

Contrasting glory and honor (3:3-6a)
a.

“Glory” and “honor” from Ps. 8, cited in Heb. 2:7, 9

b.

Moses faithful “in” (as part of) God’s house – cf. 3:5: “over”

c.

House = “household” (residents), but also “residence” built by God

d.

Heb. 3:4: God the “builder of all things” alludes to Heb. 1:2: “by whom He made
the worlds”; and 1:10-12 (Ps. 102:25-27) – Son is Creator of all

e.

3:5-6a
Moses (on the one hand, mevn)
faithful in (ejn) his whole house
as servant (qeravpwn) . . .
Christ (on the other, dev)
as Son (uiJoV)
over (ejpiv) His house.
1)

Contrast established through balanced syntax

2)

Contrast magnified by “unbalancing” syntax, adding “for the purpose of
giving testimony to things that would (in the future) be spoken” (eijV
martuvrion tw?n lalhqhsomevnwn) (Heb. 12:1; Jn. 5:45-47; Dt. 18:1518).

QUESTION: In your own words, summarize the comparison and contrast between Christ
and Moses:
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Confidence and contingency (3:6b)
a.

Confidence: “whose house we are” (family or temple? residents or residence?)
(Heb. 9:21-23)

b.

Contingency: “if indeed (eJap
v er) we hold fast”

c.

In the “wilderness,” some in the covenant community may prove to have hardened
hearts.

QUESTION: How does Dr. Johnson explain the perceived contradiction between confidence and
contingency?

B.

Heb. 3:7-11: The Holy Spirit says Psalm 95:7-11
1.

2.

Ps. 95:7-11 retrospective on the wilderness
a.

Exod. 17:1-7 Rephidim >> Massah (testing PeriasmovV) and Meribah (quarreling
— LoidovrhsiV — but in the Psalm parapikrasmovV)

b.

Num. 14:1-35 – God’s oath at Kadesh Barnea: those who did not believe would
die without entering land

Key themes and terms
a.

Today Shvmeron (Heb. 3:13, 15; 4:7; note also “today” in Ps 2:7 citations)

b.

Harden sklhruvnw (Heb. 3:13, 15; 4:7) (= unbelief [3:12, 19; 4:2 ]= disobedience/
rebellion [3:18; 4:6, 11] = sin [3:12, 17])

c.

Testing peirasmovV, peiravzw (Heb. 2:18; 4:15; 11:17, 37)
1)

Israel wrongly put the Lord to the test

2)

The Lord rightly put Israel to the test (Deut. 8:3-4; Heb. 2:18; 4:15)
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QUESTION: In what ways do we sometimes wrongly put God to the test?

d.

C.

My rest th;n katavpausivn mou (Heb. 3:11)
1)

Established since the completion of creation (Heb. 4:3)

2)

Open to the people of Moses’ day, of David’s day (4:7), and of the
preacher’s day (3:13).

3)

Typologically symbolized by the land of promise (Josh. 21:43-45; 22:4)

4)

Yet not equated with the land, but rather to be entered by persistent trust
(Heb. 4:8, 11)

Heb. 3:12-15: How We Should Heed the Spirit’s Warning to Us Today
1.

Watch against an evil heart of unbelief (Heb. 3:12)
a.

Turns away from living God (ajfivstamai aor. inf. ajposth?nai “apostasy”)

b.

Hardened by sin’s deceitfulness – The heart that does not believe God’s truth
believes sin’s lie instead.

2.

Exhort each other daily – mutual accountability (Heb. 3:13)

3.

Hold fast (3:14) the beginning of the reality (uJpovstasiV)

4.

“Companions” of the Messiah (metovcoi tou? Cristou?) — cf. Heb. 1:9 (Ps. 45:8)

QUESTION: How does Dr. Johnson describe our “companionship” with the Messiah?
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Heb. 3:16-19: Covenant Privilege without Faith Does Not Guarantee Access to God’s
Rest
1.

2.

Three semi-rhetorical questions (Heb. 3:16-18)
a.

The surprising incongruity: Those who rebelled when they heard (His voice) had
experienced deliverance from Egypt through Moses (16)

b.

Those who angered God 40 years were those who sinned, whose corpses dropped
in the desert (17)

c.

The ones excluded from God’s rest by God’s oath were those who disobeyed (18)

Summary (Heb. 3:19): “Rebellion,” “sin,” and “disobedience” are all traceable to unbelief
(cf. 3:12)

Reflection/Application: Briefly discuss the importance of Christ’s faithfulness.
How does this apply to your life specifically? How should we live as a result of
Christ’s life?
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Lesson 8
Hebrews 4:1-13
Faith Will Keep Us From Falling
Introduction
In this lesson, you will hear a warning to watch and fear lest you fall away. Dr. Johnson will explain how
obedient faith is the way to keep ourselves in God’s rest.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 8
At the end of Lesson 8, you should be able to:
1. Explain the paradox of fear in Hebrews
2. Discuss why faith is the primary difference betwen believers and unbelievers
3. Apply the principle of God’s rest to your life
4. Value the Word of God as the instrument exhorting us to faith
Read: Lane, 91-105

Listen to Lecture 8: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.

A.

Heb. 4:1: Renewed call to vigilance
1.

“Let us therefore fear lest perhaps any (tiV) of you. . . should come up short” (cf.
3:12 “Watch lest there be in any of you. . .”)

2.

Paradox of fear in Hebrews
a.

Gospel sets us free from fear
1)

Of death (2:15)

2)

Of threats of rulers (11:23, 27)

3)

Of what man can do to us (13:6)
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Gospel increases our fear—the stakes are higher under the new covenant
1)

Of the more severe covenant curses accompanying greater covenant
blessings (10:26-29)

2)

To “fall into the hands” of the living God (10:31)

QUESTION: Summarize, in your own words, the paradox of fear. How would you explain this
concept of “fear” to a 7-year-old?

3.

Motivation by a blending of fear and hope (4:1)
a.

Hope: the promise of entering remains

b.

Fear: lest anyone “fall short” usterew

c.

A community that has experienced deliverance may include individuals who do not
take God’s good news to heart in faith

QUESTION: How is our perspective of the community of the redeemed changed when we understand the truth of the above statement?
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Heb. 4:2-5: Rationale for faith as the promise of entry stands open
1.

2.

Similarity between wilderness generation and “us”: both heard good news
euaggelizomai 4:2, 6.
a.

The good news is announced in “his voice,” which you hear

b.

The good news is the promise of entering rest (cf. 4:1)

Difference between them and “us”: faith
a.

b.

3.

Heb. 4:2: The word they heard did not benefit them because “they were not
mingled with faith,”, “it was not mixed with faith” to the disadvantage of the
hearers (toi?V ajkouvsasin).
(1)

Textual-critical question, regarding the case and number of
sugkekerasmevnouV (plural; P1) or sugkekerasmevnoV

(2)

Accusative plural (more difficult): “[the hearers] were not mingled with
faith” (Supported by P13, 46, A, B, C, D, majority of witnesses)

(3)

Nominative singular: “the word. . . was not mingled with faith” (Supported
by Sinaiticus, other witnesses)

Heb. 4:3 “We who believe are entering” — The oath-threat toward unbelievers
(Ps. 95:11) implies oath-promise to believers (Cf. Heb. 4:6)

4:3-5: God’s “rest,” though symbolized in the land of promise, had been in force since the
completion of creation—Gen. 2:2 (“and God rested” katevpausen oJ qeovV, containing the
cognate verb to katavpausiV in Ps. 95)

QUESTION: How did the wilderness generation show a lack of faith? What were some notable
exceptions?
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Heb. 4:6-10: The new “today” (Shv
eron) of hearing God’s voice and responding in
Shvmeron
faith is Today.
1.

Because the wilderness generation failed to enter God’s rest, God appoints (oJrivzw) a new
day, “Today” in David (David’s psalm and David’s generation) “after so long a time.”

2.

Inferring the inadequacy of OT institutions from OT announcements of successors, replacements
a.

If the OT institution were eternally adequate, no successor or replacement would be
needed in the redemptive plan of God

b.

But in OT Scripture God announced a successor or replacement

c.

Therefore the OT institution was not eternally adequate—Jesus is the successor/
replacement who himself never needs to be replaced

QUESTION: Given the inadequacy of the OT institution, what is the benefit for us to know
about them?

3.

In one sense God gave Israel rest (kai; katevpausen aujtou;V kuvrioV) through Joshua’s
leadership (Joshua 21:43-45)

4.

Then again, God gave David rest (ajnapauvsw se ajpo; pavntwn tw~n ejcqrw~n sou) “after
so long a time” (2 Sam. 7:1, 11)

5.

Similar inferential arguments: Heb. 7:11 (from Ps. 110:4); 8:7 (from Jer. 31:31-34)

6.

Throughout Hebrews, the promised inheritance on which the fathers’ hoped in faith was not
an earthly land or city, but a heavenly homeland and a lasting city whose designer and
builder is God (11:10, 14-16; 13:14)
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Is “God’s rest” purely future for believers today? Or fully present, concurrent with the
“Today” of testing?
a.

Richard B. Gaffin, Jr.: “God’s rest” is future, in contrast to the “Today” of testing in
the desert (“A Sabbath Rest Still Awaits the People of God,” in C. G. Dennison
and R. C. Gamble, Pressing Toward the Mark: Essays Commemorating Fifty
Years of the Orthodox Presbyterian Church [Philadelphia: Committee for the
Historian, 1986], 33-51)

b.

Andrew T. Lincoln: Believers are now entering “God’s rest” by faith (A. T. Lin
coln, “Sabbath, Rest, and Eschatology in the New Testament,” in D. A. Carson,
ed., From Sabbath to Lord’s Day [Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1982], 197-220)

c.

Student paper by Charles Hill: “God’s rest” is primarily the land, but also the
tabernacle is sometimes the “resting place of God,” and in this sense believers do
“enter God’s rest” even while they remain “in the wilderness”

d.

“God’s rest” as land/city is future, but the process of entering is life-long, and
today “in the desert” we have foretastes (Heb. 12:22-24), entering the heavenly city
by faith. But (Heb. 13:14) “here we have no abiding city”

QUESTION: Do you agree with Dr. Johnson’s conclusions concerning the “rest” issue?

8.

Heb. 4:10: Who has “rested” from his works, and what are those works
a.

Some: ceasing to rely on our works for justification? Or from “dead works,” sinful
deeds that lead to death? Yet breaks continuity between God’s works and the
individual’s works

b.

John Owen: Christ has ceased from his atoning work, seated at right hand? Yet in
this context the readers/hearers are called to enter God’s rest

c.

Gaffin: Christians “cease from works” only after our present wilderness struggle,
having reached the goal, the promised inheritance (Cf. Heb. 6:10; 10:24; Rev.
14:13). We are urged (4:12) to strive to enter
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QUESTION: Summarize Dr. Johnson’s opinion of the correct way to interpret verse 10.

9.
D.

Heb. 4:9: The “Sabbath celebration” sabbatismoV that remains (aJpoleivpw) for the
people of God = future entrance into God’s rest in fullness and finality (See Heb. 4:1, 6)

Heb. 4:11-13: Exhortation to strenuous faith, in view of the heart-piercing, heart-exposing
effectiveness of the living word of God
1.

Heb. 4:11 Strive spoudazw lest any “fall” pivptw — as their corpses fell in the desert
(3:17); lest any of you “come up short” uJsterevw (4:1).

2.

Heb. 4:12: “For” (gavr) Exhortation reinforced by description of God’s Word
a.

“Living”” (Acts 7:38 lovgia zw~nta; 1 Pet. 1:23)

b.

“Effective” (Isa. 55:11)

c.

Sword that separates the inseparable (Isa. 49:2; Eph. 6:19; Rev. 19:13-15)

QUESTION: How does the description of Scripture in verse 12 actually reinforce the exhortation
in verse 11?
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Heb. 4:13: Athletic imagery -- “naked” and “held in headlock,” utterly vulnerable before the
searching gaze of God
a.

God the searcher of hearts (Ps. 33:13-15)

b.

Jesus the searcher of hearts (John 2:23-24; Mark 2:6-8)

4.

Public, verbal confession is good, but it must express sincere faith of the heart

5.

Sobering warning raises the question, “Where is there help for us?” In the high priest who is
faithful toward God and merciful toward the weak
Reflection/Application: The term “rest” is a key theological theme in this section
of Hebrews. Apply the principle of “rest” to your life. How have you experienced
God’s “rest”? How are you looking forward to your future “rest”?
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Lesson 9
Hebrews 4:14-5:10
Jesus is Our Great High Priest
Introduction
In this lesson, you will see how Jesus Christ undeniably qualifies as our Great High Priest. Dr. Johnson will
explain how Christ’s priesthood is greater than all who have gone before because of His perfection, obedience, and divine appointment.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 9
At the end of Lesson 9, you should be able to:
1. List the characteristics of Jesus Christ which make Him qualified as a priest
2. Explain how Jesus Christ’s deity and humanity expand our understanding of the office of priest
3. Demonstrate gratitude for the fact that Jesus Christ is our high priest

Read: Lane, 105-128
Listen to Lecture 9: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.
A.

Heb. 4:14-16: Exhortation to hold fast by drawing near, through Jesus the sympathetic
high priest
1.

Deadly effects of faithlessness shown in the experience of the wilderness generation and
serious warning raises issue of our weakness, need of help

2.

Severe warning followed by comforting encouragement (Heb. 6:9-12; 10:32-39)

QUESTION: Why would the author follow warning with encouragement? How does this relate to
the author’s pastoral purpose?
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Resumption of theme of merciful and faithful high priest (2:17)
a.

Heb. 3:1-6 focused on Jesus as faithful toward God as Moses was

b.

Here, the focus is on His being merciful toward sinners as Aaron was

We need a priest who is qualified both by faithfulness and by mercy
a.

To approach God because of His utter faithfulness, holiness

b.

To intercede for sinners out of experiential knowledge of their trials

Great high priest ajrciereva mevgan
a.

Hebrew “high priest” (kohen gadol) sometimes “great priest” (e.g. Heb 10:21)

b.

More often rendered ajrciereuvV “ruling priest”

c.

Here the titles of greatness combined: superiority of Jesus

“Having gone through the heavens”
a.

Priestly service in the eternal, heavenly prototype of the temporal, earthly sanctuary

b.

Jesus not appointed to serve in earthly sanctuary (Heb. 7:13-14)

c.

Jesus serves as priest “higher than the heavens” (Heb. 8:1-5; 9:11, 24 ajntivtupa
tw?n ajlhqinw?n)

7.

Personal name “Jesus” and climactic title: “Son of God” (Heb. 1:2, 5; 5:5-6)

8.

“Hold fast your confession” — Affirmation of faith in corporate context (Heb. 3:6, 12-14;
10:23)

QUESTION: Why does Dr. Johnson emphasize the importance of the corporate context in the
above point?
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Heb. 4:15: Puzzling double negative: “we do not have a high priest who is not able to feel
our weaknesses with us” Why expressed this way?
a.

Contrary to our expectation, in view of the Son’s majesty

b.

Assurance to the tested and struggling

“Sympathize/empathize/feel along with” sumpaqevw = full identification with another’s
experience, with one exception, “without sin”
a.

Heb. 10:34; cf. cognate adjective in 1 Pet. 3:8

b.

Compare/contrast “Aaron is able (duvnamai) to ‘measure his feeling’
(metriopaqevw) toward the weak and wandering

c.

Because Jesus was without sin, He has greater compassion thanAaron (having
withstood the full force of the Evil One’s tests) (Heb. 3:2; 5:8; 10:7, 10)

“Tested in every respect according to the likeness” pepeirasmevnon kata; pavnta kaq=
oJmoiovthta (cf. Heb. 2:17-18: “in every respect” kata; pavnta, “made like His brothers”
oJmoiwqh?nai, “tested” peirasqeivV, peirazomevnoiV)

QUESTION: How does Dr. Johnson explain the idea that Jesus was tested in “every respect”?

12.

“Let us draw near” = priestly privilege to approach the presence of God (Heb. 7:25; 10:1,
22; 12:18, 22; cf. Lev. 9:7-8LXX)
a.

Cleansed conscience a prerequisite (Heb. 10:1-2)

b.

Here the focus is on approach to receive mercy and grace for the trials
“in order that
we may receive
mercy
and
grace
we may find”
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“For timely help”
a.

Help bohvqeia (cf. Heb. 2:18)

b.

“Timely, in time of need” eujk
v airoV = at the appropriate moment, season (Mk 6:
21;Mt 26:16; Lk 22:6; Mk 14:11; 2 Tim. 4:2)

Heb. 5:1-6: Jesus qualified as priest through the divine appointment
1.

2.

3.

Qualifications of high priests in general
a.

“Taken from among men,” in solidarity with the people in their weaknesses (5:1-3)

b.

“Taken, appointed” by God, not self-appointed (5:1, 4)

Heb. 5:1-3: Solidarity with the people
a.

Aaronic high priest “is able to moderate his feeling, deal gently” (metriopaqevw) =
control of his righteous indignation against fellow-Israelites, in consciousness of his
own weakness, expressed in sin

b.

“Sins of the ignorant and the wandering” – distinction between unintentional sin and
defiant sin “with a high hand,” for which atoning sacrifice was not possible (Num.
15:28-30) (like repudiation of new covenant, Heb. 10:28-29)

c.

Day ofAtonement ritual: sacrifice first for Aaron’s sin, then for the people (Heb.
7:27; Lev. 6:6, 15)

Heb. 5:4-6: Appointed by God
a.

Korah’s rebellion and Aaron’s rod (Heb. 9:4; Num. 16-17 [cf. Exod. 19:6])

b.

Christ Himself was not self-appointed as high priest (Heb. 5:5)
(1)

“Glory” and “honor” in Psalm 8 (cf. Heb. 2:7, 9) and contrast between
Moses and Jesus (Heb. 3:3)

(2)

The God who called Him “Son” (Ps. 2:7; Heb. 1:5) also called Him “priest
forever” (Ps. 110:4)
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c.

Psalm 110:4, with Gen. 14:17-20, are the Scriptural foundation for this third “movement” in the sermon

d.

Jesus’ priesthood connected to, rooted in His Sonship

QUESTION: Explain how Jesus’ deity and humanity are necessary for Him to be the Great High
Priest.

C.

Heb. 5:7-10: Jesus qualified as priest through obedience amid sufferings
1.

The Son’s identified with His people in our weaknesses (thus, “merciful”), and yet obedient
amid intense sufferings (hence, “faithful”)

2.

“The days of His flesh” = before His resurrection in the power of the Spirit, physical harm
threatened His physical flesh and blood (see Heb. 2:14-15)

3.

“Requests and supplications, with a strong shout and tears” (see Luke 22:42; John 12:27)

4.

How was He “heard” by “the one who was able to save Him from death” ?
a.

Jesus was pleading for release from death

b.

He “was heard” = received an affirmative answer (Ps. 22:24; 30:12; 116:1)

c.

Not by being spared the Cross, but by resurrection beyond the Cross (Heb. 12:2;
cf. 11:35 “a better resurrection” than release from threatened martyrdom).

QUESTION: What is the significance of the Cross in relation to Jesus’ identification with us?
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5.

“Piety” eulabeia (cf. 12:28) attitude appropriate to worship acceptable to God

6.

Heb. 5:8: “Even though Son he learned from what he suffered obedience”

7.

a.

Rhyming “word play”: kaivper wjv; uiJoVv , ejm
v aqen ajf! w~vJ ejp
v aqen th;n uJpakohvn

b.

“Although” implies that a different “logic” is at work than in Heb. 12:5-11 (where
suffering is intrinsic to legitimate sonship). Here suffering is contrary to what might
have been expected because the eternal, utterly faithful Son is in view

c.

“Learned obedience” = He moved from willingness to do God’s will at incarnation
(Ps. 40:6-8, cited in Heb. 10:5-10) to having experienced in full the price of
obedience, having been proven in action

Heb. 5:9-10: “Perfected (= consecrated as high priest)”
a.

Parallelism of aorist passive participles, “having been perfected” teleiwqei;V and
“having been appointed/installed” prosagoreuqei;V

b.

Source of eternal salvation (cf. 2:11; 7:25)

c.

Appointed by God high priest according to order of Melchizedek (to be developed
in chapter 7, but first. . . .)

d.

Sobering warning against sluggish ears, dulled by doubt and weariness (5:11-6:20)

Reflection/Application: How has your Christology been enriched through this
lesson? What have you learned about Jesus Christ, our Great High Priest, that
you had not known before?
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Lesson 10
Hebrews 5:11-6:20
The Warning Against Falling Away
Introduction
In this lesson, you will hear see how the author of Hebrews exhorts his readers against falling away. Dr.
Johnson will discuss the need to avoid sluggishness and childlike immaturity in our Christian life.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 10
At the end of Lesson 10, you should be able to:
1. Understand the author’s use of warning and encouragement to get the best response from the
readers
2. Contrast the way of the righteous and the wicked according to chapter 6
3. Answer the controversial question of whether or not one can lose their salvation
4. Explain the origin of our hope
Read: Lane, 128-155

Listen to Lecture 10: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.
A.

Structure of This Section
1.

Boundaries of the section as a whole “marked” by mention of priesthood after order of
Melchizedek (5:10; 6:20)

2.

Subsections
a.

Heb. 5:11—6:12 “marked” by warnings against becoming “sluggish” (nwqroiv)
1)

Heb. 5:11—6:3: Exhortation based on infancy/adulthood contrast
a)

Rebuke of childish immaturity (5:11-14)

b)

Summons to maturity (6:1-3)
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Heb. 6:4-12: Warning and encouragement illustrated by parable of farmlands
a)

Warning against spurning heavenly privileges, “bearing thorns” (6:46)

b)

Parable of two farmlands (6:7-8)

c)

Encouragement based on past and present service, “bearing fruit”
(6:9-12)

Heb. 6:13-20: Imitate those who inherit by faith because God’s promise is secured
by His oath

QUESTION: What is the significance of God securing His promise by His oath?

B.

Heb. 5:11-6:3 Exhortation based on infant/adulthood contrast
1.

Rebuke of childish immaturity
a.

Jesus’ Melchizedekian priesthood (peri; ou\ = Jesus) is “hard to interpret”
(dusermhvneutoV) not because of the complexity of the subject but because of the
hearers’ immaturity

b.

nwqroi; tai?V ajkoai?V

c.

1)

Ears as organs of hearing (Heb. 3:7; 4:2)

2)

Their “sluggishness” a recent development? (Heb. 6:9-12; 10:32-34)

3)

Their “sluggishness” not incurable (6:12)

Their “longevity” in the faith (Rome — Acts 2:10; Rom. 1:8; 15:14; 16:5)
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“Unaccustomed to the word of righteousness”
a)

Lane: summons to martyrdom

b)

Ellingworth: Scripture, in its ethical aspects

Exercise trains (gumnavzw) adults for action (athletic image, 12:1-2; 6:20)

Summons to Maturity (6:1-3)
a.

“the word of the beginning of the Messiah” (ton thV archV tou Cristou
logon)

b.

Six elements are OT foundation from their background in Judaism
1)

Internal components of covenant life and fidelity: repentance from “dead
works” (Heb. 9:14) and faith in God

2)

Outer components of covenant-life: washings and the laying on of hands

3)
c.

a)

“Washings” = baptismw?n (form of masculine baptismovV, not
neuter noun bavptisma, “baptism” in the NT). See also use of
baptismovH Mark 7:4; Heb. 9:10 (both refer to OT/ceremonial
cleansing rituals)

b)

Laying on of hands = priestly confession over sacrifices (Lev. 4:3-4,
15, 24; 16:20-22)

Eschatological, future orientation of covenant life: resurrection of the dead
and eternal judgment

On to perfection (teleiovthV) “if God permits”: Maturity is God’s gift (cf. passive
voice of “be carried” (ferwvmeqa) in Heb. 6:1 may imply God’s initiative

QUESTION: How does Dr. Johnson define “perfection” in the above statement?
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Heb. 6:4-12: Two responses to privileges showered from heaven
1.

2.

3.

Grammatical structure of Heb. 6:4-6
a.

Main clause = predicate adjective ajduvnaton + [“is”] + infinitive “to renew”
ajnakainivzein- “To renew is impossible”

b.

Series of five (substantive) participles describe persons who “cannot be renewed”
(article precedes the first participle, tou;V ajp
v ax fwtisqevntaV: “those once
enlightened, having tasted, having become, having tasted, and having fallen away”)

c.

Final participle “crucifying” ajnastaurou?ntaV is adverbial—attendant circum
stance or cause of the impossibility of renewal

Rhetorical order introduces hearers to the situation in three stages:
a.

Reception of blessings from heaven

b.

Treacherous response

c.

Judgment on the response

Same rhetorical order in the following “parable of the soils” (Heb. 6:7-8)
a.

Blessings from heaven: land that drinks in the rain that often comes on it

b.

Response to the blessings:

c.

d.

1)

Faithful, fruitful, beneficial to its cultivators, 6:7

2)

Thorns and thistles, 6:8

Further blessing or judgment appropriate to the response
1)

Receives a blessing from God, 6:7

2)

Rejected, near curse, the end is burning, 6:8

Parable of the soils is a hinge, interpretive paradigm for what precedes and follows it
1)

Negative element: Thorny land (6:8) illustrates those who fell away (6:4-6)

2)
Positive element: Fruitful land (6:7) illustrates readers’ faithfulness (6:9-12)
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“Two ways” (righteousness v. wickedness, wisdom v. folly)
a.

b.

c.

d.

Unfaithful persons
1)

Heavenly blessing (4-5)

2)

Unfaithful response (6a fall away)

3)

Judgment (6b-c impossible to renew to repentance)

“Faithful” farmland (7)
1)

Heavenly blessing

2)

Fruitful response

3)

Blessing

“Unfaithful” farmland (8)
1)

[Heavenly blessing implied from v. 7]

2)

Thorny response

3)

Curse and burning

Faithful persons (9-12)
1)

Heavenly blessing implied from vv. 4-5

2)

Faithful response: work, love for name, serving (10)

3)

Blessing: inherit the promises (12; also things having salvation, 9)

QUESTION: Read Matthew 7. Compare the wise/foolish contrast with the faithful/unfaithful
contrast explained above. Note your comparisons.
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Does Hebrews teach that people who have been savingly united to Jesus Christ by genuine faith, who have received eternal life, can fall away into unbelief, so that return to faith is
impossible? No! Reasons:
a.

Heb. 5:9: “source of eternal salvation”

b.

Heb. 7:24-25: “able to save forever” (eijV to; pavteleV= comprehensive extent and
eternal duration of Jesus’ saving power)

c.

See John 10:27-29; Rom. 8:29-30; Phil. 1:6; 1 Pet. 1:5-6; 1 John 5:11-12

QUESTION: How do the texts in the point above (“c”) support Dr. Johnson’s interpretation of
Heb. 6:4-12?

6.

Is the “falling away” here described purely hypothetical? No!

7.

What, then, are the heavenly privileges that someone may experience without being
savingly, eternally united to Christ?
a.

Blessings to the congregation as a whole as the new covenant community (like the
wilderness generation that received blessings in the Exodus, yet so many died in
desert)

b.

“Enlightened” (fwqtisqevntaV) — Evangelism leading to baptism (10:32)

c.

“Tasted (geusavmenouV) the heavenly gift” (6:4) = “tasted (geusavmenouV) the good
word of God” (6:5)
1)

Heb. 12:25: God (the Son) now speaks from heaven (cf. 3:1)

2)

Rain in the “parable of the soils”: OT symbolism of rainfall as the Word
from heaven (Isa. 55:10-13)
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“Became partakers (partners/companions) of the Holy Spirit” (6:4) = “tasted. . . the
powers of the age to come” (6:5)
1)

“Partakers” (metovcoi) as “companions, those who share with” in Heb. 1:9
(perhaps 3:14)

2)

“Powers” (dunavmeiV) = miraculous signs and distributions of the Holy Spirit
(Heb. 2:4)

3)

The Spirit demonstrates His presence in the new covenant community by
acts of power that attest the apostolic Word.

4)

Spirit-worked miracles even by those who later apostatize (Saul, 1 Sam.
10:9-10; Judas, Matt. 10:1-8; 12:28).

Apostates appeared as members of the church until their abandonment of the faith
revealed the secret reality of their hearts.

QUESTION: Read I John 2. Note the description of the apostate. How does this text help your
understanding of the previous discussion?

8.

f.

“Impossible” to restore because God (who alone can and must give repentance,
Eph. 2:1ff.; Acts 3:26; 11:18) will not turn around those who have
definitively renounced the faith they once professed (cf. God’s oath, Num. 14:4145; Ps. 95:11)

g.

Need for humility: We cannot tell by observation whether another has committed
irreversible apostasy (compare Judas’ betrayal and Peter’s denial)

Heb. 6:9-12: Pastoral comfort to balance sobering warning, stimulating hearers to imitate
those who inherit promises through faith that perseveres
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Heb. 6:13-20: The Word and Oath that Secure our Hope
1.

Terminology from Heb. 6:12 in this paragraph: “promise” (vv. 13, 15, 17) “patience” (15)
and “inherit/heirs” (17)

2.

Promise to Abraham secured by God’s oath, foundation of faith (Gen. 22:16-17)
Reflection/Application: We cannot know which people are guilty of irreversable
apostacy. Therefore, how would you address a person who claims to be a Christian
yet does not evidence their belief in any way?
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Lesson 11
Hebrews 6:13-20 (continued); 7:1-28
The Priesthood in the Order of Melchizedek
Introduction
In this lesson, you will hear Dr. Johnson explain the significance of the priesthood of Melchizedek. He will
discuss the identity of Melchizedek, the significance of Christ being after the order of Melchizedek, and the
theological implications of this priesthood.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 11
At the end of Lesson 11, you should be able to:
1. Explain why the priesthood of Melchizedek is superior to the priesthood of Aaron.
2. Discuss the completeness of the priesthood of Melchizedek
3. Appreciate the theological significance of Jesus Christ being after the order of Melchizedek

Read: Lane, 155-198
Listen to Lecture 11: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.
D.

Heb. 6:13-20: The Word and Oath that Secure our Hope (continued)
3.

Gen. 15:8-21: Blazing torch “passed through the parts” symbolizing oath to the death (Jer.
34:18-20)

4.

Oath: appeal to higher power (deity) to witness commitments and execute curses of
stipulations of the treaty are violated (Gen. 31:48-53)

5.

God takes an oath by Himself, calling Himself to witness and enforce promise
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Two unchangeable things
a.

God’s word of promise

b.

God’s oath, binding God’s very life to the promise

c.

ajmetavqeton — contrast Aaron’s changeable priesthood (metavqesiH, 7:12)

7.

Anchor (contrast “drifting,” 2:1)

8.

Jesus has preceded us behind the veil, into the Most Holy Place, as priest after order of
Melchizedek (return to theme of 5:10)

QUESTION: Summarize the authority of the oath of God. What assurance does this give us?

Hebrews 7:1-28
A.

B.

Structure of Hebrews 7
1.

Exposition of Gen. 14:17-20-implications for the nature of Jesus’ priesthood and its
relationship to the Levitical order (Heb. 7:1-10)

2.

Exposition of Ps. 110:4-again with implications for the priesthood of Jesus (Heb.
7:11-28).

Heb. 7:1-10: Exposition of Gen. 14:17-20 to Demonstrate that Priesthood in the Order
of Melchizedek is Royal, Eternal, and Superior to that of Aaron
1.

Heb. 7:1-3: Melchizedek’s description shows that his priesthood is royal and eternal
a.

King of Salem (Jerusalem)

b.

Priest of God Most High
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Significant cultic acts in the meeting of Abraham and Melchizedek (Gen. 14)
1)

Melchizedek blesses Abraham in name of God Most High

2)

Abraham pays tithe to Melchizedek

Interpretation of Melchizedek’s names and titles (Heb. 7:2b)
1)

King of righteousness (Heb. 1:8-9, quoting Ps. 45)

2)

King of peace (Heb. 12:14; 13:20) - reconciliation for access to God

3)

Repetition of “king” title, now associated with priesthood (contrast Uzziah’s
judgment for tresspassing priestly sphere, 2 Chron 26:16-21)

4)

Psalm promises future reunion of priestly and royal offices

QUESTION: What is unique about the union of the priestly and royal offices?

e.

Heb. 7:3: Interpretation of Scripture’s silence
“without father, without mother, without genealogy (ajpavtwr, ajmhvtwr,
ajgenealovghtoH), having neither beginning of days nor end of life, but modeled
after the Son of God. . . .”
1)

Not a pre-incarnate Christophany
a)

Gen. 14 presents Melchizedek as Ancient Near Eastern priest-king
with ongoing office/role in societal structure.

b)

“Made like (ajfwmoiwmevnoH) the Son of God” - Like, but not
identical to, the Son
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Notable omissions of detail in the Genesis account (genealogy, birth, death)
mold the literary presentation of Melchizedek to mirror actual eternity of
the Son
…in the early chapters of Genesis, in which genealogy is so prominent a
feature (cf. 5:1ff, the book of the generations of Adam; 10:1ff., the generations of the sons of Noah; 11:10ff, generations of Shem; 11:27ff, of Terah,
Abraham’s father), Melchizedek is the only personage among the worship
pers of the one true God whose ancestry and descendants receive no
mention (P. E. Hughes, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews
[Eerdmans, 1977], 248)

3)

Three-dimensional typology
a)

“Vertical”: The Son is the “original” in eternity and Melchizedek the
“copy” in history

b)

“Horizontal”: Melchizedek is the earlier historical pattern, which the
priesthood of the incarnate Son, Jesus, would later fulfill

c)

Jesus was not priest when Melchizedek met Abraham, but rather
Jesus the Son became priest through His incarnation, His perfect
incarnate obedience and death.

QUESTION: From the discussion above, briefly explain the identity of Melchizedek according
Dr. Johnson.

4)

“Without genealogy”
a)

Genealogy is significant for Levitical priestly qualification (Heb.
7:14)

b)

But here a superior priest whose genealogy is unrecorded!
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Heb. 7:4-10: Transactions between Abraham and Melchizedek show that Melchizedek’s
priesthood is superior to Abraham, Levi, and Aaron
a.

b.

Abraham paid the tithe to Melchizedek (7:4-6a, 8-10)
1)

Melchizedek mediates between God and Abraham “the patriarch”

2)

Levitical priests receive tithes from their brothers, so Levi’s sons have
mediatorial superiority over other descendants of Abraham

3)

Yet Melchizedek is “not genealogically descended” from the covenant line divine oath (Ps. 110) is greater principle of appointment than genealogy
(7:6a)

Melchizedek blessed Abraham (7:6b-7)
1)

Levitical/Aaronic priests bless Israel in the Name (Num. 6:24-27)

2)

One who blesses stands between God and the one(s) blessed

c.

“Testified that he lives” (7:8) = No record of his death in Genesis 14 implies “priest
forever” in Psalm 110

d.

Levi “so to speak” (wJH ejp
v oH eijpei~n) paid tithes to Melchizedek “in the loins
of” his ancestor Abraham (7:9-10)
1)

Covenantal, representative action by ancestor is “counted” as the action of
the descendant

2)

See Gen. 9:24-27; 49:1-27; 1 Cor. 15:22

QUESTION: How does “receiving tithes” and “giving blessing” make Melchizedek superior
according to Dr. Johnson?
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Heb. 7:11-28: Exposition of Ps. 110:4 to Demonstrate that Priesthood in the Order of
Melchizedek brings perfection, its permanence is secured by the Priest’s eternal life and
God’s unchangeable oath
1.

Heb. 7:11-19: The promise of an eternal priest in Ps. 110:4 implies the imperfection (and
therefore impermanence) of the Aaronic priesthood and the law based on it
a.

Compare other “if . . . would not” contrary-to-fact (second class conditional)
arguments in Hebrews (Heb. 4:8; 8:7)

b.

On the basis of the Levitical priesthood the people received the Law
(nomoqetevw).
1)

Law “rests” on priesthood

2)

Heb. 7:12: Therefore change of priesthood necessitates/causes change in
Law

3)

Focus here on Law of genealogy for appointment of priests, now replaced
by divine oath in Psalm-elsewhere in Heb. we will see laws of sanctuary,
sacrifice, even sanctions transformed by the coming of the final Priest

c.

Psalm 110:4 solves the “genealogical problem,” disqualifying Jesus, descended from
Judah, from serving as priest (Heb. 7:13-14)

d.

Heb. 7:16: The two principles, old and new, are set in direct contrast:
16

oJH
;

1)

“Fleshly commandment”

2)
e.

ouj
kata; novmon ejntolh~H
ajlla; kata; duvnamin zwh~H

sarkivnhH
gevgonen
ajkataluvtou.

a)

Physical descent from Aaron

b)

Fragile, frail, with mortality built into it (7:23; 2:14; 5:7) flesh and
blood, days of Jesus’ flesh = suffering).

“Indestructible” life

Heb. 7:18-19: Removal (ajqevthsiH) of foregoing (genealogical) command
(appointing mortal priests) to establish a better hope of approach to God
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Heb. 7:20-28: The divine oath by which the priest like Melchizedek has been installed
demonstrates his superior ability to bring us salvation
a.

Heb. 7:20-21: Oath signifies God’s eternal, unchangeable commitment
1)

New priesthood grounded in the priest’s endless life and God’s indestructible life (oath)

2)

See Heb. 6:13-20 on God’s oath to Abraham

b.

Heb. 7:22: guarantor of “better covenant” (diaqhvkh)

c.

Heb. 7:23-25: Plurality of priests (required by the mortality of Aaron and sons) a
symbol of the Law’s “imperfection” (cf. Heb. 1:1-2; 10:1-4)

d.

Son’s eternal life essential to His perfect priesthood (“because He remains forever”
dia; to; mevnein aujton; eijH to;n aijw~na

e.

f.

1)

Cf. Heb. 1:10-12: “but you remain” su; de; diamevneiH

2)

His unending intercession secures our eternal salvation (Rom. 8:34)

Heb. 7:26-27
1)

The priest “fitting” for us is “holy, without malice, unblemished, separated
from sinners, ascended above the heavens”

2)

Does not need to offer sacrifice first for his own sins, then for the people

3)

He has done “the latter” (tou~to): sacrificed for people’s sins

Heb. 7:28: Summary on the two priesthoods
1)

Law (of genealogy) appointed men who were weak (kept by death from
continuing in priestly ministry)

2)

Oath (by God) appointed Son perfected forever (retaining priesthood
eternally)
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QUESTION: Summarize the comparison between “Law” and “Oath” in this lesson. How does
the atonement of Jesus Christ complete the law and fulfill the oath of God?

Reflection/Application: In much of contemporary Christianity, the sacrifice of
Jesus Christ is seen as something to keep people from going to hell. In this lesson,
you have been confronted with a deeper, more complete picture of the significance
of Christ’s work. What are some insights that you personally will seek to include
in your future discussions of the atonement of Jesus Christ?
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Lesson 12
Hebrews 8
A Better Sanctuary, A Better Sacrifice,
And A Better Covenant
Introduction
In this lesson, Dr. Johnson will show from the text how Jesus Christ has brought about a superior order than
that of the Old Covenant due to His divine appointment as our Great High Priest.
Learning Outcomes for Lesson 12
At the end of Lesson 12, you should be able to:
1. Explain how Jesus Christ has brought a better sanctuary, sacrifice, and covenant
2. Describe the meaning of the “planned obsolescence” of the old covenant
3. Value in greater depth the fulfilled promises of God to His people

Read: Lane, 198-211
Listen to Lecture 12: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.

A.

The “Main Point” Kefavlaion (Heb. 8:1) (Sum of money in its only other NT use [Acts
22:28], but often “summary, chief subject” in extra-biblical Hellenistic Greek, as here)
1.

High priest appointed to office by divine oath (Ps. 110:4: “the Lord has sworn”)

2.

High priest retaining office by indestructible life (Ps. 110:4: “priest forever”)

3.

High priest “at the right hand of the Majesty” in heaven (Ps. 110:1)

4.

“Such a high priest” toiou?ton ajrciereva (cf. 7:26-sinless innocence, but also “higher
than heavens”)
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As Heb. 7 demonstrated Jesus’ superior qualifications to be priest, Heb. 8-10 will demonstrate His superior ministry as priest. Three themes already introduced in Heb. 7:
a.

Better covenant-as eternal priest He guarantees its promises (7:22)

b.

Better sanctuary-sphere of His priestly service (7:26)

c.

Better sacrifice-He offers Himself to cleanse the conscience (7:27)

Each of these three themes are touched on in the opening paragraph, 8:1-6:
a.

Sanctuary (8:1-2, 4-5)

b.

Sacrifice (8:3)

c.

Covenant (8:6)

Better Sanctuary (Heb. 8:1-2)
1.

“Sat down at right hand of throne” (8:1) = “minister of the holy place [lit., things] tw?n
aJgivwn leigourgovV” (On ta; aJgiva as reference to Holy Place, or Holiest Place, see
9:2-3, 24; 10:19)

2.

“Real tent, which the Lord pitched”
a.

Biblical terminology (Num. 24:6 LXX)

b.

The “real” heavenly tent is the pattern shown to Moses on the mountain (Heb. 8:5,
citing Exod. 25:40)

c.

Contrast pitching of earthly tabernacle by Bezalel, Oholiab, and craftsman (Exod.
31:1-11)

Better Sacrifice (Heb. 8:3)
1.

Atoning sacrifice is necessary for intercession on behalf of sinners

2.

Jesus offered Himself (Heb. 7:27; 9:14)
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QUESTION: Explain the superiority of Jesus’ offering of Himself.

D.

Better Sanctuary (Again) (Heb. 8:4-5)
1.

Jesus’ descent from Judah would disqualify Him from priestly service in an earthly sanctuary
(permitted only to Levi, Aaron) (Heb. 7:13-16)

2.

Earthly tent a “copy and shadow” (uJrovdeigma, skiva) of heavenly pattern (tuvpoV)
shown to Moses on the mountain (Exod. 25:40)

3.

Typology in two directions
a.

b.

“Horizontal,” along the plane of history
1)

The OT person, event, institution is the “pattern” tuvpoV, the NT reveals
the “replica” ajntivtupoV

2)

Adam the type of the Coming One (Rom. 5:14)

3)

Israel experienced “typologically” tupikwjV (1 Cor. 10:11)

“Vertical,” from the heavenly to the earthly
1)

The original pattern tuvpoV is in the heavenly realm

2)

The copy uJpovdeigma appears on earth in OT history-the earthly tent is
“antitype” ajntivtupa of the true (heavenly) Holy Place (Heb. 9:24)

3)

Now that the end of the ages has arrived, the heavenly original is revealed in
history, through Jesus’ ministry (Heb. 9:26)

QUESTION: Summarize the typology discussed above concerning Jesus’ superior sanctuary.
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Better Covenant (Heb. 8:6)
1.

Comparison/contrast here replicates that of Heb. 1:4
a.

Heb. 1:4: As much better kreivttwn than the angels as His name is superior
diaforwvteron

b.

Heb. 8:6: As superior diaforwtevraV a priestly ministry as He is mediator of a
better kreivttonoV covenant

2.

Jesus’ priesthood, and the “better promises” that it secures, constitute the foundation on
which the new, better covenant has been legally established nenomoqthtai

3.

“Mediator mesivthV (see Heb. 9:15; 12:24)
a.

Contrast the stronger “guarantor” ejg
v guoV (Heb. 7:22)

b.

Mediators in general could not secure fidelity by the parties of the covenant (Gal.
3:19-20)

QUESTION: Explain some of the limitations of mediators mentioned in Scripture.

4.

Covenant diaqhvkh in Hebrews
a.

Distribution of term diaqhvkh in the NT (33 times)
1)

17 times in Hebrews (52%)

2)

Four in accounts of Lord’s Supper (Mt, Mk, Lk, 1 Cor)

3)

Five in two Pauline discussions of Mosaic covenant/ministry vs. new covenant/ministry (Gal 3, 2 Cor 3)

4)

Within Hebrews, 14 of the 17 uses of diaqhvkh in Hebrews in Heb. 8-10,
occur
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“Covenant” the overarching theme of 8:1-10:31
1)

Long quotation of Jer. 31:31-34 (Heb. 8:8-12) opens the section

2)

Briefer quotation of Jer. 31:33-34 (Heb. 10:16-17) toward the close of the
section (inclusio preceding the exhortation section)

3)

Discussions of the superior sanctuary and sacrifice of Jesus demonstrate
new covenant promise: “I will forgive their unjust actions and no longer
remember their sins”

Meaning of diaqhvkh in Hebrews
1)

Vulgate: testamentum = “last will and testament” (common meaning of
diaqhvkh in Hellenistic Greek: document stipulating distribution of inherit
ance upon the death of the testator)

2)

LXX consistently uses diaqhvkh to translate the Hebrew berit: sovereignly imposed legal alliance with terms unilaterally determined by the Lord
(Apparently sunqhvkh seemed to imply parity between the parties)

3)

diaqhvkh in Hebrews is not “last will and testament, distributing the wealth
of a deceased benefactor, but a bond of ultimate sanctions -- loyalty or
death -- between living parties, sovereignly imposed by the Lord upon his
vassal. (Possible exceptions still disputed: Gal. 3:15; Heb. 9:15)

QUESTION: Do you agree with Dr. Johnson’s conclusions regarding the appropriate way to
diaqhvkh
understand “diaqhv
h” in Hebrews? Why or why not?
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New Covenant established on better promises (Heb. 8:7-12)
1.

2.

Heb. 8:7-8: Third of the “second class conditional, contrary to fact” arguments to demonstrate the OT’s self-testimony regarding the inadequacy of the OT order
a.

See Heb. 4:8 (Ps. 95); 7:11 (Ps. 110)

b.

Promise of a new covenant spoken through Jeremiah attests that the first covenant
was flawed (“If the first had been faultless ajmv emptoV, a place would not have
been sought for a second”)

c.

The fault lay in the people (“finding fault with them” memfovmenoV. . . aujtouvV)
(Some manuscripts have masculine dative plural aujtoi~V instead of masculine
accusative plural, but no significant textual tradition supports “finding gault with it”
[aujthvn=covenant]) - See Heb. 8:9b: “They did not continue in my covenant.”

Better promises in the New Covenant, to be elaborated in Heb. 8-10
a.

b.

c.

The Lord’s law inscribed on His people’s hearts (Heb. 8:10)
1)

New interiority, in contrast to old, external rituals of cleansing the flesh, in
the new covenant the conscience is cleansed (Heb. 9:9-10, 13-14)

2)

New willingness to obey
a)

Wholehearted obedience of the Son (Heb. 10:5-7, citing Ps. 40:68: “to do your will” // “your law is in my inmost parts”)

b)

Wholehearted obedience of Christians (Heb. 10:36)

All the Lord’s people know Him intimately (Heb. 8:11)
1)

Contrast restricted access the old covenant sanctuary: “the Spirit showed
that the way in was not yet revealed” (Heb. 9:7-8)

2)

Now perfected in conscience by Jesus’ sacrifice, all Christians enter in,
draw near in confidence (Heb. 10:22)

The Lord will forgive and forget (not remember) sins (Heb. 8:12)
1)

Repeated and commented on in Heb. 10:16-18
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2)

Contrast Day of Atonement sacrifice as annual reminder ajnavmnhsiV of
sins (10:3)

3)

New Covenant promise “I will in no way remember” ouj mh; mnhsqw? ejtv i

4)

Second promise rests on the third: Forgiveness brings intimate access to,
knowledge of God

QUESTION: In what way does the Lord “cease to remember” sins?

G.

Implications for the Old Covenant (Heb. 8:13)
1.

Compare Heb. 7:18-19 on the Levitical priesthood

2.

Planned obsolescence of the old covenant: In the prophecy of new covenant God declared Sinaitic covenant “old, close to disappearance”

3.

“Close to disappearance” not a clue regarding the dating of Hebrews, but a reminder that
from the time of Jeremiah God had gone on record promising a covenant bond to come,
superior to that ratified at Sinai after the Exodus

QUESTION: Does the fact the the Old Covenant is now obsolete diminish the need for us to
study it? Explain your answer.
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Reflection/Application: What are some individual benefits you have received in
your life as a result of the establishment of the New Covenant? How has your
affection for Jesus Christ grown as a result?
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Lesson 13
Hebrews 9:1-14
A Comparison of Sanctuary and Sacrifice in the
Old and New Covenants
Introduction
In this lesson, Dr. Johnson will look further into the concept that Jesus Christ provides a better sanctuary
and a better sacrifice. Many comparisons will be made between the Old and New Covenant showing the
superiority of the New Covenant inaugurated by Jesus.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 13
At the end of Lesson 13, you should be able to:
1. Describe the sanctuary of the Old Covenant in terms of its typological significance
2. Explain the regulations of service which governed the sacrificial system of the Old Covenant
3. Identify the ways in which the New Covenant is superior to the old system
4. Value once again the significance of the superiority of Jesus Christ
Read: Lane, 213-241

Listen to Lecture 13: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.

A.

Interweaving of Covenant, Sanctuary, and Sacrifice
1.

Heb. 8:1-6 introduced themes of covenant (7:22), heavenly sanctuary (7:26), sacrifice
(7:28)

2.

Heb. 9-10 will focus on the better sanctuary and sacrifice: See Heb. 9:1: “The first covenant had regulations of worship [dikaiwvmata latreivaV—especially sacrifice]and
an earthly holy place [sanctuary]”
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Order of discussion in Heb. 9-10
a.

Old Covenant (OC) erection of sanctuary (9:1-5)

b.

OC sacrifices in sanctuary (day of atonement) (9:6-10)

c.

New Covenant (NC): Jesus’ sanctuary and sacrifice (9:11-14)

d.

NC Jesus’ sacrifice and covenant inauguration (9:15-17)

e.

OC sacrifice and covenant inauguration (9:18-20)

f.

OC sacrifice and sanctuary consecration (9:21-22)

g.

NC Jesus’ sacrifice and sanctuary consecration (9:23-24)

h.

NC Jesus’ sacrifice and the day of atonement (9:25-28)

i.

OC repeated sacrifices (day of atonement) = reminder of sins (10:1-4)

j.

NC Jesus’ once-for-all sacrifice (10:5-10)

k.

OC priests stand, never completed (10:11)

l.

NC Jesus’ sits, His suffering completed (10:12-14)

Heb. 9:2-5: The first covenant’s sanctuary
1.

Heb. 9:2: The “first tent” = Holy Place (outer chamber of tabernacle): Furniture merely
listed (lampstand, table and presentation of the bread) because focus of interest is on
“second tent”

2.

Heb. 9:3-5: The “second tent” = Most Holy Place (inner chamber)
a.

Golden incense altar
1)

Located in the first chamber, just outside the veil
a)

Daily offering of incense with prayers (Exod. 30:6-8; Lev. 16:1819) veil into the presence of God (Lev. 16:12-13)
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Source of live coals placed by high priest into censer as he entered
the Most Holy Place on the day of atonement (Lev. 16:12-13)

Therefore associated with the inner chamber (see 1 Kings 6:22)

Ark of the covenant, plated with gold
1)

2)

Contents of the ark
a)

Golden jar containing manna (cf. Heb. 3: 9; Exod. 16:33-34)

b)

Aaron’s rod that budded (cf. Heb. 5:5; Num. 16-17; see 17:10)

c)

Tablets of the covenant (Exod. 25:16; 34:29)
(1)

Both copies of the treaty (the Lord’s copy and the vassal’s
copy) (Meredith G. Kline, Treaty of the Great King
[Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1963])

(2)

Stipulations, sanctions, witnesses (Deut. 32:1; Isa. 1:2ff.)

Atonement cover, place of propitiation (iJlasthvrion) (“mercy seat”) (Rom.
3:25: iJlasthvrion as “sacrifice of atonement/propitiation”
a)

Above the “testimony”

b)

Exod. 25:21

c)

This is the place where the Lord’s wrath is turned away from his
people on the day of atonement, when the high priest sprinkles
sacrificial blood on it

d)

Cherubim overshadowing the cover (Gen. 3:24; 1 Kings 6:23-28)

e)

No image on the seat (Deut. 4:15-16)

QUESTION: Briefly explain the significance of having no image on the seat of the ark of the
covenant.
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Heb. 9:6-10: The first covenant’s “regulations of service”
1.

Daily ministry of (many) priests in the first chamber summarized briefly (see Heb. 10:11),
as foil/contrast to restricted access into second chamber

2.

Heb. 9:7-10: Ministry in the second chamber
a.

b.

Threefold restriction (9:7)
1)

Once per year (vs. “constantly”)

2)

High priest alone

3)

Not without blood

Holy Spirit’s message through the restrictions (9:8-9a)
1)

The “way” (oJdovV) not revealed while the first tent (outer chamber as
symbolic of whole earthly tent) had “existence” (stavsiV = “status, a
role in Israel’s approach to God”)

2)

The “fresh and living way” (oJdovV see 10:20) would be opened by Jesus

3)

The first tent and its rules = parabolhv “parable, illustration [addressed]
to the age then present” (to;n kairo;n to;n ejnesthkovta), in contrast
to the “time of restoration” (kairou~ diorqwvsewV, Heb. 9:10) which
has dawned with the coming of Jesus.

4)

New Testament eschatology includes overlaps of “the present (evil) age”
with the “age to come” that has begun with the work of Jesus the Messiah

QUESTION: Summarize the significance and message of the restrictions mentioned above.
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Weakness of the cleansing rituals associated with the first tent (9:9-10)
1)

Unable to cleanse conscience

2)

Foods and drinks and various washings (baptismoi?V, see Heb. 6:2)

3)

Regulations of flesh (dikaiwvmata sarkovV)

4)

Conscience vs. flesh contrast (see Heb. 7:16)

QUESTION: Why is the cleansing of the flesh inferior to the cleansing of the conscience?

D.

Heb. 9:11-14: New Covenant sanctuary and sacrifice, by which Jesus serves
1.

Jesus ministers “good things” that have now come—the era of restoration has arrived
a.

Heb. 10:10 spoke of external regulations appointed “until the era of restoration”
(rectification, reformation)

b.

That era has arrived, the “good things” have come (aor. ptcp. tw?n fenomevnwn
ajgaqw?n) (P46, B, D support genomevnwn, over against the textual tradition that
contains mellovntwn [copyists probably conformed 9:11 to 10:1])

QUESTION: What good things are in view in the above statement?
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Greater and more perfect tent, not made by human hands, not belonging to this creation—
heaven itself (see 9:24)
a.

Chiasm (Lane)
A

A’

3.

4.
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through the greater, more perfect tent
B

not hand-made = not of this creation

B’

not through blood of goats and bulls

but through his own blood

b.

Pattern (tuvpoV) shown to Moses (Heb. 8:5)

c.

Not belonging to this mutable creation (Heb. 1:10-12; 12:25-28 [Hag. 2:6])

d.

“Once for all” ejfapax
1)

Contrast ancient priests ( Heb. 9:6-7; 10:1-4)

2)

Jesus’ “once for all” atonement to cleanse conscience (Heb. 7:27; 10:10)

He brought not the blood of goats and bulls but His own blood (12)
a.

His blameless innocence necessary not only to His role as priest, but also to His role
as sacrifice (Heb. 2:9,14-15; 7:26-27)

b.

No forgiveness without bloodshed (Heb. 9:23)

c.

Blood of animals cannot cleanse the conscience (10:4)

Therefore He has found eternal redemption
a.

See “eternal salvation” (Heb. 5:9)

b.

“Redemption” luvtrwsiV = liberation from captivity or curse (Luke 1:68-71; 2:38;
24:21; cf. Titus 2:14; 1 Pet. 1:18; Heb. 2:15)
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QUESTION: What does the superiority of Jesus’ sacrifice imply concerning the security of our
salvation?

E.

Heb. 9:13-14: How much more!
1.

2.

The lesser (“light”)
a.

Bull offered forAaron’s sin (Lev. 16:6), goat for Israel’s sin (Lev. 16:15)

b.

Ashes of heifer in cleansing ritual (Num. 19:9-22)

c.

Cleansing (kaqarovthta) of flesh (see 9:10 - regulations of the flesh)

The greater (“heavy”)
a.

How much more povsw ma?llon (See also Heb. 10:28-29; 12:25; 2:2-3)

b.

“through [the anointing of] the eternal Spirit” (see Heb 1:9; 1 Sam. 16:13)

c.

“offered Himself blameless” ajmv wmoV (1 Pet. 1:19)

d.

“to serve the living God” — latreuvw The goal of redemption is worship (Exod.
3:12; 4:23)!

Reflection/Application: Hopefully, your appreciation for the redemption of Jesus
Christ has increased as a result of this lesson. If so, please explain!
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Lesson 14
Hebrews 9:15-28
The Inauguration of the
New Covenant, Sanctuary, and Sacrifice
Introduction
In this lesson, you will examine in further detail the New Covenant especially as it relates to the sanctuary
and sacrifice of Jesus Christ. Once again, Dr. Johnson will show from the text the superiority of the order
brought about by our Great High Priest.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson #14:
At the end of Lesson 14, you should be able to:
1. Articulate the proper way to interpret “covenant” in Hebrews
2. Discuss the consecration of the new sancturary
3. Appreciate Jesus’ sacrifice as it applies to the New Covenant people of God

Read: Lane, 241-252
Listen to Lecture 14: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.

A.

Overview
1.

2.

Heb. 9:1-10: From
a.

covenant to

b.

sanctuary to

c.

sacrifice

Heb. 9:11-14: Jesus’ sacrifice as fulfilling the day of atonement (Yom Kippur)
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9:21-23 Sanctuary consecration

5.

9:24-28; 10:1-14 Sacrifice for sins
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Heb. 9:15-20: Covenant inauguration
1.

2.

Heb. 9:13-14: Christ’s better sacrifice of Himself “how much more” cleanses the conscience
a.

From (evil) works that deserve death, obstruct access to attend God in His holy
courts

b.

So that we might serve (latreuvw) God (Heb. 12:28)

Heb. 9:15 Mediator of new covenant
a.

Death has occurred for “redemption” ajpoluvtrwsiV (see luvtrwsiV 9:12) of
sins under first covenant - release from covenant curse that stood in the way of
inheritance/blessing

b.

“Those called” keklhnevnoi echoes “heavenly calling” (Heb. 3:1)

c.

Eternal inheritance

d.

1)

Inheritance = salvation (Heb. 1:14), world to come (2:5), Abraham and the
promises (6:12-13, 17; 11:8, 14-16)

2)

Eternal = belonging to the age to come (1 Pet. 1:4)

Transgressions under the first covenant demand that covenant-breakers die

QUESTION: How does Jesus Christ fulfill the role of mediator?
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Heb. 9:16-17 Covenant ratification “embodies” death, symbolizing the lethal consequences
of treason against the Lord of the covenant
a.

Does Hebrews here (only here!) switch to extra-biblical Hellenistic “testament”
significance of diaqhvkh rather than the biblical significance, “covenant” (berit)?
“Where there is a testament, proof of death of the testator must be brought. Be
cause a testament goes into effect when a death has occurred, since it has no force
as long as the testator remains alive.” Problems with this (majority) interpretation:
1)

2)

b.

Disrupts the flow of thought both before (from v. 15 to v. 16) and after
(from v. 17 to v. 18)
a)

Heb. 9:15 clearly refers to “first covenant” between living persons.
When the treaty is transgressed, the transgressor’s death is demanded

b)

Heb. 9:16 supports this point(gavr “for”) - giving grounds for the
point that the transgressions (demanding death) stood between the
called heirs and their inheritance

c)

Heb. 9:18 again clearly speaks of ratification of Mosaic covenant,
and oJqv en (“from which”) implies that 9:16-17 provide rationale for
the blood in inaugurating first covenant (not “will, testament”!)

Grammatical irregularities
a)

Greek says not “proof of death” but simply “death” (qavnaton)

b)

“Be brought” (fevresqai)

c)

Made firm “over dead things” ejpi; nekroi?V (Why plural?)

Preferable to see Heb. 9:16-17 as describing covenant throughout--the sanction of
death symbolized by the use of slain animals in ratification ritual (John J. Hughes,
“Hebrews ix 15ff and Galatians iii 15ff: A Study in Covenant Practice and Procedure” Novum Testamentum 21 [1979]: 27-96; also in O. Palmer Robertson, The
Christ of the Covenants [Phillipsburg: P & R 1980], 138-144; and Lane,
Hebrews 9-13.
1)

God “passed between the parts” in oath (Gen. 15:8-21)

2)

Israelites who “passed between the parts” (Jer. 34:18-20)
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3)

“Death of the covenant-maker” is “brought” in the symbolic form of the
sacrificial carcasses that illustrate the consequences of infidelity

4)

The covenant is “confirmed over dead bodies”

5)

A covenant never has binding force “while the covenant-maker lives”--that
is, not until he binds himself to a loyalty-to-the-death, so that he no longer
“lives” outside the covenant bond
Lane (vol. 2, p. 243): “The formulation accurately reflects the legal
situation that a covenant is never secured until the ratifier has bound
himself to his oath by means of a representative death”

6)

4.

C.

Unbroken flow of reasoning from v. 15 to v. 16, and from v. 17 to v. 18
a)

There must be redemption of transgressions through a death (v. 15)
because covenant-initiation symbolically invokes covenant curse (vv.
16-17)

b)

The sprinkled blood that inaugurated the first covenant (v. 18)
symbolized the sobering reality that both parties (Lord, symbolized
in the Book; and people) in a covenant bind themselves to be loyalor die (vv. 16-17) (Exod. 24:3-8; Matt. 26:28; Isa. 53:12)

Heb. 9:18-20 applies the principle of vv. 16-17 to the ratification of the first covenant: the
use of sacrificial blood to inaugurate that covenant implied that a “death would need to
occur to atone for the transgressions of it.”

Heb. 9:21-23: Sanctuary consecration
1.

2.

Heb. 9:21: Old sanctuary cleansed with blood of sacrificial animals
a.

Initial consecration of the tent was through anointing with oil (Exod. 40:9), of the
altar with blood (Lev. 8:15, 19)

b.

Day of Atonement: Annually the priest sprinkles blood “to make atonement for the
tent” because of the sins of the people (Lev. 16:15-16)

Heb. 9:22: Sanctuary and its furnishings must be cleansed (kaqarivzw) with blood,
because without blood there is no forgiveness (ajfv esiV)
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Heb. 9:23-24: How could a heavenly sanctuary --the original, the pattern, the real thing-need to be “cleansed”? Identification with the new covenant people of God!
a.

Ambiguity in “house” (oi\koV) as “family,” but also “temple” (Heb. 3:6)

b.

Eph. 2:21-22; 1 Pet. 2:5

c.

We are both the officiants in the Holy Place, and the Holy Place itself

QUESTION: Summarize the answer to the question above concerning the need for cleansing the
heavenly sanctuary.

D.

Heb. 9:24-28 Sacrifice for sins
1.

2.

Heb. 9:24: superior sanctuary again (now with focus on high priest’s entrance into Most
Holy Place on day of atonement)
a.

Not a handmade holy place, “antitype” of the real (ajntivtupa tw?n ajlhqinw?n)

b.

But heaven itself

Heb. 9:25: superior Day of Atonement
a.

Heb. 9:7 emphasized the high priest’s solitary and infrequent entrance into the Most
Holy Place-restriction of access

b.

Here the emphasis is on multiplicity (pollavkiV, “many times”) of the high
priest’s entrance into the Most Holy Place--incompleteness of atonement
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Heb. 9:26: Jesus’ “offered once (a{pax) “at the climax of the ages” ejpi; sunteleiva tw?n
aijwnv wn
a.

Future: Matt. 28:20: e{wV th~V sunteleivaV tou~ aijwn~ oV

b.

Also now present: 1 Cor. 10:11: “upon us the ends of the ages have arrived” ta;
tevlh tw~n aijwnv wn kathvnthken

QUESTION: What is the significance of stating that Jesus’ sacrifice was offered once?

4.

Heb. 9:27-28 Analogy from human experience: one death, then judgment
a.

One death for each human being

b.

One death for the Messiah “offered once to bear the sins of the many” eijV to;
pollw?n ajnenegkei?n aJmartivaV (Isa. 53:11-12: aujto;V aJmartivaV
pollw~n ajnhvnegken).

c.

Second appearance “without sin” (cf. Heb. 4:15; 7:26) to bring salvation to
those who await him. When our high priest reemerges from the sanctuary at the end
of this extended “day of atonement in the desert”, He will bring us into our inheritance (1:14), into the eternal salvation (5:9)

Reflection/Application: How can you have assurance of your redemption? What
have you learned in this lesson that would give you comfort in uncertain times?
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Lesson 15
Hebrews 10:1-18
A Permanent Sacrifice for Sins
Introduction
In this lesson, you will see how the sacrifice of Jesus Christ has provided a way for sins to be forever
forgotten. This text will show that through Jesus Christ’s once-for-all atonement, we can have assurance of
forgiveness.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 15
At the end of Lesson 15, you should be able to:
1. Explain how the sacrifice of Jesus fulfills the Day of Atonement
2. Understand how God’s will was behind the sacrifice of Jesus Christ
3. Show thankfulness to God for His promise to remember sins no longer
Read: Lane, 252-271

Listen to Lecture 15: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.

A.

Review and Overview: Jesus’ sacrifice as fulfilling the Day of Atonement
1.

Jesus’ “once-for-all” sacrifice “at the climax of the ages” (Heb. 9:25-28)

2.

Heb. 10 demonstrates insufficiency of OT sacrifices, sufficiency of Jesus’ death

3.

“New covenant” promise of forgiveness (“I will remember their sins no more”) is realized in
Jesus’ atoning death (Jer. 31:33-34 quoted in Heb. 10:16-17)

4.

Earlier references to high priest’s Day ofAtonement ministry (Heb. 9:7, 25)

5.

Day of Atonement in view in Heb. 10:1, 3: “year by year” kat= ejniautovn
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6.

For a people of God whose life extends through the generations, repetition and plurality
(of sacrifices, prophets, priests) might have appeared to be preferable to one sacrifice,
messenger, high priest

7.

But Hebrews contends that one sacrifice, one Son-spokesman, one eternal priest is better
than the many -- everything depends on the uniqueness of Jesus!

8.

Four-stranded argument for the sufficiency and finality of Jesus’ sacrifice
a.

b.

c.

Two OT sacrificial practices show that they do not cleanse the conscience
1)

Annual repetition on day of atonement (Heb. 10:1-4)

2)

Daily standing posture of priests as they serve (Heb. 10:11-14)

Two biblical (OT) texts announce a better way of cleansing the conscience
1)

Psalm 40:6-8 states that animal sacrifices are not “God’s will” for final
atonement, pointing instead to the offering of the body of Jesus Christ

2)

Jer. 31:33-34 promises the new covenant, in which God remembers their
sins no longer

The argument begins and ends with “remembrance” (inclusio)
1)

Heb. 10:3: On the day of atonement there is “reminder” ajnavmnhsiV of
sins

2)

Heb. 10:17: “I will no longer remember [their lawless deeds]” ouj mh;
mnhsqhvsomai ejvti

QUESTION: What does it mean that God “forgets” sins?
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Heb. 10:1-4: Annual repetition of the day of atonement sacrifices show them to provide a
reminder, not a removal, of sins
1.

2.

Heb. 10:1: The law had a “shadow” skiva of the coming good things
a.

Heb. 8:5: Priests serve in copy and “shadow” of heavenly sanctuary

b.

Col. 2:17: Paul contrasts “shadow” to “body” sw?ma

c.

Here “shadow” is in contrast to eijkwvn “image” as “substantial reality”

d.

Law’s shadow = “shape without substance” or “outline” (silhouette?)

e.

Redemptive-historical contrast between OT, when the “good things” were “coming” mellovntwn (Heb. 10:1), and the NT, when the good things “have arrived”
genomevnwn (Heb. 9:11)

Heb. 10:1: Law could not “perfect” teleiovw those who draw near to God = “cleanse,
consecrate, qualify to approach and serve in God’s presence” (Heb. 9:9; 10:14)

QUESTION: If the Law could not “perfect,” what was its usefulness and why would God choose
to have it in operation?

3.

Heb. 10:2: Rhetorical question anticipates affirmative response: If sacrifices had cleansed
conscience, would they not have ceased to have been offered? Of course! (Conscience
suneivdhsiV = consciousness of unremoved guilt)

4.

Heb. 10:3: Day of atonement sacrifice = reminder of sins year by year
a.

Wording echoes Num. 5:15: “Reminder offering remembering sin” qusiva
mnhmosuvnou ajnamimnhvskousa aJmartivan

b.

Daring application to Yom Kippur sacrifices (bull, goat) repeated annually
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Heb. 10:4: Blood of bulls and goats cannot remove sin
a.

Psalm 40:6-8 will shows that animal sacrifices are not “God’s will”

b.

Hebrews’ claim is daring in view of the Law’s description of the effect of the Day of
Atonement sacrifices (Lev. 16:22, 34)

c.

Yet many OT testimonies to the insufficiency of animal sacrifices (Ps. 51:16-17;
Jer. 7:22-23; 1 Sam. 15:22; Hos. 6:6; Isa. 1:11-15; Mic. 6:6-8)

QUESTION: In what way were animal sacrifices insufficient?

C.

Heb. 10:5-10: Psalm 40 states that animal sacrifices are not God’s will for the atonement
of sin; rather God willed that Jesus offer the body prepared for Him when He entered the
world.
1.

2.

Heb. 10:5a: Introduction to the citation: “When He comes into the world”
a.

The Son’s word to the Father at the incarnation corresponds to the Father’s word
concerning the Son at the incarnation (Heb. 1:6)

b.

“Coming” anticipates the Psalm’s wording “I have come” h{kw (Heb. 10:7)

c.

“He says” anticipates “I said” tovte ei\pon (Heb. 10:7)

Heb. 10:5b-10: Psalm citation and its interpretation
a.

Heb. 10:5b-7: Citation in two pairs of antithetical parallelism
1)

Sacrifice and offering You did not will >< a body You prepared for me

2)

With whole burnt offering and sin offeringYou were not pleased >< I have
come. . . to do Your will
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Citation follows the Septuagint (LXX) “a body you prepared” rather than the
Hebrew scriptures “my ears you dug out (karah)”
1)

Piercing the earlobe of a lifelong bondslave (Exod. 21:5-6)?

2)

Completion ofAdam’s formation from dust?

3)

“Body” sw?ma is highlighted for special comment in Heb. 10:10

Heb. 10:8-10: Interpretation
1)

2)

Rearranges Psalm wording, drawing synonymous elements together
a)

10:8 magnifies plurality of OT sacrifices commanded by law:
“sacrifice, offering, whole burnt offering, sin offering”

b)

10:8 magnifies God’s displeasure with them: “You did not want
(oujk hjqevlhsaV), were not pleased”

c)

10:9 shows the One who comes to do God’s will qevlhma

d)

10:10 Christ does God’s will qevlhma by offering His “body” sw?ma

The rearrangement to draw antithesis as a redemptive-historical contrast
between the sacrifices commanded in the Law and the “will of God” accomplished in the offering of Christ’s body.
a)

“First (above) he says. . . then he has said” (10:8-9)

b)

“He removes the first so that the second may stand (10:9)

c)

Sacrifices “offered according to the Law” (10:8) are not the
(eschatological) “will of God” for the final removal of sin’s guilt

QUESTION: Try to solve the tension between the idea that God instituted the sacrifices of the
Old Covenant, yet His will was for the sacrifice of Jesus Christ.
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Heb. 10:11-14: The priests’ standing posture shows that their many sacrifices cannot do
what Jesus’ one sacrifice did -- He perfected people forever and sat down at God’s right
hand.
1.

2.

OT priests stand daily, offering frequently “the same sacrifices”
a.

“The same sacrifices” ta;V aujta;V . . . qusivaV echoes Heb. 10:1

b.

“Can never remove” oujdevpote duvnantai perielei?n echoes Heb. 10:2, 4
(oujdevpote duvnantai. . . teleiw?sai, ajdunaton. . . ajfairei?n)

This one sits, having completed His one sacrifice
a.

Offered one sacrifice forever (contrast Heb. 10:1)

b.

Sat at the right hand of God, waiting for His enemies’ submission (Ps. 110:1; Heb.
1:13; Acts 2; 1 Cor. 15)

c.

Jesus the enthroned priest-king (in the order of Melchizedek, king and priest)

QUESTION: From what has been discussed above, summarize the significance of the posture of
Jesus Christ as it relates to His “once-for-all” sacrifice.

E.

Heb. 10:15-18: Jeremiah 31 promises that in the new covenant God will remember sins no
longer--a final forgiveness that makes further sacrifice unnecessary
1.

Introductory formula presents Jeremiah’s prophecy as divine, direct, present address: “Holy
Spirit testifies to us” maruturevw

2.

Forgiveness of sins = “divine non-remembrance”
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Reflection/Application: Reflect on the theological significance of divine forgiveness as the work of God rather than our own work. How does this truth relate to
your soteriology?
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Lesson 16
Hebrews 10:19-39
Draw Near, Hold Fast, and Hold Together
Introduction
In this lesson, you will see how the believer is encouraged to live in light of the priestly ministry of Jesus
Christ. Because He has qualified as our guarantor of the New Covenant, we have received greater privileges and greater responsibilities.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 16
At the end of Lesson 16, you should be able to:
1. Discuss the meaning of the encouragement to draw near to God
2. Understand the consequences of repudiating Jesus
3. Value the need to persist in faithful living

Read: Lane, 271-311
Listen to Lecture 16: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.
A.

Overview: Exhortation grounded in the priestly ministry of Jesus
1.

Three approaches to motivation in this exhortation
a.

Positive motivation: Draw near, hold fast and hold together, in view of the privilege
of access to the Holy of Holies through Jesus (10:19-25)

b.

Negative motivation: Repudiating Jesus, the mediator of the new covenant, leaves
no other sacrifice for sin, but only the terrors of judgment (10:26-31)

c.

Moderating, encouraging reminder of previous experience of grace, leading to
exhortation to possess the promise by persisting in faith (10:32-39)
This third section of the exhortation introduces Hab. 2:2-4, the central text of the
sermon’s fifth movement
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QUESTION: Read Habakkuk 1:1-2:4. What are some correlations between Habakkuk’s situation and the situation of the Hebrews?

2.

This section’s “boundaries” are marked by “confidence” parrhsiva (10:19, 35)

3.

Similar to the pastoral exhortation in 5:11-6:12
a.

Negative motivation: Severity of judgment for repudiating Jesus (6:4-8)
1)

2)

b.

Similar terminology
a)

6:6 Crucifying to their own loss (dative of disadvantage) the Son
of God and subjecting him to public disgrace

b)

10:29 The one who tramples the Son of God and considers
“unclean” the blood of the covenant by which He was consecrated
for God’s service and insults the Spirit of grace

Apostasy a personal affront to Jesus, the Son of God
a)

Title “Son of God” shows dignity of the person assaulted and
insulted

b)

Apostasy as physical assault (crucify, trample) and personal
contempt

Moderating, encouraging reminder of evidence of their experience of grace
1)

Heb. 6:9-12: We are convinced of better things concerning you—God will
not forget your love for His name, having served and serving the saints

2)

Heb. 10:32-39: Remember the former days, your struggle of suffering
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The opening sections differ from each other
1)

Heb. 5:11-14: Before discussing Jesus’ priesthood, He rebukes sluggishness.

2)

Heb. 10:19-25: After discussing Jesus’ priesthood, He uses it to ground
the positive summons to approach God confidently.

Heb. 10:19-25: Positive Motivation: Draw near, hold fast and hold together, in view of the
privilege of access to the Holy of Holies through Jesus
1.

Structure
a.

b.

Three hortatory subjunctives
1)

“Let us draw near” prosercwvmeqa, 10:22 (10:19-22)

2)

“Let us hold fast the confession” katevcwmen, 10:23 (10:23)

3)

“Let us fix our attention on each other” katanow?men, 10:24 (10:24-25)

Reasons to heed these exhortations
1)

c.

The benefits we have (ejc
v onteV)
a)

Confidence to enter

b)

Great priest over house of God

2)

The Promiser is faithful

3)

The Day is approaching

Logic in the order of the 3 exhortations
1)

“Draw near” follows directly from the priestly work of Christ, opening
access to the throne of grace. It is also necessary, for we need God’s help
to. . .

2)

“Hold fast” our confession of faith in the face of opposition. Because
confession belongs in community, we can hold fast by. . .

3)

“Fixing attention on each other,” to promote love, encourage
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QUESTION: To review, what is the basis for the three exhortations listed above?

2.

Heb. 10:19-22: “Let us draw near”
a.

Heb. 10:19-21: Grounds for the exhortation: “We have”
1)

2)

parrhsiva
a)

Lane stresses objective character: “authorization”

b)

But in 10:35 parrhsiva refers to subjective “confidence”

c)

Perhaps (blending objective and subjective): “solid grounds for
confidence”

“Entry” eijsovdoV into the Holy of Holies (Elsewhere in the NT: Acts 13:24;
I Thess. 1:9; 2:1; 2 Pet 1:11)
a)

High priest’s entrance fulfilled by Jesus (Heb. 9:24-28)

b)

Now, through Jesus, we enter where formerly only the high priest,
only once a year, not without blood, could go (Heb. 9:7)

c)

Even better than the earthly sanctuary: we enter the heavenly
original itself

d)

By the blood of Jesus
(1)

Aaronic high priest entered with blood of others (Heb. 9:7,
13, 25)

(2)

Jesus entered true sanctuary with His own blood (Heb.
9:12, 14)

(3)

We enter through blood of Jesus (Heb. 9:28; Isa. 53:12)
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He inaugurated for us (dative of advantage) a recent and living way
(1)

ejgkainivzw for “inauguration” of first covenant with blood
(Heb. 9:18)

(2)

“Recent, fresh” provsfatoV (the newness of the new covenant, Heb. 8:8, 13; 12:24)

(3)

“Living” zw?san, participle of zavw
(a)

Lane: “leading to life”

(b)

Heb. 7:25 (cf. 7:3, 8, 16, 24): “secured by the
Son’s endless life”

QUESTION: Why is the eternality of the Son significant for our security?

(4)

“Way” oJdovV (cf. Heb. 9:8)

(5)

Through the veil katapevtasma (Heb. 6:19; 9:3; Matt.
27:51

(6)

“Through his flesh” savrx (Heb. 2:14; 5:7) parallel (not to
“veil” but) to “by the blood of Jesus” (so Lane argues
persuasively)
19

A entry eijsovdoV
B

into the Holiest place
C

20

in the blood of Jesus

A’ new and living way oJdovV
B’

through the veil
C’

that is, through His flesh
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3)

b.

a)

“Great priest” iJereva mevgan = Hebrew kohen gadol (Cf. Heb.
4:14)

b)

“Over the house of God” (Heb. 3:5-6)

With true heart ajlhqinh?V kardivaV
a)

Real, genuine (Heb. 8:2; 9:24)

b)

Contrast the “evil heart of unbelief” (Heb. 3:12-13)

2)

In full assurance of faith plhroforiva (Heb. 6:11)

3)

Sprinkled, as to our hearts, from evil conscience rJantivzw (Heb. 9:13;
Num. 19:17-20; Heb. 9:19, 21; Exod. 24:8; Cf. 1 Pet. 1:2)

4)

Washed, as to our body (= Christian water baptism, signifying internal
cleansing)

“Let us hold fast” (Heb. 10:23)
a.

b.

4.

Great priest over the house of God

Exhortation: “Let us draw near” (Heb. 10:22)
1)

3.
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Exhortation: “hold fast” katevcwmen (Heb. 3:6, 14; see also kratevw, 4:14;
6:18)
1)

Confession (Heb. 3:1; 4:14)

2)

Hope ejlpivV = faith directed toward future promises (Heb. 6:18; 11:1)

Grounds for exhortation: “For He who promised is faithful”
1)

God’s oath-bound promise to Abraham (Heb. 6:13-20)

2)

Abraham’s trust in the Promiser of the “impossible” promise (Heb. 11:11)

“Let us consider (fix attention on) one another” (Heb. 10:24-25)
a.

Exhortation: “Let us consider and encourage each other”
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1)

katanow?men ajllhvlouV “fix your thoughts on one another” (cf. Heb.
3:1)

2)

For the purpose of “provocation” paroxusmovV to love and good deeds

3)

a)

Negative connotation (Acts 15:39; cf. Acts 17:16; 1 Cor 13:5)

b)

Here, positively, “stimulus” to love and good deeds
(1)

Past record (Heb. 6:9-12; 10:32-34)

(2)

Present responsibility (Heb. 13:1-2)

How?
a)

b)
b.
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Not abandoning meeting together
(1)

“Gathering” ejpisunagwghv (2 Thess. 2:1; cf. James 2:2
sunagwghv)

(2)

“Some” abandon meeting because of threat of exposure,
betrayal, arrest.

Exhorting, encouraging (parakalevw, Heb. 3:12-13 “daily”; Heb.
13:22 labels this epistle/sermon as a “word of exhortation”)

Rationale for exhortation: “You see ‘the Day’ approaching” (Heb. 9:28; cf. Rom.
13:11-12)

QUESTION: To what is “the Day” referring?

C.

Heb. 10:26-31: Negative motivation: Repudiating Jesus, the mediator of the new covenant, leaves no other sacrifice for sin, but only the terrors of judgment
1.

Heb. 10:26-27: “If we sin willfully”
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a.

Defiant rebellion (Num. 15:22-31)

b.

Falling away from the living God, hardened by sin’s deceitfulness (Heb. 3:12-13),
renouncing Jesus and His blood (Heb. 10:29)

c.

Sin against knowledge: “full knowledge of the truth” ejpivgnwsiV th?V
ajlhqeivaV = understanding the Gospel (1 Tim. 2:4; 2 Tim. 2:25; 3:7; Titus 1:1) =
“becoming enlightened (Heb. 6:4; 10:32), “tasted the good word of God” (6:5)

d.

“No longer. . . a sacrifice for sins”

e.
2.
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1)

New covenant promise of forgiveness means that “there is no longer sacrifice for sins” (10:18); but those who turn away from Christ have nowhere
else to turn

2)

Heb. 10:9: Animal sacrifices removed so that Christ’s sacrifice might stand

“A certain terrifying foberav expectation of judgment and a jealous fire that will
consume the enemies [of God].” (Isa. 26:11; Zeph. 1:18; cf. Num. 16:35)

Heb. 10:28-29: “How much worse punishment” (“light and heavy”; cf. Heb. 2:1-4)
a.

Judgment for setting aside law of Moses (Deut 13:8; Deut. 17:6)

b.

More heinous apostasy under the new covenant!
1)

Trampled the Son of God

2)

Considered the consecrating “blood of the [new] covenant” “unclean”
koinovV (Exod. 24:8; Heb. 9:20)

3)

Insulted the Spirit of grace (Zech. 12:10; Heb. 9:14; 10:15; 2:4; 6:4)

QUESTION: Give a definition of “apostasy” in your own words.

3.

Heb. 10:30-31: Judgment certified by the jealous purity of God (Deut. 32:35-36)
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Heb. 10:32-39: Moderating, encouraging reminder of evidence of grace in their experi ence, leading to exhortation to possess the promise by persisting in faith
1.

As in Heb. 6:9-12, somber warning balanced by the evidences of God’s grace

2.

Heb. 10:33-34: “Endured great struggle of sufferings”

3.

4.

a.

Sufferings: reproaches (ojneidismoi?V Heb. 11:26; 13:13), afflictions, “display”
qeatrizovmenoi, prison, seizure of property

b.

Responses: “partners” koinwnoiv with the afflicted, empathy (sumpaqevw, Heb.
4:15), joy (having better and lasting possessions, Heb. 11:16, 35; 13:14; 11:10)

Heb. 10:35-36: Exhortation based on their history of endurance
a.

Your confidence has great reward (misqapodosiva, Heb. 11:26)

b.

You have done the will of God (Heb. 8:10; 10:9)

c.

You will receive what God has promised (komivzw, Heb. 11:39)

Heb. 10:37-39: Scriptural exhortation to endure (Isa. 26:20; Hab. 2:3-4)
a.

In the original context Isa. 26:20 counsels withdrawal and concealment (“lock your
doors”). But Hebrews uses Isa. 26:20 to rebuke fearful withdrawal, hostility to
strangers, neglect of meeting together.

b.

Hab. 2:3-4 is the “theme text” of the sermon’s fifth “movement”: “My righteous one
will live by faith, but if he draws back, my soul will not be pleased with him”
1)

Where “righteousness” is mentioned in the OT, there is faith

2)

Since the opposite of “faith = righteousness” is not pleasing to God, where
God is “pleased” (e.g., Enoch), there is faith

3)

Heb. 10:39: The readers are on the “will live by faith” side of the contrast
drawn in Hab. 2:4, not the “draw back to destruction” side
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Reflection/Application: Briefly discuss a time in your life when you had to endure
as a Christian. What gave you the strength to endure? What were the results of
your endurance?
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Lesson #17:
Hebrews 11:1-22
The Faith That Pleases God
Introduction:
In this lesson, you will begin to see the characteristics of true faith. Examples will be given from the text of
those who have gone before, setting an pattern for us to follow in the life of faith.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson #17:
At the end of Lesson 17, you should be able to:
1. Properly define faith according to the text.
2. List several examples of people who lived out their faith and thus pleased God.
3. Apply the faith of those before to your present situation today.
Read: Lane, 312-366

Listen to Lecture 17: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.

A.

B.

Heb. 10:37-38: Habakkuk 2:3-4 the “key verse” to be illustrated in the OT history of
faith
1.

Where there is righteousness, there is faith.

2.

Where God is pleased, there is faith

3.

Heb. 6:12: “become imitators of those who through faith and endurance inherit promises”
will now be illustrated at length.

Heb. 11:1: Faith described
1.

Not an exhaustive definition (hence Gen. 15:6 deleted), but a description that highlights what
the hearers lack: readiness to act on God’s word about things not (yet) seen
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“Faith” described in terms of its objective grounding in the word of God
a.

“Substance” uJpovstasiV (Heb. 1:3)

b.

“Proof, demonstration, evidence” ejlv egcoV (cf. Job 27:3 LXX)

QUESTION: How is the objective faith described above different from today’s “popular” faith?

3.

Miniature chiasm
Faith is
A [of things] being hoped (participle)
B reality
B’ proof
A’ [of things] not seen (participle)

4.

Lane: “Faith celebrates the objective reality.” Ellingworth: “Faith guarantees what believers
hope for”

QUESTION: What is the result of faith?
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Heb. 11:2 Faith and God’s testimony on behalf of “the elders”
1.

“The ancients”

2.

God’s commending testimony evmarturhvqhsan (divine passive)

3.

Abel and Enoch (Heb. 11:4-5)

4.

Concluding summary about all who lived by faith in promises (Heb. 11:39)

Heb. 11:3: Creation
1.

“Created by the word of God” (Gen. 1:3, etc.; Ps. 33:6, 9)

2.

Creation account illustrates Heb. 11:1: What is seen to; blepovmenon (created uni
verse) was not made out of things that appear ejk fainomevnwn (the word of God is not
a visible “phenomenon”). God’s Word more “solid” than what we see.

Heb. 11:4: Abel (Gen. 4:3-8)
1.

Abel’s offering is “greater” (pleivona) (“Better” kreivttw is reserved for new covenant su
periority in Hebrews) sacrifice than Cain’s because Abel offered in faith, an appeal for
mercy, not a demand for rights.

2.

God “looked upon [ejpei?den] Abel and upon his gifts [toi?V dovroiV aujtou?], but
upon Cain and his sacrifices God did not pay attention [prosevcw].”

3.

Contrast God’s rebuke to Cain (Gen. 4:7): Cain did not offer “rightly” (ojrqw?V)

4.

God’s “testimonial” onAbel’s behalf mentioned twice (marturevw)

5.

“Though he has died, he still speaks”
a.

Believers’ death seemed to contradict God’s promises (Heb. 11:13)

b.

Yet they are the “great cloud of witnesses” who attest that God is faithful (Heb.
12:1)

c.

On the level of “things seen”Abel’s premature death seems to contradict Hab. 2:4:
“My righteous one shall live by faith.” But Abel lives in the heavenly Zion among
the “spirits of righteous people perfected” (Heb. 12:23)

d.

Abel’s blood speaks (Heb. 12:24), but Jesus’ blood speaks “better”
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QUESTION: How does Dr. Johnson explain that Jesus’ blood “speaks better”?

F.

G.

Heb. 11:5-6: Enoch (Gen. 5:22-24)
1.

The Hebrew “walked with God” translated in the LXX as “was well pleasing”
eujhrevsthsen to God.

2.

God “transported” meqivsthmi him (without his death)

3.

Illustration of Hab. 2:3-4: He “was well-pleasing” and “lived” on and on.

4.

“God is a rewarder” (Heb. 10:35)

5.

“Approach” prosevrcomai for priestly approach (Heb. 10:19-22; 4:16)

6.

“Well-pleasing” is the criterion for appropriate worship (Heb. 12:28; 13:16, 21)

7.

Abel and Enoch represent the extremes
a.

Visible defeat and premature death

b.

Visible victory over death

c.

The series in Heb. 11:33-38 moves from visible victories to apparent defeats.

Heb. 11:7: Noah (Genesis 6:8-9, 13-22)
1.

Emphasis on God’s revelation: “warned” (crhmatisqeivV) (Heb. 8:5; 12:25)

2.

“Things not yet seen” (Heb. 11:1)

3.

“Pious devotion” (eujlabhqeivV); see cognate noun in Heb. 5:7; 12:28
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Results
a.

Saved his house (= family)

b.

Condemned the world (Heb. 11:38; cf. 11:25-26)

c.

Became an heir of the righteousness that is according to faith (Gen. 6:9)
1)

Through the ark he “lives” by faith (Hab. 2:4; Heb. 10:38)

2)

Heir (klhronovmoV) (Heb. 1:14; 6:12, 17; 9:15; but especially the focus
on inheritance in the immediately-following accounts of Abraham, Isaac,
Jacob, Heb. 11:8)

Heb. 11:8-19: Abraham (Gen. 12-22)
1.

2.

3.

Heb. 11:8: By faith he departed
a.

God’s revelation comes first: “when called” (Gen. 12:1)

b.

Faith “obeyed” (Gen. 12:4)

Heb. 11:9-10: By faith he sojourned
a.

Abraham’s possession of land “not yet seen,” “seen from afar” (Heb. 11:13)

b.

Abraham sought “a city having foundations, whose designer (engineer/architect
tecnivthV) and builder/creator (dhmiourgovV) is God.” (Heb. 11:13-16).
1)

“Foundations” = permanence

2)

“Built by God” (not man) = not of this mutable created order (Heb. 8:2, 5;
9:11, 24)

3)

“City of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem” (12:22) =“City that is to
come” (Heb. 13:14)

Heb. 11:11-12: By faith he fathered
a.

On textual critical question, see Lane, 2:344-45.

b.

Abraham is the subject: “power to produce seed,” “from one male”
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I.

c.

Sarah sterile, Abraham “dead” (reproductively)

d.

But God who promised was faithful (Heb. 10:23)
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Heb. 11:13-16: By faith he died an alien
a.

Isaac and Jacob included (Heb. 11:9)

b.

“according to faith they died” (kata; pivstin ajpevqanon): Patriarchs the
prototype for all OT believers, who died without received what God promised
(Heb. 11:39-40).

c.

Seeking an earthly homeland would have meant returning to the land from which
they had come. But instead they sought a heavenly homeland (pavtriV).

d.

“Not ashamed to be called their God” (cf. Heb. 2:12)

e.

“Rest” in Canaan was not the object of God’s promise of a land to call home (Heb.
4:8)

Heb. 11:17-19: By faith he offered his only son of promise, and received him back
a.

The “unique” monogen son (Gen. 22:1), the only son from the standpoint of
covenant promise (LXX has “beloved” ajgaphtovV)

b.

Abraham reasoned that God could raise the dead: only in Isaac wouldAbraham’s
seed be called

c.

Abraham “received” Isaac back in resurrection “in parable” (evn parabolh?)
(See Heb. 11:35; 13:20)

Heb. 11:20-22: Isaac, Jacob, Joseph
1.

Heb. 11:20: Isaac “blessed Jacob and Esau” about things not yet seen (Gen. 25:23; 27:29,
37; see. Heb. 12:16)

2.

Heb. 11:21: Jacob blessed Joseph’s sons (the younger Ephraim would become more
dominant than the older Manasseh), worshiped [when he had given instructions to be buried
in Canaan] (Gen. 48:13-20; 47:28-31)

3.

Heb. 11:22: Joseph “reminded” Israel (cf. Gen. 15:13-16) and charged that his bones be
taken to the promised land (Gen. 50:25).
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QUESTION: What are some common characteristics of these men in reference to their faith?

Reflection/Application: As you continue your study, be working on a good, personal definition of faith which accurately reflects the teaching of the text. For now,
make an initial attempt at a working personal definition:
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Lesson 18
Hebrews 11:23-40
The Testimony and Hope of Faith
Introduction
In this lesson, you will see further examples of those who have lived out their faith in God. You will also see
that faith, when applied correctly, brings victories and sufferings, yet ultimately pleases God.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 18
At the end of Lesson 18, you should be able to:
1. Explain how faith that pleases God can bring both suffering and victory
2. Describe the hope of our faith
3. Appreciate the biblical examples given in the text
4. Commit to living out your faith in spite of difficult circumstances
Read: Lane, 366-395

Listen to Lecture 18: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.

A.

Heb. 11:23-29: Moses
1.

Exodus-promise recalled by Joseph (Heb. 11:22), faithful servant in God’s house (Heb.
3:6, citing Num. 12:7), law-transmission through angels (Heb. 2:2), mediator of first cov enant (Heb. 8:9, 13, citing Jer. 31:31-34) >> Moses!

2.

Heb. 11:23: He was hidden
a.

“Extraordinary” ajstei?on child (Exod. 2:2LXX; Acts 7:20): “beautiful, wellpleasing” to God (cf. Philo and Josephus: extraordinary calling)

b.

Parents did not fear king’s edict (Exod. 1:22; cf. Heb. 2:15)
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Heb. 11:24-26: He refused Egypt’s privilege and wealth
a.

Refused to be called son of Pharaoh’s daughter (Exod. 2:10-12)

b.

Exchange of worldly privilege for identification with God’s oppressed people
Having chosen/preferred (eJlovmenoV — 2nd aor. of aiJrivomai)
A

to suffer hardship with God’s people
B

rather than have the temporary pleasure of sin,

Having regarded (hJghsavmenoV) as greater wealth
B’
A’
c.

than the treasures of Egypt

the reproach of the Messiah

“Suffer hardship”
1)

sugkakouevomai (hapax legomenon, but see kakoucevw in Heb.
11:37; 13:3).

2)

First hearers’ identification with suffering saints and glad acceptance of loss
of property (Heb. 10:32-34)

d.

“Reproach of the Messiah” ton; ojneidismo;n tou? Cristou? (Heb. 13:13)

e.

Paradox: Reproach in identification with Messiah is a “treasure” of greater value
than Egypt’s treasure, but this can only be seen by the one who “looks away” to the
“reward” misqapodosiva (Heb. 10:35; 11:6).

QUESTION: How can reproach be considered a “treasure”? How would you explain this difficult
paradox to a child?
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Heb. 11:27: He left Egypt, not fearing the king’s wrath
a.

Did he not fear when his killing of the Egyptian taskmaster was discovered?
1)

Exod. 2:14-15 LXX: ejfobhvqh de; Mwush?V “Moses was afraid”

2)

Some commentators: “He left, not fearing” = the Exodus, 40 years later (so
Heb. 11:28-29 refer to 2 specifics [Passover, crossing of Sea] under the
broader statement of 11:27)

3)

Yet the order favors reference to Moses’ earlier departure: “Though Moses
was afraid, it was not his fear that drove him from Egypt to exile in
Midian”
a)

“Not fearing” mh; fobhqeivV: concessive use of participle: “by
faith, rather than because he feared, he left. . .”

b)

Cf. Stephen’s interpretation of this event (Acts 7:25): “Moses
thought that his brothers would understand that God was giving
them deliverance through his hand; but they didn’t.”

c)

Although Moses experienced fear, the fear did not control his
actions -- rather, he acted in faith

QUESTION: Do you agree with the above arguments that 11:27 refers to Moses’ earlier departure? From your study of the text, explain why you agree or disagree.

b.

“Seeing the Unseen One” (Heb. 11:1)
1)

Moses would see visible theophany (Exod. 3:2-4; Num. 12:8)

2)

But here by faith he “sees” the One whose glory cannot be seen (Exod.
33:20; 1 Tim. 1:17; 6:15-16)
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Heb. 11:28: He observed the Passover
a.

Exod. 12:21-23

b.

Like Noah’s preparation of ark: Preparatory act performed in faith to protect from
prophesied coming judgment (not yet seen) (Heb. 11:7)

Heb. 11:29: They passed through the Red Sea
a.

The community delivered by faith contained a mixture of unbelief (Heb. 3:16-19;
Exod. 14:11-12)

b.

Focus on the confessing community of faith (Exod. 14:13-14)

Absent from the Moses narrative is the giving of the law at Sinai (Heb. 2:2; 8:9; 9:18;
especially 12:18-29)

QUESTION: Why is Sinai absent from the discussion of Moses?

B.

Heb. 11:30-31: Jericho and Rahab (Joshua 4-6)
1.

Heb. 11:30: Jericho’s walls fell (30)
a.

Focus not on the individual believer (Joshua, Heb. 4:8), but the “walls”

b.

The effectiveness of faith rests so little on the believer’s effectiveness in believing
that the believers may remain unidentified

c.

Still the walls had to be “circled” (kuklovw)—Faith lives (acts) by God’s word, so
faith lives! (Hab. 2:4)
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Heb. 11:31: Rahab was not destroyed with the disobedient
a.

A Gentile, and prostitute, who brings no righteousness of her own

b.

But she believed in the Lord’s power more than Israel did at Kadesh Barnea!
(Josh. 6:8-13)

c.

“Not destroyed with those who disobeyed” toi?V ajpeiqhvsasin (see 3:18)

d.

Entrance into the land (typological of God’s rest), ancestor of David, linked with
Abraham (James 2:21-26)

Heb. 11:32-38: Faith’s Victories and Sufferings
1.

Heb. 11:32
a.

“Time would fail me” (Heb. 11:32; cf. 9:5; 13:22)

b.

Lists judges and a king by name only

c.

Chronological “dislocation” in listing the judges: Gideon (Judg. 6-8) listed before
Barak (Judg. 4-5), and Samson (Judg. 13-16) before Jephthah (Judg. 11-12)

d.

1)

Derived from 1 Sam. 12:11?

2)

Three pairs, with the more prominent placed first in each (Gideon, Samson,
David)

The OT exposes these ancient “champions of faith” as far from flawless in their trust
in the power and purity of God

QUESTION: What important principles can you apply to your life in light of “d” above?

e.

David the king (1 Sam. 16-2 Sam.; 1 Chron.)

f.

Samuel and the prophets (Acts 3:24)
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Heb. 11:33-35a: Faith’s victories
a.

Conquered kingdoms

b.

Administered justice (1 Sam. 12)

c.

Gained things promised (Judg. 6-7; 13:5) (Cf. Heb. 11:39)

d.

Shut lions’ mouths (Judg. 14:5-6; 1 Sam. 17:34-37; Dan. 6:23)

e.

Quenched fury of flames (Dan. 3)

f.

Escaped edge of sword mavcaira (1 Sam. 17:45; Jer. 26:11, 16) [but see below,
11:37 “they died, murdered by sword”]

g.

Weakness turned to strength (Judg. 16:22-30)

h.

Powerful in battle

i.

Put foreign armies to flight (1 Sam. 17)

j.

Women received their dead from resurrection (1 Kings 17; 2 Kings 4)

Heb. 11:35b-38: Faith’s sufferings - “But others”
a.

Were tortured, refusing release (redemption, ajpoluvtrwsin), in order that they
might receive a “better resurrection” (Cf. Heb. 11:19; 13:20)

b.

Mockeries and floggings (2 Chron. 36:16)

c.

Bonds and prison (Jer. 20, 37)

d.

They were stoned (2 Chron. 24)

e.

They were sawn in two (tradition of Isaiah’s death, ordered by King Manasseh)

f.

Murder of the sword (Jer. 26:20-23)

g.

Sheepskins, in goatskins (2 Kings 1:8)

h.

Lacking, afflicted, “mistreated” [kakoucouvmenoi, 11:25]

i.

Homeless aliens “of whom the world was not worthy”
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Heb. 11:39-40: Faith’s Testimonial and Hope
1.

“Attested” marturhqevnteV by God through faith (Heb. 11:2, 4-5; cf. 12:1)

2.

Yet they did not “fully receive” komivzw the things promised (Heb. 10:36; 11:13, 19, 33)

Reflection/Application: Many people think that faith guarantees success and rids
life of all problems. In this text, we find a very different picture. Some were immediately rewarded for their faith while others suffered and received reward later.
How can you then have faith when the results may not be what you hoped for?
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Lesson 19
Hebrews 12:1-13
The Originator and Completer of Our Faith
Introduction
In this lesson, Dr. Johnson will challenge you to correctly apply the concept of faith by looking to Jesus. You
will see how our Lord achieved victory through enduring a most intense difficulty.
Learning Outcomes for Lesson 19
At the end of Lesson 19, you should be able to:
1. Give a working definition of faith
2. State the reasons why we are to look to Jesus in all circumstances
3. Identify the loving reasons why the Father disciplines His children
Read: Lane, 395-430

Listen to Lecture 19: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.
A.

Preceding context
1.

Heb. 11:40: The ancients “were not perfected” teleiovw apart from us (See Heb. 7:288:1; 10:14)

2.

Heb. 11: Jesus, faith’s initiator and “perfecter” teleiwthvV was foreshadowed in the OT
people of faith
a.

Object of faith

b.

Pace-setter, “forerunner” of faith (Heb. 6:20)
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Overview
1.

Two major themes: Faith = endurance under painful discipline
a.

b.
2.

C.
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Endurance uJpomonhv, uJpomevnw
1)

Summons to, example of endurance (Heb. 12:1, 2, 3, 7)

2)

Warnings against endurance’s opposites (weariness kavmnw , discouragement ejkluvomai) (Heb. 12:3, 5, 12)

3)

Hearer’s prior endurance (Heb. 10:32, 36)

Discipline (paideiva, paideuvw) (Heb. 12:5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 [with “trained”
gumnavzw]

Two analogies
a.

Rigor of athletic competition: “weight, run, competition, struggle, trained, disabled
hands/knees/feet” (Heb. 12:1-4, 11-13)

b.

Pain of a father’s loving discipline of beloved sons (Heb. 12:5-11)

Heb. 12:1-4: Look to Jesus, who gained victory through enduring a more intense test
than you face
1.

Heb. 12:1 “For that very reason” (toigarou?n): inference from history of faith
a.

Exhortation based on what we “have” ejc
v onteV (cf. Heb. 10:19)
1)

Cloud of witnesses, testifying on God’s behalf (cf. Heb. 11:2, 39)

2)

Not mere spectators in the stadium, but those who solemnly testify to us
in Scripture, that God the Promiser is faithful (Heb. 11:5, 6, 11; 13, 20-22)

QUESTION: What is the role of the witness in verse 1?
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“Putting aside every weight” ojgv kon
1)

Symbolizes “the sin that so easily entangles” eujperivstaton or “so
easily distracts” eujperivspaston (Papyrus 46, minuscule 1739; cf.
antonym “undistracted” in 1 Cor. 7:35 [supported by Lane])

2)

Not only discouragement (Lane), but also quest for security in material
resources (Heb. 11:25-26; 12:12)

Run the race course “laid out” prokeivmenon directly in front of us

Heb. 12:2: “Look away to Jesus”
a.

b.

Titles
1)

“Perfecter” teleiwvthV (see Heb. 7:11, 19, 28; 10:1, 14)

2)

“Captain/champion, author/originator” ajrchgoV (Heb. 2:10)

3)

“Originator and completer” would fit pairing of “beginning and end” (ajrchv,
tevloV) elsewhere (Heb. 3:14; 6:1; 7:3)

4)

“Captain” (royal/military), “perfecter” (priestly consecration)

5)

See also “forerunner” provdromoV (Heb. 6:20)

“for the sake of the joy set before Him” or “instead of the joy readily available to
Him”
1)

2)

“for the sake of” ajntiv joy in the distant future: Jesus as a model of
looking ahead to joy “not yet seen” (see Heb. 11:26; 12:11). But semantic
problems:
a)

ajntiv normally means “instead of” (Heb. 12:16: “in exchange for
one meal, Esau sold birthright”)

b)

“set before him” prokeimevnhV— not at a distance (beyond
obstacles), but immediately at hand (Heb. 12:1; 6:18 - “hold fast the
hope at hand, in your grasp;” also 2 Cor. 8:12)

“instead of” the joy immediately available (at the price of unfaithfulness)
Jesus endured the cross: He made the same choice that Moses made, with
infinitely higher stakes -- as the hearers have and must (Heb. 10:33; 13:13)
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QUESTION: What “joy” did Jesus receive later which He ignored at first?

3.

4.

D.

Heb. 12:3: “Consider the one who endured uJpomemenekovta such hostility”
a.

“Hostility” of Korah’s rebellion (Jude 11)

b.

“Let you become. . . discouraged” ejkluvomai (Prov. 3:11; Heb. 12:5)

Heb. 12:4: Not yet to bloodshed
a.

Others have been faithful to death (cf. 12:2; 11:35b-38; 13:7)

b.

Struggle against sin, the most lethal enemy (cf. Heb. 3:13)

Heb. 12:5-11: Remember that the pain of the Father’s discipline proves His loving acceptance toward you
1.

2.

Heb. 12:5-6: “You have forgotten” the Father’s exhortation to His sons (Prov. 3:11-12)
a.

“Make light of the Lord’s discipline” - rebuke to the arrogant

b.

“Nor lose heart” - rebuke to the insecure

c.

Both are symptoms of forgetfulness of sonship (Heb. 13:2, 16)

Heb. 12:7-11: Interpretation of Prov. 3
a.

Heb. 12:7a: Exhortation: “you must endure” (uJpomevnete probably pres. Imperative, but could be pres. Indicative)

b.

Heb. 12:7b-11: Grounds for the exhortation
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1)

Heb. 12:7b-8: Only illegitimate sons are exempt from paternal discipline.

2)

Heb. 12:9-10: Respect for a human fathers’ discipline demands greater
respect for God’s discipline (“light to heavy” argument)
a)

Flesh v. spirits

b)

Short-term (“for a few days”) v. life-long

c)

According to what seemed good (their limited perception) v. “for
our benefit” eijV to; sumfevron (discerned in his infinite wisdom
and kindness)

QUESTION: Summarize the role of discipline in the life of the believer. Why should we be
thankful for it?

3)

E.

Heb. 12:11: transition to athletic metaphor
a)

Contrast present pain with future fruit mevn...dev

b)

Peaceful fruit of righteousness (Heb. 10:38; 11:7; Isa. 32:16-18 fruit of peace and righteousness linked to rest [see also Jas. 3:1718])

c)

Those “trained” gumnavzw by discipline run with endurance

Heb. 12:12-13 Spiritual therapy for the disabled
1.

Isa. 35:3 (especially the LXX): Feeble hands, infirm knees = fearful hearts

2.

Hebrews replaces Isaiah’s “strengthen” with “straighten” ajnorqovw (Luke 13:13) -- anticipating “straight paths” (ojrqavV) in Heb. 12:13
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3.

Mutual accountability, communal responsibility for the “someone” (tiV) who may be
weary, fearful, wavering (Heb. 3:12, 13; 4:1; 12:15; 10:25)

4.

“Make straight paths for your feet” (Prov. 4:26)
a.

Original singular pronouns now changed to plural: corporate responsibility for the
weak in faith

b.

The whole church must strengthen the one whose discouraged heart is like limp
hands and weakened knees -- so the “limping” faith may be healed, straightened,
strengthened to run the race with patience, eyes fixed on Jesus

QUESTION: In your opinion, has today’s church done well in reflecting communal responsibility?
Why or why not?

Reflection/Application: The author of Hebrews seems to state that discipleship
costs something. What is the cost, and is this properly emphasized in the church
today?
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Lesson 20
Hebrews 12:14-29
Living Out the Life of Faith
Introduction
In this lesson, you will hear further instructions concerning the appropriate way to live in light of the lesson of
faith. You will also see a contrast between two mountains -- Sinai and Zion.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 20
At the end of Lesson 20, you should be able to:
1. Apply the call to holiness in Hebrews to your life
2. Compare and contrast the mountains of Sinai and Zion
3. Value the importance of listening to God

Read: Lane, 431-491
Listen to Lecture 20: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.
A.

B.

Relation of Heb. 12:14-17 to surrounding context
1.

Verse 14 contains no conjunction to link it with what precedes

2.

Verse 18 gavr “for” implies that the Sinai/Zion contrast in Heb. 12:18-29 is the grounds for
the preceding exhortations in Heb. 12:14-17.

Heb. 12:14-17: Pursue peace and purity, both individually and corporately
1.

Structure of this section
a.

Heb. 12:14: “Pursue”
1)

Peace

2)

Holiness (with rationale)
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Heb. 12:15-17: “Watching, exercising oversight” ejpiskopou?nteV to prevent
presence of those whose unbelief endangers others
1)

“lest anyone fall short” mhv tiV

2)

“lest any root” mhv tiV

3)

“lest any sexually immoral or godless man” mhv tiV

Heb. 12:14: “Purpose peace and purity”
a.

“Peace with all”
1)

Community of faith distinct from the world (Heb. 11:7, 38), but not hostile
to the world

2)

External opposition poses the temptations of compromise, withdrawal, or
retaliation

3)

Peaceful engagement with those outside faith (1 Pet. 2:23; Rom. 12:17-18;
Matt. 5:9; cf. Ps. 34:15: “Seek peace and pursue it”)

QUESTION: How would you explain this “peaceful” exhortation to those who are currently being
persecuted for their faith?

b.

“Holiness, without which no one will see the Lord.”
1)

In Christian theology “sanctification” is the ongoing process by which
Christians are gradually brought into conformity to God’s purity

2)

In Hebrews “sanctify” aJgiavzw is typically applied to the objective, oncefor-all accomplishment and gift of Jesus to believers (forgiveness and
consecration to approach God, Heb. 2:11; 10:14)
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But here (and in 12:10) “holiness” aJgiasmovV is used in the “familiar”
sense: our subjective holiness as the purpose of God’s discipline
a)

New covenant promise: law written on hearts (Heb. 8:10)

b)

Matt. 5:8: Pure in heart see God (Heb. 11:27; 12:23; 1 John 3:2-3)

Heb. 12:15-17: “Watching lest . . .”
a.

Does the threefold “lest anyone” mhv tiV identify three perspectives on the same
problem/ group or three distinct problems (represented in different individuals or
categories of people)? Probably the latter

b.

Heb. 12:15a: “Lest anyone fall short of God’s grace” -- the “disabled limb” who
personally stands in danger of apostasy

c.

1)

“Fall short, come up lacking” uJsterevw (Heb. 3:17)

2)

“Fall short of grace” = to fail to approach the throne of grace (Heb. 4:16)

Heb. 12:15b: “Lest any mhv tiV root of bitterness, growing up, cause trouble
and defile many”
1)

Deut. 29:18 (LXX 29:17): Warning against those who spread apostasy

2)

Hebrews follows LXX mss. A and F*, which read “causing trouble”
ejnovclh rather than “in gall” ejn covlh (spelling variation)

3)

Apostasy is contagious (Deut. 29:19-20), and mere external identification
with the covenant community does not shield the rebel from judgment

4)

“Many may be defiled” (Deut. 13)
a)

“Defiling” related to priesthood and sanctuary (Heb. 5:3; 7:27)

b)

Jesus “undefiled” ajmivantoV (Heb. 7:26)

QUESTION: What should we do about those in the covenant community who are apostate?
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Heb. 12:16-17: “Lest any mhv tiV sexually immoral or profane person like Esau”
1)

Sexually immoral pornovV (Heb. 13:4)
a)

Lane contends this is spiritual infidelity

b)

Esau’s intermarriage with Hittites, outside the covenant line (Gen.
26:34-35; 27:46-28:2; cf. Gen. 24:3; Deut. 7:3-4)

QUESTION: In your opinion, was Esau’s immorality sexual or spiritual?

2)

3)

Profane, secular bevbhloV
a)

Sold birthright in a land his father did not (yet) own

b)

Lived for the present, the visible -- unlike Moses but exactly like
the wilderness generation, who doubted God’s power to keep
promises

“Found no place for repentance”
a)

Not the change of Isaac’s mind, reversing the blessing (Gen. 27:3040)

b)

Esau’s “apostasy” was irreversible, beyond repentance (Heb. 6:46)

c)

Rejected by God
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Heb. 12:18-24: Contrast of Sinai and Zion
1.

Last major “movement” of the sermon

2.

Two mountains
a.

Mount Sinai, on which the law was given (Heb. 12:18-21)

b.

Mount Zion, the heavenly Jerusalem (Heb. 12:22-24)

3.

Biblical texts interpreted in this movement (Exod. 19:16-22; Deut. 4:11-13)

4.

Heb. 12:18-21: “You have not come to Mount Sinai”
a.

b.

5.

Touchable mountain (yhlafavw) (Lk. 24:39; 1 Jn. 1:1)
1)

Mutable created order and earthly sanctuary (Heb. 1:10-12; 9:11, 24)

2)

Derivative but dangerous holiness: “if an animal should touch qiggavnw
the mountain, it must be stoned” (Exod. 19:12-13)

Terrible mountain
1)

God’s burning holiness and terrifying wrath against human impurity: fire
(Deut. 4:11), darkness (gnovfw, Deut. 4:11), gloom (zovfw — note the
rhyme), and storm (quevllh, Deut. 4:11), trumpet (Exod. 19:16, 19), a
voice of words (Deut. 4:12), such that the hearers asked that God not
speak directly (Exod. 20:18-19)

2)

So terrifying (foberovn, Heb. 10:27, 31) that Moses himself said Deut.
9:19: “And I am terrified because of the wrath and rage” (LXX: kai;
ejvkfobovV eijmi dia; th;n ojrgh;n kai; to;n qumovn) (Deut. 9:19)

3)

“You have not come to. . . .” (prosevcomai = “draw near,” priestly
approach to God in worship) (Heb. 4:16; 10:22; Deut. 4:11: “you drew
near and stood under the mountain. . .”)

Heb. 12:22-24: “You have come to Mount Zion, God’s city, heavenly Jerusalem”
a.

“Mount Zion, city of God” = capital city of Israel (Ps. 48:1-2)

b.

Heavenly Jerusalem (not “touchable,” not belonging to this created order)
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1)

“City with foundations, whose designer and builder is God” (Heb. 11:10)

2)

City that God has prepared for those are strangers and aliens on the earth
(Heb. 11:12-16)

3)

Gal. 4:21-31
a)

Sarah = “Jerusalem above,” mother of free children (born of Spirit)

b)

Hagar = Sinai (where the law was given) = “the present Jerusalem,”
mother of slave children

Residents of the heavenly Jerusalem
1)

“Myriads of angels, a festal celebration” kai; muriavsin ajggevlwn
panhguvrei (Heb. 1:14)

2)

“Church of the firstborn ones” kai ejkklhsiva prwtotovkwn
a)

Unique firstborn Son (Heb. 1:6) is “not ashamed to call us brothers”
(Heb. 2:12)

b)

Enrolled in heaven (Exod. 32:32-33; Rev. 20:12-15: Ps. 87:6)

c)

Unlike Esau, just forfeited his firstborn-inheritance right
(prwtotokiva)

3)

“Spirits of righteous people perfected” (Heb. 11:39)

4)

God the judge of all

5)

“Mediator of a new covenant, Jesus, and blood of sprinkling that speaks
better than Abel.” Jesus’ blood attests atonement, cleansing of conscience
(Heb. 9:14; 10:22), unlikeAbel’s, which cried for retribution on his murderer (Gen. 4:10)
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QUESTION: How would you describe the relation between Sinai and Zion? Are they completely
contrary to one another? Are they related? Explain your answer.

D.

Heb. 12:25-29: Heightened importance of listening to God’s voice from Zion
1.

Heb. 12:25, 29: Greater privilege and access in heavenly Jerusalem makes refusing to hear
God’s voice from heaven a more serious offense (Deut. 4:24; cf. Heb. 2:1-4)

2.

Heb. 12: 26-28: Because we are receiving a kingdom that will endure through the “shaking” of heaven and earth, we worship with gratitude, pleasing God
a.

At Sinai, His voice “shook” saleuvw earth (Exod. 19:18)

b.

At the end, His voice will “shake” seivw heaven as well as earth: “Yet once more I
will shake [not only] the earth [but also] the heaven” (Hag. 2:6; cf. Heb. 1:10-12
“the earth. . .the heavens. . . all will grow old like a garment. . . and will be changed”
[Ps. 102:25-27])

c.

Those who receive a kingdom “that cannot be shaken” ajsavleuton must offer
priestly service “acceptably, in a pleasing way” [to God] eujarevstwV (see Heb.
13:15-16, 21)

Reflection/Application: Describe the increased responsibility for believers of today
because of the priviledge of the heavenly Jerusalem. How does this challenge you
personally?
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Lesson 21
Hebrews 13:1-16
Continued Exhortations for the Life of Faith
Introduction
In this lesson, Dr. Johnson will explain some of the closing exhortations in this book. You will see the importance of brotherly love, serving God, dependence upon Jesus, and offering pleasing sacrifices to God.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 21
At the end of Lesson 21, you should be able to:
1. List several epistolary elements which can be seen in this section
2. Describe the appropriate method of depending upon the grace God
3. Define the term, “a pleasing sacrifice to God”
Read: Lane, 491-553

Listen to Lecture 21: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.

A.

Overview of Heb. 13:1-16
1.

More epistolary elements: collected exhortations, request for prayer, benediction, instruc
tions on use of the “word of exhortation,” travel plan, greeting, benediction

2.

Earlier themes applied, especially priestly worship “acceptable to God” (Heb. 12:28). We
“approach” not only to receive help but also to offer service to God

3.

Remembering
a.

“Remember” prisoners (Heb. 13:3), leaders (13:7)

b.

“Do not forget” love for strangers (Heb. 13:2), doing good and “sharing/partnership” koinwniva (13:16)
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QUESTION: Give a brief definition of koinwnia according to Dr. Johnson.

c.

B.

Problem of forgetfulness in Hebrews (12:5 [Prov. 3:11-12]; 10:32; 6:10) -- The
hearers have regressed from an earlier, higher level of confidence and commitment
(Heb. 5:11-14)

Heb. 13:1-3: Let brotherly love continue (especially for strangers and sufferers)
1.

2.

Heb. 13:1: Let brotherly love keep on continuing
a.

Present/progressive imperative: “Keep on continuing” mevnw (Heb. 7:3; 10:34;
13:14)

b.

“Brotherly love” filadelfiva
1)

“Family” theme (Heb. 2:10-12, 14, 17; 3:1, 12:5-11)

2)

Mutual encouragement and support of the “disabled” (Heb. 12:12-13)

3)

See also Rom 12:10; 1 Pet. 1:22; 1 John 3:17-18

Heb: 13:2-3: Love brothers who are costly or risky to love
a.

Heb. 13:2 Do not forget love for strangers filoxeniva
1)

“Hospitality” too generic a translation here (but cf. 1 Pet. 4:9, hospitality to
believers known to us)

2)

Here, welcome to home and table extended to brothers not known to us:
“some have entertained angels without knowing it” (Gen. 18)

3)

Even when persecution threatens, Isa. 26:20 (“Shut your doors”) does not
excuse fearful, self-protective denial of hospitality! (See Heb. 10:37)
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Hospitality to traveling Christians in the apostolic church
a)

“Letters of commendation” (2 Cor 3:1; Rom. 16:1; 3 John)

b)

Criteria for discerning true teachers from false ones (1 Cor. 12:3; 1
John 4:1-3; cf. Didache 11-12)

c)

Fear of infiltrators and traitors (Acts 9:26)

QUESTION: In what ways are today’s churches “fearful” of showing hospitality? How have we
let “personal preferences” stand in the way of reaching out to others?

b.

C.

Heb.13:3 Remember Prisoners and Sufferers for Faith
1)

Good record in the past (Heb. 10:34)

2)

“Chained alongside them” wJV sundedesmevnoi (cf. 1 Cor 12:26)

3)

“Those suffering (physical) abuse” kakoucevw (Heb. 11:25, 37)

Heb. 13:4-6: Seek the satisfaction of visible needs in conformity with the unseen God you
serve
1.

Parallel exhortations in Heb. 13:4-5
a.

Predicate adjective followed by articular noun
1)

Heb. 13:4 “Honored let marriage be” TivmioV oJ gavmoV

2)

Heb. 13:5 “Without-silver-love let your conduct be” AfilavrguroV oJ
trovpoV
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1)

Heb. 13:4: chiasm
A

A’

2.
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Honored
B

marriage (among all)

B’

marriage-bed

Undefiled

2)

Heb. 13:5: Positive alternative to “silver-love” is contentment

3)

Heb. 13:4: God’s coming judgment

4)

Heb. 13:5: God’s promised presence, eliciting our trust

5)

Be the opposite of Esau, the immoral povrnoV and profane (Heb. 12:16)

Heb. 13:4: Marital faithfulness, sexual purity
a.

Marriage bed “undefiled” ajmivantoV (Heb. 7:26)

QUESTION: What is a good definition of “undefiled”?

b.
3.

God will judge the immoral povrnouV and adulterers moicouvV (Heb. 10:30)

Heb. 13:5-6: Contentment, trust in God for security
a.

Contrast Esau’s “profane” exchange of present stew for future inheritance

b.

Warning against loving money as source of security (as we see from the alternative
in Heb. 13:6: “Because the Lord will not leave, I will not fear.”)
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c.

Resting security on things seen = trusting “sin’s deceitfulness” (Heb. 3:13)

d.

Promise of God’s presence (Deut. 31:6, 8; Josh. 1:5; see also Gen. 28:15 -promise to Jacob, who clung to the promises [as Esau did not])

e.

Trusting response to God’s assurance (Ps. 118:7)

f.
D.
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1)

Threats surveyed throughout the psalm

2)

“Helper” bohqovV (Heb. 2:18; 4:16)

Loss of material resources placed in context of promised “better, lasting possessions” (Heb. 10:34)

Heb. 13:7-9: Remember and imitate departed leaders, but satisfy your hunger for stability
only in Jesus
1.

Heb. 13:7 Remember your leaders, who spoke God’s word to you.
a.

Apostles as teachers? (Heb. 2:3)

b.

Local leaders/teachers

c.

These leaders’ ministry was in the past: they “spoke” the Word, the “final outcome”
(ejbv asiV) of their life can be remembered

d.

Focus attention on the Word God spoke through them (Heb. 1:1-2; 12:25; 3:7)

e.

“Imitate their faith” demonstrated in a pattern of living (Heb. 6:12; ch. 11)

QUESTION: Summarize the attitude that ought to be displayed toward leadership.
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Heb. 13:8 Jesus Christ is the same, though human leaders pass away.
a.

“The same” (Heb. 1:10-12 [Ps. 102:25-27])

b.

“Yesterday” (when your leaders spoke to you, in the days of His flesh, at creation,
in His eternal life as Son, Heb. 7:3)

c.

“Today” (as God’s voice speaks from heaven to you in the desert (Heb. 3:7)

d.

“Into the ages” (Heb. 7:21, 25)

e.

Anchor (Heb. 6:19-20)

QUESTION: Why is it significant that Jesus Christ is the same for all times? How does this give
you assurance?

E.

Heb. 13:9-14: Strengthen your heart on the grace Jesus supplies from heaven, on the
basis of His suffering in exile, “outside the camp”
1.

Heb. 13:9-10: Strengthen your faint heart on the grace that Jesus supplies from the
heavenly altar.
a.

Lane: “one of the most controversial passages in Hebrews. The major thrust of the
text easily becomes lost in the obscurities of proposals and counter-proposals” (vol.
2, p. 530).

b.

“Various and strange teachings” contend that “(ceremonial?) foods” can “establish
the heart.”
1)

Return to the worship forms of the earthly sanctuary, probably especially the
“fellowship/peace offering” (Lev. 3, 7)

2)

Heb. 13:9b: “the heart is established by grace (not foods)
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3)

Heb. 13:10: Believers “eat” a fellowship offering from a heavenly altar

4)

To cling or return to these rituals now that the “time of restoration” (Heb.
9:10) has arrived is to contradict the will of God (10:5-10)

Grace cleanses conscience, establishes bebaiovw the heart (Heb. 4:16)

Heb. 13:11-14: Identification with Jesus entails sharing His rejection.
a.

The burning of carcasses “outside the camp” foreshadows Jesus’ suffering “outside
the gate,” rejected by earthly Israel’s leaders.

b.

Paradox: Bodies burned outside, blood carried into sanctuary (Lev. 16:27)
1)

Jesus died to bring His blood into the heavenly Zion (Heb. 9:12-13)

2)

In order to bring His blood in, He suffered “outside” (cf. Matt. 27:32-33)

c.

Heb. 13:13: “Bearing His reproach” (Heb. 11:26)

d.

Heb. 13:14: We must go to Him “outside the camp” of Judaism, with its focus on a
temporary city (with gate), for here we have no abiding mevnousan city that
lasts-we await the coming mevllousan city (Pss. 48, 87; Mark 13)

Heb. 13:15-16: Through Jesus let us offer sacrifices pleasing to God.
1.

Heb. 13:15: Sacrifice of praise = fruit of lips, confessing His name
a.

b.

Sacrifice of praise
1)

Animal sacrifice (Lev. 7:12-15)

2)

Vows and thanksgiving (Ps. 50:14)

Fruit of lips
1)

Confessing sin and requesting forgiveness (Hos. 14:1-2)

2)

Confessing faith (Heb. 3:1; 4:14; 10:23)
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Heb. 13:16: Doing good and (financial) sharing koinwniva
a.

“Well-pleasing” eujarestevw to God (Heb. 12:28)

b.

Now Jesus’ once-for-all sacrifice of atonement opens access for all God’s people,
as a kingdom of priests, to offer sacrifices of devotion and thanks

Reflection/Application: What are some practical examples of “sacrifices” that you
can offer God on a regular basis? How has this lesson influenced your perspective
of what it means to serve God?
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Lesson 22
Hebrews 13:17-25
Concluding Exhortations and Prayers
Introduction
In this lesson, Dr. Johnson will conclude his discussion of the text of Hebrews. The author’s final exhortations, benedictions, and greetings will be discussed.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 22
At the end of Lesson 22, you should be able to:
1. Describe the correct way to treat the leadership of the church
2. Acertain some characteristics of the author as he closes the “Word of Exhortation”
3. Value this great section of Scripture in a more informed way
Read: Lane, 553-575

Listen to Lecture 22: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.

A.

Heb. 13:17: Believe and submit to your present leaders.
1.

Complements earlier exhortation to remember previous leaders (Heb. 13:7)

2.

“Be persuaded by, believe” peivqesqe

3.

a.

Heb. 13:18: peiqovmeqa = “we are convinced”

b.

Not raw authority but persuasion from the Word

c.

Lane (vol. 2, p. 554): “the obedience that follows from persuasive conversation and
that follows from it”

“Submit” uJpeivkete (“Yield, give way”)
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A Case for believing submission
a.

They “watch” ajgrupnevw (vigilance against unforeseen attack) (Mark 13:33; Luke
21:36; Eph. 6:18)

b.

God’s spokesmen as “watchmen,” responsible for others’ safety and welfare
(Ezek. 3:17-19)

c.

Leaders as shepherds, accountable for safety and health of God’s flock (Ezek. 34;
Heb. 13:20; Acts 20:26-28, 31)

d.

They “will give account” (not only of their own performance in office, but also of the
flock’s response)

e.

1)

Let it be in joy, not “groaning” stenavzw

2)

A “groaning” report would be “unprofitable,” even harmful

Has the present generation been denied the respect that their responsibility warrants? (Heb. 13:24: “Greet all your leaders and all the saints”)

QUESTION: Give an answer to the question in point “e” above. If this respect has been denied,
explain how and what the solutions may be.

B.

Heb. 13:18-19: Request for prayer
1.

Prayer requests typical of letter closings (1 Thess. 5:25; Rom. 15:30-32; Col. 4:3-4; Eph
6:19-20)

2.

Plural “us, we”
a.

Rhetorical reference to single author (cf. singular “I” in Heb. 13:19, 22-23)?

b.

Allusion to a ministry team?
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3.

4.

Appeal for prayer implies that the readers have priestly access to God
a.

Gentiles previously excluded from the earthly sanctuary (Eph. 1:10-12; 2:11-13)
now have access to the Father (Eph. 2: 18), so Paul asks them to pray on his behalf
(Eph. 6:19-20)

b.

Jewish Christians, who have been taught for generations the law of restricted
access to the Holy One of Israel (Heb. 9:10), now have access to enter the heavenly sanctuary

c.

This privilege to be used not only in personal petition (Heb. 4:16) but also in intercession for others

Rationale for his request
a.

b.
5.
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“Good conscience”
1)

Earlier: assurance of objective forgiveness of sins (Heb. 9:14)

2)

Here: the preacher’s subjective desire in the Spirit’s power to exhibit in
attitude and conduct the purity of Christ (Heb. 7:25)

He is an example of one whose confession is confirmed in conduct

“Restored” implies that he has served among them before

QUESTION: Reflect for a moment on how you pray for your leaders. What things do you pray
for when you think of them? What things have you not been praying for that you should begin?
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Heb. 13:20-21 Benediction #1
1.

Gathers earlier themes, introduces new themes

2.

“God of peace” (Rom. 15:33; 16:20; Phil 4:9; 1 Thess. 5:23; 2 Thess. 3:16)
a.

“Peace” ejrhvnh (Heb. 11:31; 7:2 “king of peace”)

b.

Peace is the result of reconciliation/atonement (note possible allusion to the “peace
offering” meal in Heb. 13:9-10)

QUESTION: How is the concept of peace discussed above different from the common conception
of peace today?

3.

“Led up from the dead the great shepherd of the sheep”
a.

Only explicit reference to Jesus’ resurrection in Hebrews

b.

“Lead up” ajnavgw

c.

1)

Usual NT verbs of resurrection: “raise” ejgeivrw, “rise” ajnivsthmi

2)

Applied to the resurrection in Rom. 10:7 (comment on Deut. 30:12-14)

3)

Isa. 63:11 LXX: “Where is the One who led them up from the sea with the
shepherd of his flock?”
a)

Shepherd in Isa. 63 is Moses (see Ps. 77:20)

b)

Ascent from the sea = resurrection from death

Great shepherd (Ezek. 34; Zech. 13:7; John 10)
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4.

d.

“Our Lord Jesus” -- liturgical formality and fullness (Rom. 5:11, 21; 6:23; 8:39)

e.

“Through the blood of the eternal covenant”
1)

“The blood of the covenant” (Heb. 9:20; Exod. 24:8)

2)

“Eternal” is a dimension of superiority of new covenant (Heb. 8:9; 7:22; Isa.
55:3; 61:8; Jer 32:40; 50:5; Ezek. 16:60; 37:26)

3)

The covenant is eternal because the blood once-for-all and forever cleanses
the conscience

Heb. 13:21: Equipping to do God’s will, for His pleasure
a.

b.

c.

D.
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“Do God’s will”
1)

Christ enters the world to do God’s will (Heb. 10:5-10)

2)

The hearers have done God’s will amid suffering (Heb. 10:36)

“Making in us what is well-pleasing before Him” to; eujarv eston ejnwvpion aujtou?
1)

“Pleasing” [to God] is the criterion by which priestly service in God’s
presence is measured (Heb. 12:28; 13:16)

2)

“Through Jesus Christ” -- the only means by whom we can approach and
offer pleasing service (cf. Heb. 13:15)

Doxology dovxa in praise of Jesus the Messiah
1)

The Son is radiance of God’s glory dovxa (Heb. 1:3)

2)

The incarnate Son, having redeemed His people, is crowned with glory
dovxa and honor (Heb. 2:9).

Heb. 13:22: Your response to this word of exhortation
1.

“Put up with” ajnevcw this word of exhortation

QUESTION: Define “put up with”
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Rationale, “I have written to you briefly,” seems to anticipate their resistance or impatience.
a.

By this document he is fulfilling his exhortations to mutual exhortation paravklhsiV
(Heb. 10:24-25)

b.

He adjusts his presentation to their limited capacity (Heb. 5:11-14; 9:5; 11:32)

c.

He persuades, gives reasons to believe, from the Scriptures -- to work through their
defenses and open their ears to hear God’s voice.

QUESTION: Briefly relate hearing the Word with the responsibility to do it.

E.

F.

G.

Heb. 13:23: Travel plans
1.

The preacher’s desire to be “restored” to them (Heb. 13:19)

2.

His intention to visit, perhaps with Timothy

3.

Timothy’s release ajpoluvw reminds them that others elsewhere also experience imprisonment (cf. 1 Pet 5:9)

Heb. 13:24: Greetings
1.

“All your leaders” tou;V hJgoumevnouV (Heb. 13:7, 17) -- reinforces leaders’ authority
and accountability

2.

“All the saints”

Heb. 13:25: Benediction #2: “Grace cavriiVV [be] with you all.”
1.

Heb. 2:9: By the grace of God Jesus became lower than the angels, to experience death
for every one of the sons whom God is leading to glory

2.

Heb. 4:19: To those who approach through Jesus the compassionate high priest, God’s
throne of majesty is a throne of grace, the source of grace for timely help

3.

Heb. 13:9: Grace strengthens, establishes the heart-flowing from the altar in the heavenly
sanctuary, where Jesus ever intercedes for us
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Reflection/Application: The closing chapter of Hebrews gives us one example of
how a leader prayed for his people. Briefly look up Colossians 1, Philippians 1, and
I Thessalonians 1. How should we pray for people?
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Lesson 23
Hermeneutics and Christology
in Hebrews
Introduction
In this lesson, Dr. Johnson will bring forth some thoughts on what we can learn hermeneutically by
understanding the method the NT writers used to interpret the OT. He will also give an insightful summary
concerning the key Christological teachings in Hebrews.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 23
At the end of Lesson 23, you should be able to:
1. Discuss various opinions concerning how the NT writers used the OT
2. Understand what is meant by the “Typological Hermeneutics” of Hebrews
3. Explain how Hebrews discusses Christ both “from above” and “from below”
4. Appreciate the tremendous insight this great book gives in the areas of hermeneutics and
Christology

Read: Lane, cxii-cxliv
Listen to Lecture 23: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.
A.

Biblical Hermeneutics
1.

Debate over whether biblical scholars today can/should follow the interpretive methods by
which the NT writers explain and apply OT texts
a.

Richard Longenecker, Biblical Exegesis in the Apostolic Period (1975)

b.

Gregory K. Beale, ed. The Right Doctrine from the Wrong Text? (1994)
S. V. McCasland, “Matthew Twists the Scriptures”
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R.N. Longenecker, “Negative Answer to the Question, ‘Should the exegetical methods of the New Testament Authors be reproduced?’” --Apostolic
hermeneutics used methods appropriate to their time but not to ours
G. K. Beale, “Positive Answer to the Question, ‘Should the exegetical
methods of the New Testament Authors be reproduced?’” -- Apostolic
hermeneutical method has been ideologically and wrongly rejected since
the Enlightenment
QUESTION: Which of the above views does Dr. Johnson take? Do you agree?

2.

World view foundation of Hebrews’ hermeneutics
G. W. H. Lampe & K. Woolcombe, Essays on Typology (1957). Lampe,
“The Reasonableness of Typology” (pp. 16-17): Enlightenment naturalism,
denying God’s sovereignty over history -- and consequently, the intrinsic
meaningfulness of history -- undercut the theoretical foundation for the
apostolic understanding of OT persons and events as planned, purposeful
anticipations of the person and work of Christ
a.

God is the creator and Lord of history

b.

God has spoken in the OT Scriptures and in Jesus the Son

c.

God who speaks is the faithful Promiser (Heb. 10:24; 11:11). Therefore we expect
coherence and consistency in God’s Word and works

d.

Not all the words of God are equal in every respect -- some words were preparatory, designed to be transcended and rendered obsolete by later revelation (Heb.
3:5-6; 10:8-10) forgiveness
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QUESTION: The above statement is very important. What does Dr. Johnson mean by it? What
does he NOT mean?

e.

f.

g.

Revelation and redemption are historically-structured and eschatologically-directed.
The better and the best come last; hence, faith is focused on the future, on things
hoped for, not yet seen
1)

Movement from OT promise to NT fulfillment (Heb. 1:1-2; 2:1-4; 8:13;
9:8; 10:19-20)

2)

Not only covenant history of Israel, but also world history of humanity
(Heb. 2:8 [Ps. 8; Gen. 1:28] dominion “we do not yet see”)

Movement in redemptive history is from physical, earthly shadows toward heavenly
reality
1)

“Shadows” are not illusions, but temporary and dependent on deeper,
unseen, eternal realities

2)

People of faith and hope in the OT looked through fulfillments in earthly
types, to view “from afar” greater fulfillments in heavenly antitypes (Heb.
4:8 [Josh. 21:44]; Heb. 7:16; 9:11; 11:13-16, 35)

The OT had embedded within it signals of the new and better way to come
1)

A “rest” better than Canaan (Heb. 3-4 [Ps. 95:11])

2)

A priest better than Aaron (Heb. 7 [Ps. 110:4])

3)

A covenant better than Sinai (Heb. 8 [Jer. 31:31-34])
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Hebrews’ Typological Hermeneutics
a.

Correspondence and heightening
Leonhard Goppelt, Typos: The Typological Interpretation of the OT in
the NT (ET 1982)
1)

The NT fulfillment/antitype is like the OT shadow/type (pattern)

2)

The NT fulfillment/antitype is greater than the OT shadow/type

3)

Priesthood (Heb. 4:14-5:6)

4)

5)

6)

a)

Correspondence: appointed by God, identification with the weak
which evokes compassion

b)

Heightening (Heb. 7): appointed by oath, by indestructible life, by
the test endured in His sufferings

Sacrifice (Heb. 9:13-14)
a)

Correspondence: cleansing

b)

Heightening: flesh v. conscience

Inheritance (Heb. 3-4; 11:16-18)
a)

Correspondence: security, rest, perpetual possession

b)

Heightening: eternal permanence (foundations, lasting, untouched
by eschatological shaking)

Sanctions for disregarding God’s speech (Heb. 2:1-4; 10:28-29)
a)

Correspondence: disregarding God’s voice brings penalty

b)

Heightening: more severe punishment for disregarding the word
spoken through the Son/Lord
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Christocentricity: Everything flows from Jesus, who is the key to the history of
redemption
1)

Melchizedek literarily “modeled after” the Son (Heb. 7:3)

2)

Law has “shadow” of the coming good things (Heb. 10:1)

3)

Jesus bears covenant curse for others, brings covenant blessing to others

Conclusion
a.

Protestant Reformers’ alarm over patristic-medieval allegorism

b.

Enlightenment denial of divine sovereignty over history, and divine authority and
coherence of Scripture

c.

Scripture must be approached as God’s unfolding testimony, focused in the Son, in
whom He has spoken in “these last days” (Heb. 1:2)

QUESTION: How have your hermeneutical beliefs been challenged, changed or confirmed?

B.

Christology
1.

Enlightenment’s “anti-transcendence bias” led (in 19th and 20th centuries) to dismissal of
classic Christology, expressed in the ecumenical creeds (Nicea, Constantinople,
Chalcedon), accused of imposing Hellenistic philosophical categories on the church’s
understanding of Jesus, creating a “Christology from above” that minimizes Jesus’ identification with suffering humanity
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2.

Nineteenth-century psychological “quest” for Jesus’ “self-understanding” has been discredited, but newer “quests” still hope to produce a less-a priori, more “inductive” understanding
of Jesus “from below” against the background of Second Temple Judaism, Imperial politics,
or even Hellenistic philosophy -- affirmation of the Son’s eternal divine preexistence and his
incarnation into genuine humanity

3.

Hebrews expresses full strength the emphases of both classic Christology “from above”
(God the Son incarnate-emphasis on divinity) and (some) modern Christologies “from
below” (the incarnate Son of God-emphasis on humanity)
a.

“From above”: The divine Son is agent of creation, radiance of God’s glory, imprint
of His substance (Heb. 1:1-4); preexistence and incarnation (1:6); addressed by
God as “God” (1:8) and “Lord” (1:10); divine immutability in contrast to the heavens’ and earth’s mutability (1:10-12)

b.

“From below”: Son takes human flesh and blood (2:14; 10:5-10); loud cries and
tears, learning obedience through sufferings (5:7-10; cf. Lk 2:52); real man, touched
with our weaknesses, enduring our testings (4:15) - No Docetist Christ (“seeming”
to be man), no Apollinarian Christ (in which the divine Logos was thought to replace
the human soul). A real man, tested body and soul, assaulted by fear yet obedient
to God’s will

QUESTION: Summarize the appropriate view of Christ in light of the teaching of Hebrews.

4.

How to conceive and explain this mystery, to affirm (and distinguish) both divine and human
natures, and the unity of the Person
a.

“Solutions” that minimize one nature or the other, or the unity of the Person, have
been rightly rejected as inadequate reflections of Scripture’s testimony concerning
the Savior

b.

Hebrews does not claim to pierce the mystery of “how?”, but rather to show the
soteriological “why?”
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QUESTION: Why would the author of Hebrews be more concerned with the “why” of Jesus’
divine-human nature rather that the “how”?

5.

Purpose of the Incarnation: Why was it “appropriate” ejp
v repen for God to lead us to
glory by the perfection of our captain of salvation through suffering (Heb. 2:10)? Why was a
priest such as Jesus the Son “appropriate” ejp
v repen for us (7:26)
a.

b.

Jesus must be the eternal divine Son in order to be our eternal high Priest, final
Prophet, eternal King
1)

Original prototype of Melchizedek (Heb. 7:3), with eternal tenure in priestly
office resting on indestructible life (7:16)

2)

Not subject to the mutability of the created order (Heb. 1:10-12)

3)

The final Spokesman from God, greater than prophets, angels, Moses
(Heb. 1:1-4; 2:1-4; 3:5-6; John 14:9)

4)

A king whom God addresses as “O God,” (Heb. 1:8-9), whose throne is
eternal and whose rule is perfectly righteous

We also need a priest who is “man, the son of man” (Heb. 2:6 [Ps. 8:5]), who
identifies with us as brothers, shares our flesh and blood
1)

A priest consecrated into office through tested, perfect obedience in the
face of ultimate suffering

2)

A priest who could die, offering himself as the blameless sacrifice to bring
the forgiveness that could never come through the blood of bulls and goats

3)

A priest who in his death is the royal champion, defeating our oppressive
slave-master, the devil, and liberating the devil’s captives
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Reflection/Application: What is the theological importance of emphasizing both
the deity and humanity of Jesus Christ? Why should we never forsake one for the
other? What aspect of Jesus’ nature do you see being ignored in your present
culture?
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Lesson 24
Soteriology and the Christian Life
in Hebrews
Introduction
In this lesson, Dr. Johnson will conclude the course by explaining some key soteriological teachings from
Hebrews. He will also give insights into our lives as Christians and how we ought to conduct ourselves
during our pilgrimage.

Learning Outcomes for Lesson 24
At the end of Lesson 24, you should be able to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Articulate the relationship between soteriology and christology
Describe salvation as “liberation from slavery”
Apply the concept of the Christian life as a “pilgrimage”
Evaluate the overall effect of this study in Hebrews to your personal life

Read: Lane, cxliv-cl
Listen to Lecture 24: The outline given below is to serve as a content and notetaking guide. Along the way, questions have been inserted for your interaction and
reflection.
A.

Soteriology
1.

Introduction to soteriology (doctrine of salvation)
a.

Christology and soteriology closely intertwined: Niceno-Constantinopolitan Creed
(AD 381): “for us and for our salvation” he was made man

b.

Hebrews’ full-orbed, multi-faceted elaboration of salvation, meeting every dimen
sion of our need (felt and unfelt)
1)

“Felt needs” are symptoms of the Fall into sin and its toxic by-products, and
may therefore provide openings for tracing symptoms to their deep, spiritual
causes
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But “felt needs” paradigm may distort perception of the problem, blinding us
to important dimensions and depths of the real problem

QUESTION: In your opinion, have Christians today bought into a felt-needs paradigm? If so,
explain how this has happened and some of the results that you have seen.

2.

Major perspectives on salvation in Hebrews
a.

Salvation is purification of sins (Heb. 1:3)
1)

First readers/hearers were tempted to seek purification of sin’s guilt through
a return to the visible sanctuary and sacrifices ordained by the Law

2)

Purification of sin’s guilt and defilement is needed because:

3)

a)

We are created to live in the presence of God (Heb. 4:14-16)

b)

Yet we have broken covenant, are liable to covenant curses (which
God may inflict with perfect justice) (Heb. 9:15)

c)

We are defiled, incompatible with His consuming holiness

Only the blood of the Son of God can remove real guilt (Heb. 9:14), that
we may serve in the presence of God

QUESTION: Why was the blood of animals insufficient to remove real guilt? Why is the blood of
the Son sufficient?
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Salvation is liberation from slavery, a new Exodus (Heb. 2:14-16)
1)

We are not only guilty, but also captives, trapped and enslaved, impotent to
escape

2)

Jesus comes as Redeemer-Champion, by his death to defeat our deathdealing enemy, the devil
a)

The Lord is Redeemer-Warrior-Helper of Israel (Isa. 41:8-14)

b)

Jesus our brother, the kinsman-redeemer, disarms the enemy by
His own death, and is now “led up” from the dead in a new Exodus
(Heb. 13:20; 8:9) from a captivity worse than Egypt, Assyria,
Babylonia, Persia, etc.)

Salvation is entering our inheritance, God’s rest (Heb. 1:14; ch. 3-4; etc.)
1)

2)

Insecurity, impermanence, change
a)

Leadership transition

b)

Major changes in worship institutions and practice

c)

Social disorientation, decomposition (Chinua Achebe, Things Fall
Apart [following W. B. Yeats])

Images of security in a world of change
a)

Kingdom that cannot be shaken (Heb. 12:28)

b)

City with foundations, designed and built by God (Heb. 11:10)

c)

City that remains (Heb. 13:14)

d)

City that we have already entered (Heb. 12:22)

e)

Hope in hand, an anchor for our souls amid the surface storms
(Heb. 6:19-20)

QUESTION: Give a brief definition of security according to Hebrews.
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Salvation is transformation into the image of God (Sonship)
1)

Promise of transformation in the new covenant: law written on hearts (Heb.
8:10)

2)

To be Son is to reflect the Father’s character (Heb. 1:3)

3)

God’s purpose in His paternal discipline toward His sons is that we share
His holiness (Heb. 12:10)

4)

May He create in us what pleases Him through Jesus Christ” (Heb. 13:21)

Christian Life as Pilgrimage in the Desert
1.

The church’s present experience “between the comings” of Jesus
a.

The last days have dawned since God spoke in a Son (Heb. 1:2; 9:26), but we
await the Son’s appearance a second time, bringing salvation (Heb. 9:28)

b.

Israel in the wilderness was led out of Egypt through Moses (3:16), but still assailed
by enemies-set free, but not home

QUESTION: Explain the concept of being “set free, but not home”

2.

Contemporary relevance of Hebrews’ paradigm of the Christian life, the church’s life, as
pilgrimage through the wilderness
a.

People of the wilderness are called to walk by faith and hope, not by sight
1)

They were tempted to live by sight rather than by faith
a)

Visible splendor and ritual of Herod’s temple

b)

Visible obstacles that magnified the cost of keeping their confession
in Jesus (rejection, financial loss, prison, death)
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We may be tempted to live by sight rather than by faith:
a)

Thirst for recent revelation, new installments of prophetic words
accompanied by visible signs and wonders-rather than Hebrews’
emphasis on the once-for-all sufficiency of God’s speech in His
Son, making future installments superfluous

b)

Thirst for ornate and visual ritual-rather than the stark and simple
Word and sacraments (baptism, Supper) authorized in the NT, with
our “sacrifices” offered in humble service to the oppressed, imprisoned, poor, homeless

c)

Thirst for measurable, quantifiable church growth

d)

Thirst for political influence and demonstrable societal reformation

e)

Thirst for financial security -- rather than joyfully reproducing
Moses’ strange exchange of Egypt’s treasures for Messiah’s reproach

QUESTION: In what ways do you find yourself tempted to live by sight rather than faith? What
are the solutions according to the discussion above?

b.

c.

The people of the wilderness are called to expect suffering
1)

“Do not be surprised” (1 Pet. 4:12-18)

2)

Wilderness is the place of testing (Heb. 2:18; 4:15) and fatherly discipline
(Deut. 8:3)

3)

Expect painful discipline, anticipate its eventual, joyful outcome, “the
peaceful fruit of righteousness” (Heb. 12:5-11)

The people of the wilderness taste refreshing rest at the throne of grace
1)

Tabernacle: The Lord travels in the midst of his wandering people
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2)

His promise is sure: “Never will I leave you, forsake you” (Heb. 13:5-6)

3)

Heb. 4:16: Approach the throne of grace for help, to strengthen feeble
hands and disabled knees (12:12)

4)

Prayer against the real enemy (sin, unbelief, bitter roots of doubt)

The people of the wilderness are called to care for fellow-pilgrims
1)

They may have been tempted to “neglect” gathering, corporate responsibility, mutual accountability due to fear, suspicion, etc.

2)

We may be tempted by work, education, recreation, family

3)

Pilgrims travel together, supporting each other, refreshing each other’s
hearts, carrying each other’s luggage, wrapping each other’s sprains,
straightening each other’s path -- together fixing our eyes on Jesus, the
champion and perfecter of our faith, who endured the cross and joyfully
entered God’s rest ahead of us, seated at the right hand of God

Reflection/Application: What are some committments you have made in your
Christian life as a result of this study?
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